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INTRODUCTION

Contemporary art and
ecology in East Asia
BO ZHENG
City University of Hong Kong
SOHL LEE
Stony Brook University
知而不行，只是未知。

– 王阳明

To know and not to act, is not to know.
– Wang Yangming
French sociologist Bruno Latour quoted the above statement by Chinese
Neo-Confucian scholar Wang Yangming (1472–1529) in a lecture titled ‘War
and Peace in an Age of Ecological Conflicts’, delivered in Vancouver in 2013.
Even though many of us understand the severity and urgency of the ecological
crisis, as he points out, ‘we still don’t do much about it; or, if we do something,
we remain fully aware that our endeavors are not at the relevant scale or at the
relevant level for effective action’ (2014a: 54, original emphasis). Our action –
or our lack of action – shows that we are all ‘climatosceptics’. Latour confesses,
Even though I decided to align myself behind the IPCC [Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change] report (not the same thing as ‘believing’ in it),
I feel very much that I am a skeptic, since I don’t know what to do about
it, apart from a few pathetic gestures like sorting my rubbish and limiting
my carbon footprint (and feeling guilty about it). I act as a climatosceptic,
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or rather, because of this state of relative indecision, I share with those
people an attitude that represents most of the developed world right
now […] one that could be called climato-quietism (quietism in theology
being a laid-back attitude that somehow, without doing anything much,
God will take care of our salvation).
(2014a: 54, original emphasis)
Inspired by Wang Yangming via Latour, we initiated this special issue in
2015, to start taking action in our own professional field. We did not consider
ourselves experts on ecology by any means; it was precisely this unbearable
sense of inadequacy that propelled us to act.
This special issue presents 13 scholarly articles – some feature length,
others in explorative nature – selected from an open call, and an essay written
by renowned artist Naoya Hatakeyama. We learned tremendously from these
articles and from editing this special issue. The authors (living in Australia,
Singapore, Hong Kong, Mainland China, South Korea, Japan, Spain, the UK,
and the US) discuss a wide range of issues and provide insightful readings
on multiple artists and art institutions’ practices. We as the editors are fully
aware that this special issue constitutes only the first step in a long march,
and any shortcomings presented by this issue may be seen as invitations for
future efforts.
In 2013, Third Text published a special issue edited by T. J. Demos titled
‘Contemporary Art and the Politics of Ecology’. It was groundbreaking, carefully attending to art practices beyond the West, but we noticed that East Asia
was missing from the discussion. In the Third Text special issue and other
writings on art and ecology to date, writers tend to leverage four reservoirs of
ideas: scientific studies, theories by thinkers in the West, indigenous cosmologies, and climate change activism. As we turn to art in East Asia, and conduct
ecological inquiries in East Asia, a fifth reservoir of ideas – East Asian thought –
emerges as a critical anchoring point.
The core idea in recent ecological thinking by writers in the West is that
the modern notion of ‘nature’ – which arose in European modernity and now
frames the worldview of people living in most parts of the world touched by
globalization – has been hugely problematic. ‘Nature’ has been constructed on
the premise of divisions: division between nature and society, between object
and subject, between matters of fact and matters of concern, between constative statements and performative ones. The onset of the Anthropocene, where
the illusory boundary between the ‘natural’ world and the ‘social’ world can no
longer be sustained, propels us to move beyond the old notion of a separate
‘nature’ (Latour 2004; Morton 2009). How can we, then, rethink the cornerstones that previously defined our understanding of modernity and contemporaneity? How can we stretch our imagination to picture an alternative model?
In East Asian metaphysics, we find a worldview highly similar to that
being advocated in recent theories in the West, a worldview that is relational
and holistic. As summarized by Franklin Perkins, a scholar of comparative
philosophy (classical Chinese and early modern European), the key beliefs of
East Asian metaphysics include:
1. All things are interconnected and constantly changing.
2. They arise spontaneously from an ultimate source (most often called dao,
the way) that resists objectification but is immanent in the world and
accessible to cultivated people.
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3. Vitality and growth is the very nature of existence.
4. Nature exhibits consistent patterns that can be observed and followed, in
particular, patterns of cycles and interaction between polar forces (such as
yin and yang).
(2015)
According to this worldview, 自然 (C. ziran; K. chayŏn; J. shiran) is not an
entity created by humans or designed by God, but refers to a state of ‘just
how it is’. The role of human beings is not to master nature, but to follow its
patterns. This worldview was dominant in East Asia from the fourth century
BCE until modernist ideas took over in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. It is often noted that the twentieth-century ideological battle of capitalism versus communism, which occupied and divided East Asia, was actually
unified in the shared pursuit of triumph over nature.
Responding to a seminar on landscape theory organized by James Elkins,
Jerome Silbergeld writes:
In place of an anthropomorphic Creator who fashioned the universe
and left it for mankind to reign over in our own arrogant ways, the earth
(‘mountains and water’, shanshui, the Chinese term usually translated
as ‘landscape’) and the heavens are primary links in a dynamic chain
of ongoing creation, not forms primarily but dynamic essences (manifestations of the formless Dao, infused with its energy), understood
animistically, worshipped (‘propitiated’ is a better word) pantheistically.
The chain binds everyone together from elite to ordinary, links every
medium from architecture to painting, and allows for little meaningful
distinction between sacred and secular.
(2007: 277–8)
In this holistic world, ‘it is not just that things implicate each other but that
things include each other … the story of the whole universe can be explicated from any one point’ (Perkins 2015). Neo-Confucian thinkers like Wang
Yangming continued to uphold this correlative cosmology and developed
practices to live and act holistically. Central to East Asian metaphysics is the
idea of qi, or energy and vitality (a word now fashionable in Western theory).
Silbergeld notes that ‘China’s interest in landscape/shanshui lies not so much
in land-shape as in essence, in the energy that animates the land, the same
energy that runs through us all’ (281). In Martin Powers’ words, artists in premodern East Asia were interested in conveying ‘the expressive qualities of
objects in nature, qualities inherent in those natural objects’ (2007: 275). This
sounds much like ‘thing theory’ proposed by Bill Brown, which argues for the
potentiality of things.
Pointing out the similarities between East Asian metaphysics and recent
development in western theories is not to suggest a rivalry but an alliance,
an alliance of wisdoms, old and new. In fact, several authors in this special
issue draw on both reservoirs of ideas. For example, Chang Tan engages
with landscape painting (shanshui), a core subject in Chinese art history, by
expanding the genre with a survey of five contemporary artists’ multimedia
practice. An artistic movement that responds to the visual vocabulary of shanshui and the epistemological trajectory of ‘nature’ (a modern notion that has
entered Chinese lexicon) has emerged over the past decade in China, and Tan
names it ‘landscape without nature’ (perhaps inspired by Timothy Morton’s
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2007 book, Ecology without Nature). According to Tan, the scenes constructed
by the five artists – Yang Yongliang, Yao Lu, Zhan Wang, Zhang Jianjun,
and Miao Xiaochun – turn the shanshui tradition on its head, revealing our
contemporary ecological crisis on the one hand, and the limitations of classical (Chinese) understanding of shanshui and modern (Western) understanding of nature, on the other hand.
In her article Eiko Honda hones in on the interplay between western and
native ideas of ecology in Japan. She celebrates the work of Meiji-period naturalist Minakata Kumagasu (1867–1941), who translated ecology as 棲態学
(seitaigaku, the nesting space) to emphasize ‘a mutual relationship between
varieties of living things and the in/organic environment’. Such a belief in
cohabitation motivated the monk-activist Kumagusu to oppose the 1906
Shrines Amalgamation Act that was written by the government to shift the
locus of worship from the forest (as a force of nature to guide human beings’
morality) to the architecture of a shrine (as ‘a political tool to strengthen
nationalist belief in the sacred emperor’). Influenced by Shintoism and
Buddhism as well as his stay in the west (he spent four years doing research
at the British Museum), Kumagasu’s ideas are, as Honda reveals, congruent with those proposed by contemporary theorists like Félix Guattatri, Jane
Bennett, and Bill Brown. An equally significant contribution made by Honda
is to unveil intergenerational and trans-regional connections, specifically how
contemporary art in post-3.11 Japan can be seen as revitalizing Kumagasu’s
understanding of ecology against 生態学 (seitaigaku, the study of life forms),
another translation of ecology eventually adopted by the Meiji government to
promote human progress separate from natural habitats.
An excavation of alternative possibilities buried in historical oblivion
likewise informs Sohl Lee’s study of Yatoo. A Gongju-based art collective
whose performance events and temporary installations have dotted South
Korean mountains and rivers since 1981, Yatoo is understudied within
South Korean art history for reasons structural as well as conceptual. For
one, early Yatoo’s ‘outdoor, on-the-site art’ (yahoe hyŏnjang misul) is overshadowed by two other dominant strategies that interlinked nature and
Korean nationalism in 1980s South Korea. Abstract paintings of tansaekhwa
and socially engaged art of minjung misul – where nature ends up representing Eastern metaphysics in opposition to the West. The historical (dis-)
continuities in institutions of art and geopolitical forces, Lee argues, ought to
inform a reading of any return made by artists to the mountains and rivers of
a postcolonial nation.
While several authors draw ideas from both contemporary western theories and pre-modern East Asian thought, there remains no doubt much
more work to be done in locating the historical connections and distinctions between the two. The difficulty in seeing both the west and the east,
the modern and the pre-modern, simultaneously, is easily anticipated because
of the periodical and regional categories in the discipline of art history that
place a scholar as a specialist in either pre-modern East Asian art or modern
and contemporary art. (The two editors and the authors contributing to this
special issue all belong to the latter category.) While collaboration between
scholars, in the disciplines of art history, philosophy or religious studies, might
garner productive outcomes, we must also caution against the fetishization of
Eastern thought. One of the perennial challenges in today’s ecological studies
is to figure out how we can recuperate alternative worldviews of nature without assuming that pre-modern worldviews were coherent and unchanging.
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Two articles in this special issue point to contemporary moments and sites
where indigenous cosmologies erupt. Song Yi’s essay unpacks the complex
social situation in a Sichuan village after the devastating earthquake in 2013,
captured in Li Peifeng’s documentary Sheng Ji (Epiphanizer). While Taiwanese
architect Hsieh Ying-chun attempted to help villagers in Ya’an to rebuild
their houses, the villagers themselves were more concerned with building their ‘epiphanizer’ – tombs constructed while they are alive, as the basis
of their vitality. For Song, one key problem in the post-disaster rescue is the
disappearance of awe towards (super)natural beings. In her article, Haeyun
Park reads Korean artist Sangdon Kim’s work as illustrating what she calls
a ‘shamanistic turn’ in recent art from South Korea. The animist object in
this case is not a stone or a plant, but the image of none other than admiral Douglas MacArthur, whose Incheon Landing Operation at the height
of the Korean War (1950–3) changed the war’s duration and outcome. In
Sangdon Kim’s photographs, videos, and sculptural installations the power
of the MacArthur image takes multiple forms: while it continues to frame the
memory of Korean War veterans and shape their bodily gestures till today,
it has also been appropriated by a local shaman for healing purposes. The
belief in indigenous animism has survived the state’s systemic suppression of
so-called superstitions, as Kim re-presents it in contemporary art.
Certainly, it is not necessary to always refer to East Asian metaphysics
just because one is writing about art from East Asia. There is much to be
gained from David Xu Borgonjon’s incisive interpretation of Chinese artist Gu
Dexin’s last work, titled May 2, 2009. Borgonjon centers his analysis on the
potential of meat – a material frequently used by the enigmatic artist – as a
‘conceptual category’, bridging the immanent and transcendent. This article
draws on a wide range of philosophical ideas, in particular speculative realism, and explores the artist’s consistent fascination with both organic matter
and conceptual deduction (diagrams and slogans). This article demonstrates
that ideas in the frontier of ecological thinking may indeed shed light on art
that once seemed impenetrable and inscrutable.
Only one article in this special issue touches on activism. Two collective, activist, and performance-based projects in China – Keepers of the Waters
(Chengdu, 1995) and Everyone’s East Lake (Wuhan, 2010) – are compared
in the essay by Huang Chen. Activist practices featured prominently in the
2013 Third Text special issue edited by T. J. Demos and in Demos’ recent
book Decolonizing Nature: Contemporary Art and the Politics of Ecology (2016).
In Demos’ characterization, western theorists (‘the post-natural party’) and
climate justice activists (‘the rights-of-nature party’) are working from two
ends of the problem to come up with ‘a new ecology of politics that would
redistribute agency, rights and representation so that environmental decisions are made by a more inclusive, egalitarian collective’ (2013: 5). The weak
presence of activism in our special issue might be indicative of the following: civil society, the public sphere, and rights-based activism in general are
weak in East Asia; due to historical, cultural and political reasons, activist
practices take on different forms in East Asia and are not recognized easily as
‘activism’; art historians and critics in East Asia have not paid enough attention to activist practices. We hope future initiatives will investigate these
issues further.
Also missing from this special issue is direct reference to scientific studies,
even though science provides the basis and starting point for contemporary
ecological discussion. Again we hope future initiatives will address this point,
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by studying art practices that critically engage with science and technology, by
drawing ideas from scientific studies, and most importantly, by collaborating
with scientists.
When we initiated this special issue, we were imagining a set of essays
that would study ‘ecological art’ in East Asia. But the articles we received
taught us that we had been too timid. This special issue is not just about studying a subcategory of contemporary art; it is about contributing to a paradigm
shift in our discipline. At this critical moment in history, incorporating ecological thinking into our toolbox is a mandate for all of us. Historian Dipesh
Chakrabarty wrote in 2009:
As the crisis gathered momentum in the last few years, I realized that
all my readings in theories of globalization, Marxist analysis of capital,
subaltern studies, and postcolonial criticism over the last twenty-five
years, while enormously useful in studying globalization, had not really
prepared me for making sense of this planetary conjuncture within
which humanity finds itself today. […] What scientists have said about
climate change challenges not only the ideas about the human that
usually sustain the discipline of history but also the analytic strategies
that postcolonial and post-imperial historians have deployed in the last
two decades in response to the post-war scenario of decolonization and
globalization.
(198–99)
Over the past two decades, East Asian art historians have made tremendous
progress in the multiple modernities project. Postcolonialism has been firmly
established as one of the core methodologies in art history, alongside Marxism
and critical race, gender and queer theories. As many of us have come to
realize that the most urgent and fundamental challenge in our lifetime is the
ecological crisis, manifesting itself as extreme weather, species extinction, and
degradation of the commons (land, water, air, etc.), and in recent years escalating into catastrophes, mass migration, and war. It is no longer ethical to
delay the incorporation of ecological thinking in our teaching and research.
And as Chakrabarty argues, a radical transformation of all our critical tools is
required in light of our new/renewed understanding of ecology.
Two articles in this special issue address explicitly the interaction between
ecology and postcolonialism. Wang Ruobing looks into Xu Bing’s ambitious
Forest Project, which combines drawing, ecological education, art auction, and
actual planting of trees. In Xu’s transnational endeavours – Kenya in 2005,
Mainland China and Hong Kong in 2009, Brazil in 2012, and Taiwan in
2014 – Wang detects ‘layered complicities as well as resistances’ as the artist
navigates the complex terrain of colonial histories, indigenous cultures, and
ecological remedies. Gu Jiangtao reviews Cai Guoqiang’s 2014 exhibition in
Shanghai, titled The Ninth Wave, and examines its failure to move beyond a
romantic and anthropocentric attitude towards nature. For Gu, this failure is
actually rooted in the ‘monoculture of global capitalism’ and Chinese contemporary art’s entanglement with the still colonial order of ‘global’ culture. The
contemporary political system pivoted on nation-state has failed to respond
adequately to the ecological crisis. Now is the time to develop art practices
and critical writings that can move dynamically between the planetary and the
local, while acknowledging the role that nation-states play in both propelling
crisis and finding solutions.
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Last but not least, we come to the notion of agency. The geological time
of the Anthropocene, as Latour notes, can be defined as the collapse of the
distinction between ‘‘‘natural” entities (those about which we may speak
from afar and in a dispassionate tone) and “social” situations (those inside
which we are thoroughly embedded)’ (2014a: 58). In this situation, the sensible approach is not to delay action, as climate change deniers insist, but to
act holistically, according to patterns of nature, ‘on feelings, on many subtle
cues, pointers, tastes and warnings that depend on [our] having rendered
[ourselves] sensitive to a multitude of unconnected events and tiny perceptions’ (2014a: 56). The task is not to do away with the notion of agency, but to
understand it differently. Precisely because we possess a limited, circumscribed
agency, because our understanding of our own agency is never complete, we
have to be more committed to our agency, not less. Recently Latour went so
far as to argue that we have to see our contemporary ecological struggle not
as a debate but as a war against climate change deniers, because we no longer
share with them an outside supernatural authority – God, Nature, or State –
onto which they still hold (2014b).
The imperative is to see our agency in a different light – to see it not as
exclusively belonging to and shaped by human hands, but as a notion, or
even an energy, that can be shared and distributed. As East Asian thinkers long realized, ‘existence is inherently active and dynamic; an effect is
never purely passive or inert’ (Perkins 2015). Marco Bohr investigates the
relationship between photography and disaster through Hatakeyama’s
response to the 2011 earthquake and tsunami. After assessing different positions adopted by Japanese photographers after the disaster, Bohr conducts
detailed analysis of Hatakeyama’s photographic decisions to locate the
ethics of the photographic medium, and its relation to memory, truth, and
reality. Paolo Magagnoli’s article similarly centres on photography and
environmental degradation. He argues that the seemingly beautiful images
composed by Chinese artist Zhao Liang, of Beijing’s polluted rivers and
gloomy building blocks, challenge the official ‘ecological civilization’ agenda
through irony. Yanagi Yukinori and Liang Shaoji’s art practice, as detailed in
Cortez Zulueta’s article, is particularly moving. Both artists have lived with
their animal co-operators – ants for Yanagi, and silkworms for Liang – for
decades, with utmost respect; both have constructed environments where
the agency of their nonhuman companions becomes undoubtedly clear.
Cortez argues convincingly that the artworks of Yanagi and Liang reveal
the human-animal coevolution, and that animals are not living in the background (as the word ‘environment’ suggests), but have actively ‘molded’
the ‘character, philosophy, aesthetics, and history’ of nations. Brad Monsma
locates the distributive agency in the Japanese art festival, Echigo-Tsumari
Triennale. He argues that the idea of satoyama – village-mountain, ‘an
assemblage of human dwelling and things commonly ascribed to ‘nature’’ –
constitutes a more productive path towards sustainability and biodiversity.
This seventeenth-century idea has been put into contemporary practice by
the Echigo-Tsumari Triennale, weaving intimate relations between artworks,
people, and landscapes.
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Landscape without nature:
Ecological reflections in
contemporary Chinese art
ABSTRACT

KEYWORDS

Nature (ziran) has been a key concept in Chinese art, yet the ‘nature’ celebrated in
Chinese shanshui paintings and gardens are already abstract inventions, bearing
only tenuous connections with the physical world beyond human habitation and
control. This article studies several contemporary ‘landscapes’ that are devoid of
conventionally defined nature, including Yang Yongliang and Yao Lu’s deceptively
traditional shanshui that are in fact collages of scenes of urban congestion and
pollution, Zhan Wang and Zhang Jianjun’s use of industrial materials to manufacture objects that signify ‘nature’ in domestic settings, as well as Miao Xiaochun’s
seemingly straightforward portrayals of modern life that employ the compositional
principles of shanshui to create sensations of the surreal. Those works have been
interpreted as critiques of urbanization and commodification, but the ecological
sensibilities they embody, I argue, are meant to undo the binary between nature and
culture. Through seductive yet subversive appropriation of the conventional representations of nature, they remove the concept from a ‘transcendental, unified, independent category’ and reveal it as diverse, malleable and intimate, at once subject
to and elusive from human interventions. Showing that the physical world becomes
visible only through the mediation of metaphors and imagery, this article also
stresses the role aesthetics plays in our interactions with the environment.

contemporary Chinese
art
eco-criticism
landscape painting
environmental art
aesthetics of nature
culture
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1. 自然, in its modern
sense, first appeared
in Chinese in the 1864
translation of Henry
Wheaton’s Elements of
International Law, and
like many neologisms
of modern China, it
appropriates a word
that already existed
in classical Chinese
yet acquired new
meanings in Japanese
(shizen), see Masini
(1993: 87) and Liu (1995:
326). I will discuss
the trajectory of this
concept in more detail
later.

In no other culture tradition has nature played a more important role in
the arts than in that of China.
(‘Nature in Chinese Culture’, Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York)
[Jia Baoyu says] When (the ancients) speak of a ‘natural painting,’
I can’t help wondering if they are not referring to precisely that forcible
interference with the landscape to which I object.
(Cao 1973: 336–37)

INTRODUCTION
When it comes to Chinese art, the concept ‘nature’ – a word that entered the
modern Chinese lexicon as ziran in the late nineteenth century1 – is at once
crucial and perplexing: unlike the astute teenager Jia Baoyu of the eighteenth
century, who protested that the mountains and waters in his lavish family
garden Daguan Yuan were mere artificial constructions in a highly improbable site, the connoisseurs and critics of Chinese art today still tend to see the
representations of nature in Chinese gardens and landscape paintings (shanshui) as purer and less anthropocene than their western counterparts. This
perception was rooted in both modern interpretations of traditional Chinese
aesthetics and early studies of landscape art in the West. Art historians have
argued that, in the theories of literati art, to capture the ‘spirit’ or ‘essence’
(shen) of the cosmos with a cultivated yet spontaneous sensibility was the ultimate goal (Tu 1976; Bush 1971), and landscape, both physical and portrayed,
serves as an intermediary that unites the microcosmic with the macrocosmic,
the humane with the ‘natural’. Early western studies of landscape paintings,
on the other hand, tend to marginalize the Chinese tradition or denigrate it
as primitive and irrational, ‘closely bound up with an almost mystical reverence for the powers of nature’ (Clark 1970: 638). Such a view has been at once
refuted and reinforced in works of ecocriticism since the 1970s. Describing
the European, Judaeo-Christian view of nature as human-centred and technocratic, the advocates of Deep Ecology praise the ‘animalist’ and pantheist
beliefs of non-western cultures as more intuitive and less instrumental (White
1967; Manes 1992), and Asians, with their reputed spiritualism, were increasingly seen as living in ‘some sort of mystical harmony with Nature’ by the
end of the twentieth century (Hudson 2014: 951). Chinese landscape painting, in which rocks and trees take the central role and human presence is
barely visible, seems a primal example of such an attitude, and it is still seen
as an art that conveys true appreciation of – and compatibility with – nature
(Turner 2009).
A closer look at the ecological history of non-western cultures, however,
reveals that they were no more benign: advanced civilizations across the globe
collapsed due to their ruthless exploitation of their environments; species
were driven to extinction once humans – Native Americans and European
colonizers alike – acquired more efficient means to hunt (Diamond 2011). The
case of China is equally striking: throughout history, the Chinese population
battled, manipulated and exploited nature in ways that rivalled or exceeded
those of the Europeans, leading to large-scale deforestation, water shortage,
soil degradation and natural disasters of escalating orders (Elvin 2006; Marks
2011). Population pressure, together with dense, irrigation-based agriculture and high levels of urbanization, were the main causes, but the Chinese
views of nature may have contributed to the ecological abuses as well. Elvin
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eloquently argues that the nature admired by Chinese poets, as manifested in
the works as early as those of Xie Lingyun in the fourth century, was already
a ‘civilized wildness’ shaped by human economic activities, and even the
sympathetic feelings expressed for a pristine nature in early literature were
likely nostalgic or compensatory reactions to the destructive actions taken in
physical reality (Elvin 2006: 335–68). Indeed, it was not a coincidence that
the art of landscape paintings thrived more than ever in Song dynasty China
as well as in the seventeenth century Netherlands, where humans exerted
the most comprehensive and visible impact on topography prior to modern
times: landscape paintings naturalize and ‘historicize’ human interventions,
turning real estates and commercial undertakings into sites of contemplation and beauty (Alpers 1983; Adams 1994; Cahill 1988; Clunas 1996). One
may observe that, instead of inducing ecologically responsible behaviours,
the lofty visions of nature in Chinese art disguise, sublimate and legitimize
the mundane interactions between humans and the environment, rendering
the physical realities vacuous and invisible.
Those seemingly paradoxical approaches to nature in Chinese art and
culture, however, are partially the results of the epistemological trajectory of
ziran from classical to modern times. Literally meaning ‘being so of its own
accord’, the word first appears in the Taoist canon Dao De Jing and refers to
‘the property of something to be what it is of its own intrinsic nature’ (Elvin
2010: 20), which, together with the equally abstruse and all-encompassing
Dao, serves as the model and inner principle of all beings (人法地，地法天，
天法道，道法自然). In other words, the sphere of man and culture is seen
as contained within – and hence consistent with – that of ziran, not separated
from it. Later usage of the word in literary and artistic criticism, which signifies
effortless (wu suo mianqiang), intuitive (hunran tian cheng) and ‘unadorned’ (bu
jia diaozhuo) creations, also reinforces the connection between human nature
and the external world. Neo-Confucianism, the philosophy that prevailed
among Chinese intellectuals in the Song dynasty, further theorizes the coherence between the macrocosmic nature and the microcosmic ‘nature’ of human
affairs, and landscape paintings (shanshui), maturing at the same time, were
conceived as the representation and visualization of both the cosmic principle and the ideal social order that manifests it. As the Song master Guo
Xi (after 1000–ca. 1090) deftly explains in his Linquan gao zhi, the ‘ordered
arrangement’ of mountains in a painting resembles ‘a great lord glorious on
his throne and a hundred princes hastening to pay him court’, while that of
trees ‘a nobleman dazzling in his prime with all lesser mortal in his service,
without insolent or oppressed attitudes’ (Bush and Shih 1985). The miniature ‘nature’ showcased in traditional Chinese gardens is even more geared
to human needs and beliefs: its celebrated design is governed by symbolic
meanings, aesthetic conventions and practical concerns such as horticultural
productions and domestic amusements (Clunas 1996).
Clearly, the traditional connotation of ziran differs from the meaning it
acquired as the standard rendering of ‘nature’ (also as ziranjie or daziran) –
the cosmos and biosphere that stands opposite to the world of human
affairs and operates according to the law of science – in modern times.2
However, in the discourse of landscape paintings, art critics continued to
use the word in its traditional sense even in the early twentieth century,3
and artists continued to paint shanshui that bore little resemblance to the
‘real’, visible nature. Even the reform-minded artists of the Lingnan School
seldom departed from traditional motifs in their landscape paintings.4 Only

2. The meaning of ziran
retains much of its
traditional meanings
even today, especially
when used as an
adjective. For a detailed
study of how ziran
morphed to its modern
form, see Yang (2014).
3. The debates in the field
of Chinese paintings
centred on issues such
as ‘imitation of the
ancient’ (mogu), realism
vs expressionism, and
the reform of literati
paintings (wenren hua).
Ziran, when mentioned
by prominent
figures such as Jin
Cheng (1878–1926)
and Chen Hengke
(1876–1923), still
means ‘spontaneous’
or ‘unadorned’. Only
the aesthetician Deng
Yizhe (1892–1973) refers
ziran in its modern
sense – as the external
biosphere free from
human interventions –
when discussing the
difference between
Chinese and western
paintings, and
argues that ‘Chinese
paintings emphasize
nature, while western
paintings emphasize
human life’. (Deng
[1928] 1996).
4. In their attempt to
craft a new ‘national
painting’ (guohua),
Lingnan artists
use bolder colours,
dramatic composition
and observational
details, and endow
their subject matters
(especially animals
and flowers) with new
formal vigor as well as
symbolic significance.
Their landscapes
occasionally adopt
modern subject
matters such as
airplanes, but the
format and content
remain largely
conventional (Croizier
1988).
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after 1949 were traditional shanshui artists compelled to incorporate more of
the external world into the established repertory of landscape in ways that
suggest the split between ziran and the human world: revolutionary landmarks, industrial projects and modern machinery frequently appear among
mountains and waters, pronouncing man’s proud dominance over nature.
But the traditional role of visualized ziran did not vanish: the new shanshui
are still loaded with symbolic meanings that range from nationalist zeal to
glorification of heroic figures, especially Mao (Andrews 1994: 176–200). Jia
Baoyu’s observations are even more astute than it first appears: ziran is never
entirely free from the ‘forcible interference’ of the human world in the landscape art of China.
Like ziran, the concept of nature also went through drastic changes in the
western context, and recent scholarship has argued that its current connotation – as an entity free from human interference – was a modern invention
(Elvin 2010; Wulf 2015). Departing from its earlier naivety, ecocritical studies also increasingly question the binary between nature and culture (Garrard
2012: 86–92): the former is rarely pristine wildness, and the latter never
equals to a ‘concrete jungle’ (Braddock and Irmscher 2009: 9). Based on such
reflections, scholars today begin to envision an ecological view ‘without’ and
‘after’ the clichéd conceptualization of nature: an environmental aesthetics
that sees the natural world as historical, societal and subject to human interventions (Morton 2007: 13), and ‘an aesthetics of damage’ in the anthropocene world that demands ‘a way of living with harm and not disowning the
place that is harmed’ (Purdy 2015: 195). The apocalyptic yet hauntingly beautiful photographs of ‘manufactured landscapes’ by Edward Burtynsky, many of
which were taken in China, are often cited as illustrations of such aesthetics,
but several contemporary Chinese artists have made works that re-conceptualize nature in equally provocative but more nuanced manners – by engaging with the traditional art of landscape, critically and creatively. Their works,
however, are seldom read in a way that articulates their complex dealings with
ecology and aesthetics. In this article, I examine three groups of such artworks:
they appropriate and transform the rich conventions of traditional landscapes,
yet the world they portray is diverse, malleable and contemporary, at once
subject to and elusive from human interventions. Each of the works construes
an environment that is palpably ‘real’ yet becomes notable only through established visual devices, hence reminds the viewers how crucial a role aesthetics
play in our understanding of and relations with the physical world.

THE URBAN PICTURESQUE: SHANSHUI OF MODERN CITIES
Yang Yongliang’s Phantom Landscape series (2007) excel in its deceptive
authenticity: looking from a distance, his monochromatic mountains and
waters bear uncanny resemblance to those of traditional Chinese landscapes. The boulders are wrapped in clouds, shaped schematically, unfolding in rhythmic variations of density and distance, and shaded with repeated
horizontal and vertical marks that echo the textural brushstrokes (cun) that
characterize literati landscapes. Following the same conventions, the bodies
of water are left blank, and the shorelines protrude and recede in familiar patterns. The strategically placed red ‘seals’ and inscription complete
the overall resemblance to literati shanshui. The only details that seem out
of place are the cranes, which are meant to stand in for trees. Despite the
unsightly arms of the cranes, however, the ‘phantom’ holds its mesmerizing
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5. Currently at the
National Palace
Museum in Taipei,
available in high
resolution at http://
theme.npm.edu.tw/
selection/Article.
aspx?sNo=04000959
&lang=2, accessed
30 November 2015.

Figure 1: Yang Yongliang (b. 1980), Summer Mountains (xia shan tu), Phantom
Landscape II, No. 1, 2007. Epson Ultragiclee Print on Epson fine art paper, 60 x
132cm.
appeal, and the viewer encounters a moment of wonder when she zooms
in and realizes that the mountains are made of skyscrapers, and the islands
construction debris.
Yang studied ink-wash painting and calligraphy in his youth and majored
in media art and digital design in the art academies of Shanghai; his urban
landscapes certainly result from this combination of trainings and sensibilities. But to create such deceptively ‘real’ shanshui is no easy task. In his first
Phantom Landscape series (2006), the contour of the skyscrapers remains
clearly detectable; the ‘mountains’, therefore, appear rectangular and
‘unnatural’. Even the composition retains the layout of a – albeit condensed
and distorted – modern city. The works in 2007, on the other hand, become
much more plausible landscapes in the conventional sense: the sizes of individual buildings are drastically reduced so that they become mere ink traces,
the dramatic contrast between light and dark is enhanced, and the overall composition often models after well-known works by Song and Yuan
masters. Such contrived authenticity reaches its peak in his recent Travelers
among Mountains and Streams (2014), a work in his Artificial Wonderland
series. This monumental photo collage ‘copies’ Fan Kuan (c. 960–1030)’s
masterpiece5 so meticulously that even a skilled painter could hardly match
its verisimilitude – the progression from dark to light shades of ink is precisely
reproduced, the electric towers on the top of the hills echo the shapes and
arrangements of the pines in the painting, even the distinctive diagonal cun
thrust of the rock on the left foreground is captured in a corresponding pile of
debris. The only ‘missing’ component, curiously, are the tiny human figures
and cattle in the foreground. In fact, this complete absence of humans – or
anything organic and alive – is a consistent feature in all of Yang’s collaged
landscapes. Such absence calls attention to the utter artificiality of the pictorial scheme: while Fan Kuan’s original suggests – deceptively – that human
presence is dwarfed by the sublimity of nature, human interference is at once
omnipresent and invisible in Yang’s.
Yang is not the only Chinese contemporary artist who uses decisively
modern and unnatural materials to fabricate deceptively real scenes of shanshui. The Beijing-based artist Yao Lu (b. 1967) also assembles actual photographs of construction debris he sees in his surroundings, which are often
covered in blue, green or brown protection nets, with readymade images of
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Figure 2: Yang Yongliang (b. 1980), Phantom
Landscape I, No. 3, 2006. Epson Ultragiclee Print
on Epson fine art paper, 60 x 160cm.

Figure 3: Yang Yongliang (b. 1980), Artificial
Wonderland II: Travelers Among Mountains
and Steams, 2014. Epson Ultragiclee Print on
Kodak Duratrans paper, 150 x 300cm.

trees, pavilions, clouds and waterfalls to make green-blue (qinglü) shanshui
images – a type of landscape that was invented in Tang dynasty and adopted
in later ages for its archaism. Most of Yao’s remakes, entitled New Landscape,
are not direct imitation of particular pieces, but they look unmistakably ‘traditional’, with clear layering of foreground, middle ground and background,
subtle balance between full and emptiness, spare yet strategic placement of
architectural elements, and plenty of clouds and mist. The folds and drapery of
the protection nets also give the mountains an interesting variety of textures,
from smooth and sweeping to crumbling and splitting, which is a trademark
of traditional shanshui.
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Figure 4: Yao Lu (b. 1967). Viewing the Waterfall from the Pine Rocks, 2007.
Chromogenic print, 47 ¼ x 47 ¼ inches.
Like Yang Yongliang’s urban landscapes, the illusion of nature in Yao’s
collage starts to dissemble upon close inspection. The debris is glaringly obvious wherever the nets open, and the images are dotted with construction
signs, painted slogans, furnaces blowing smoke or human figures in uniforms
of labourers or cadres. But curiously, the intrusion of modernity does not
necessarily turn the traditional composition into a grotesque mockery. In fact,
many of them fit in quite harmoniously: the smoke from furnaces resembles
chimney smoke (chuiyan), a symbol of pastoral charm celebrated in classical Chinese poetry; the rubbles of cement slabs, adorned with a pavilion, a
waterfall and surrounded with mist, has the rugged beauty of craggy hills; the
human figures, isolated and grey, can be mistaken for hermit poets that roam
in traditional shanshui paintings. Such unexpected compatibility is even more
striking in Yao’s New Landscapes (2009–11), in which he incorporates more
modern elements – passing trains blowing torpedoes of smoke, stretches of
cityscape on an island made of debris, groups of human figures skating in an
ice rink – into more apparently ‘traditional’ format of shanshui: meticulously
structured compositions that guide the viewer’s gaze through the handscroll;
a large portion of elegant calligraphy that praises the scenery; colophons that
comment on how the work was made. From a distance, the work looks more
shanshui-esque than ever.
Created in the midst of the construction frenzy before the 2008 Beijing
Olympics, Yao Lu’s shanshui clearly comment on the waste and pollution
of modern Chinese cities. As critics readily point out and Yang frequently
acknowledges himself, Yang’s Phantom Landscapes also serve as a powerful
critique of environmental damages brought by over-development (Tai 2010).
In addition, critics have commented on how Yang and Yao’s works enhance
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and reinvigorate the traditional shanshui paintings, how they present the
clashes as well as potential harmonies between the past and the present,
the East and the West, or how they negotiate between the elite literati
conventions and the equally problematic ‘realism’ exemplified by photography (Yin 2011). Little has been said, however, on how such works question
the very conception of ‘nature’ and its associated aesthetics, as perceived
in reality and construed in shanshui paintings. Jan Stuart, a curator at the
British Museum, wisely points out the aesthetic appeal of those constructed
urbanscapes:
By making his (Yang’s) works ‘beautiful’ they are much more than a
mockery of modern life. Instead they subtly pose the difficult question
of whether urban life can be simultaneously loathsome and threatening
of the established order, while still perhaps possessing its own kind of
intrinsic beauty and desirably lifestyle.
(2013: 9)
The beauty manifested in Yang and Yao’s works, however, is not really
‘intrinsic’: it is shaped by the art of landscape painting itself. Often seen as
a medium to capture, with increasing truthfulness and delicacy, the inspiring sceneries crafted by natural forces, it is in fact a highly conventionalized schemata that selects and composes objects of the material world in
a way that shapes and conforms to our preconceptions of the sublime and
the picturesque. In other words, what makes landscape beautiful is not its
content, but its form, in which every element is regulated (though not impervious to changes and innovations) and invested with symbolic significance.
In the Chinese tradition, mountains will look attractive and ‘natural’ when
they are portrayed in certain textures (cun), colours (shades of black and grey
or mineral green-blue), and with a specific set of accessories (mist, pavilions,
sparsely leafed trees, seals and calligraphy, and so on); even when the viewer
realizes that the ‘mountains and waters’ are made of materials that are antithetic to the pastoral sentiments expressed by their paradigms, the mesmerizing power of the form still holds.
While traditional landscape paintings invariably highlight their optical or ‘spiritual’ verisimilitude to unspoiled nature, the landscapes of Yang
and Yao bring the artificiality of their wonderland to the foreground, hence
remind us that the ‘nature’ we perceive and inhabit today – as well as in
the past – is constructed and fundamentally conceptual. The charm we
attribute to nature, therefore, is precisely due to such conceptual presumptions. On the other hand, their landscapes do contain enough portrayals of
urban congestion, ecological hazard and impending environmental crisis
to draw the viewers’ attention away from aesthetic contemplations. Some
of Yang’s works feature rising tides, cities crumbling and half submerged
in water, or even charts showing evidence of global warming, and the
enchanting mists in Yao’s shanshui seem to have risen from trash burning or fumigation. The very fact that such alarming scenarios blend well
with the conventionally shaped ‘nature’ may suggest the most urgent
reasons why we should protect the environment today: not to preserve a
pristine, undisturbed nature, which has ceased to exist a long time ago,
but to keep the irreversibly anthropocene world of ours suitable for human
inhabitation.
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THE NATURAL AND THE ARTIFICIAL: A UTOPIA OF STONES
Similar to Yang and Yao’s shanshui collages, the ‘scholar’s rocks’ of Zhan
Wang (b. 1962) and Zhang Jianjun (b. 1970) highlight the artificiality of what
is conventionally seen as ‘natural’. Displayed individually, piled up into
small hills, or featured in paintings, the scholar’s rock has been a key component of the Chinese elites’ evocation of nature for millenniums, and the
connoisseurship of rocks reached a peak under the Northern Song Emperor
Huizong (1082–1135), who constructed enormous mountains of rocks in
his imperial gardens. Limestone from the Tai Lake of Suzhou is preferred
(although several other types also came to prominence intermittently), and
rocks that appear ‘wrinkled, perforated, lean and translucent’ (zhou, lou,
shou, tou) are prized the highest. Similar to that of landscape paintings, the
aesthetics of scholar’s rocks are fraught with symbolisms that are at once
metaphysical and sociopolitical. Its cavernous shape facilitates the circulation of the cosmic energy qi and invites the residence of Buddhist as well
as Taoist immortals; its lean, wrinkled look echoes the inked mountains in
literati paintings, which in turn may embody the stoic integrity of the literati
(when alone) or a social hierarchy governed by moralistic principles (when in
groups); the isomorphic rocks resonate and compliment with human bodies;
even their mineral components are believed to have healing qualities (Hay
1985; Little 1999). As the collection of unique rocks (qishi) became a crucial
mark of taste in Ming dynasty, connoisseurship and ownership of notable
pieces also became a competitive game, with books such as Stone Manual of
the Su Garden (Suyuan shipu, first published in 1613) serving as guidance for
the aspiring elites.6
Zhan Wang’s New Stone Manual of Su Garden (2008), in which he introduces his series of ‘scholar’s rocks’ in great detail, clearly links his own creations to the long history of stone maniacs. Yet he acknowledges that his early
pieces were conceived in a context that had little to do with the literati tradition. His first stainless steel rock (1995) took after a model he picked from a
construction site and bore no resemblance to the scholar’s rocks; its mirrorlike surface, which took him painstaking effort to produce, was inspired by Jeff
Koon’s ‘vulgar’, glossy works (Zhan 2008: 25). Even as Zhan started to imitate
the shape and texture of scholar’s rocks, he continues to envision the stones
in a context that is global as well as ‘traditional’. The complex web of ‘holes’ in
the stone, for example, echoes modern abstract sculptures by the likes of Jean
Arp and Henry Moore (Zhan 2008: 31–32). Britta Erickson also points out that
Zhan’s rocks developed from his earlier interests in reproduction and abstraction, manifested in his Temptation series (1994), as well as from his attention
to forced demolishment and urban ruins, prompted by the destruction of his
own studio at The Central Academy of Fine Art in 1994 (Erickson 2004).
However, as Zhan’s rocks gained recognition, their connection with the
traditional scholar’s rocks became the focal point: while the former are exact
replicates of the latter in terms of shape and (to a less degree) texture, the
materials are the exact opposite, hence creating intriguing contrasts between
the primordial and the industrial, the natural and the artificial, the elite and
the commercial, the traditional and the (post)modern. The contrasts can be
interpreted in multiple and often conflicting ways. Hou Hanru argues that
Zhan’s ‘vulgarization’ of scholar’s rocks mocks the cheap, ostentatious and
mediocre ‘national characteristics’ that pervade modern Chinese architecture

6. Manuals on rocks were
already composed
in Tang and Song
dynasty, such as Bai
Juyi’s Taihu shi ji, Du
Shao’s Yunlin shipu
and Fan Chengda’s
Taihu shi zhi. But such
books proliferated
and circulated widely
in Ming and Qing,
accompanying a
flourishing material
culture (Clunas 1991).
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7. Zhan’s rocks, for
example, are the only
pieces of artworks
featured in Louis
Vuitton Voyages, a
blockbuster exhibition
at the National
Museum of China in
Beijing in 2011.

(Hou 1999), while Fan Di’an contends that they suit modern cities much
better than the traditional ones, and that they may even interact and ‘intervene’ with their environments (2008). The interaction and intervention come
primarily from its mirror-like surface that reflects its surroundings: placed in
gardens or above waters, Zhan’s rocks appear green and ‘organic’; placed
inside or next to modern skyscrapers, they enhance and harmonize the glass
and steel bodies of those buildings. Looking at those artificial rocks, one may
realize that the feeling of being ‘natural’ does not exclude human interventions; as long as the space one inhabits contains both coherence and variation
in an aesthetically pleasing manner, it could be perceived as being natural.
More importantly, Zhan’s glossy ‘rocks’ compel the viewers to reevaluate the nature evoked by traditional scholar’s rocks. The artist has remarked
himself,
(My works) look like a modification to the concept of ‘natural-born.’
In fact, what has been modified is only the surface; the space inside
is still the shape of natural rocks. Therefore, although the stainless
steel is ‘false’ on its surface, its inside is still natural. It’s the ‘real’ in
disguise, because the real nature has already become a void, while the
false surface has regained visual reality in modernized cities, just like the
status of natural stones in traditional gardens.
(Zhan 2008: 10–11)
Evidently, ‘visual reality’ could be more visible than material reality – or
even overtake it. As I elaborated earlier, the traditional scholar’s rocks are
by no means ‘natural’ – if the word indicates pristine, unaltered existence.
Not only were they selected, framed and, in some cases, cultivated or modified to better suit the literati taste, but they were also so infused with layers
of meanings that their material reality became secondary. In other words,
the nature they represent is fundamentally artificial. To place such contrived
‘nature’ in a modern and industrial environment, therefore, is doubly alienating; the stainless steel ones, in comparison, are far more ‘natural’ with this
surroundings.
Twenty years after its first invention, Zhan Wang’s rocks have gone from
avant-garde to mainstream: not only have they been bought by major museums and private collectors all over the world, they have also constituted a
solo exhibition at the normally conservative National Art Museum in anticipation of the Beijing Olympics, occupied numerous commercial space from
shopping malls to high-end hotels, and become a most common showpiece
of Chinese avant-garde art when such art is featured as an accessory for
luxury goods.7 Its aesthetic merits alone cannot explain such popularity: its
sleek, platinum-like appearance caters to the fetishism of ordinary consumers and campy connoisseurs alike (Gao 2002) – just like Jeff Koon’s works
do; seeing one’s own reflections in those ‘rocks’ also satisfy the narcissism
of contemporary museum-goers, many of whom can be seen taking pictures
of themselves in front of the piece – in an era before selfies-taking became
a common practice. Ironically, despite its drastically different aesthetics, fetishism and narcissism also played an important role in the culture
of traditional scholar’s rocks, as reflected in the astronomical prices of rare
rocks, and in the common practice of collecting isomorphic rocks and claiming them as reflections of the gentleman owner’s selfhood (Hay 1985: 32–35;
Little 1999: 24).
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In comparison, Zhang Jianjun’s artificial rocks are much less known.8
His earlier works, entitled Sumi Garden of Recreation (2002), were made of
sumi-ink, which looked strikingly similar to the ‘real’ scholar’s rocks and, in
terms of aesthetics, even more steeped in the literati tradition. Placed in a
pool of water, those rocks dissolve in a few days, making Zhang’s work at
once ephemeral and permanent – as the solid form turns into diluted ink that
can be used for writings. His later Mirage Garden (2006), however, exhibits
a postmodern sensibility that nevertheless differs from that of Zhan Wang:
made of bright-coloured silicone, they look both flashier and plainer than
Zhan’s stainless steel pieces. Their artificiality is unmistakable, though more
grotesque than alluring. Instead of real water (as he did for the sumi-ink
pieces), Zhang exhibited his silicone rocks on ‘water’ that is even more codified and artificial – the character shui (water) painted in picturesque forms and
layered with diluted ink. To use Chinese characters as images was far from
new,9 yet Zhang’s juxtaposition of the modern and the traditional is particularly poignant: neither the silicone ‘mountain’ nor the pictographic ‘water’ has
anything to do with the material reality of nature, yet both can signify nature,
due to the meaning they acquired in conventional aesthetics and semiotics. In
combination, they become a ‘landscape’ (shanshui) in which nature is at once
evoked and dissembled.
The unmistakable yet less glamorous artificiality of Zhang’s silicone
rocks can make a stronger (though perhaps less intriguing) statement
regarding the natural and the man-made. In Ink Art: Past as Present in
Contemporary China (Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, December
2013–April 2014), the curator Maxwell Hearn chose to install Zhang’s rock
in the Astor Court in place of the original rocks, despite the fact that Zhan
Wang’s rocks are much better known – and was in fact the first piece of
contemporary Chinese art the Met acquired, by Hearn himself. The choice
may have to do with the size of the rocks or the curator’s wish to include
less recognizable works, but the most important reason might be that the

8. Prior to the 2014 Met
exhibition Ink Art, of
which I will discuss
later, Zhang’s rocks
were only featured
in one book-length
catalogue, Zhang
Jian-jun (Singapore:
iPRECIATION, 2007).
9. The Chinese artists
Gu Wenda, Xu Bing
and Qiu Zhijie, among
others, have created
works of such nature in
the 1980s and 1990s.

Figure 5: Zhang Jianjun (b. 1970), Scholar’s Rock (Mirage Garden), 2008.
Silicone rubber. The Astor Court, Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York.
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purple silicone rock appears more dissonant and ‘unnatural’ in such a
surrounding, hence drawing attention to the contrived nature of the Astor
Court itself: constructed meticulously to replicate the famed Garden of the
Master of the Fishing Nets in Suzhou, it was meant to provide an authentic
version of a most cherished Chinese tradition as well as an oasis of refined
nature in the middle of ultimate urbanity (Murck and Fong [1980] 1981). To
numerous visitors, it has indeed served such a purpose, but is it not also a
perfect example of the ‘forceful interference of landscape’ to which Jia Baoyu
objected centuries ago?

SURREAL CITIES, SIMULATED LANDSCAPES
The shanshui assembled by Yang and Yao appear deceptively organic when
looked from afar, and the gardens constructed with the rocks of Zhan and
Zhang still evoke nature, albeit in alienated forms. The ‘landscapes’ in Miao
Xiaochun’s (b. 1964) New Urban Reality series (2003–06), on the other hand,
seem to be as distant from the conventionally defined nature as one could
imagine. As the title suggests, those photographs are made of typical scenes
of Chinese cities today: construction sites, skyscrapers, architectural landmarks, flashy stores and restaurants, and heavily congested streets, in which
one could barely spot a tree. The images are sharp in quality, mundane in
content, and panoramic in format, yet they start looking eerie when one
compares them with ‘real’ panoramic photographs: there is no warp of the
scene and (oftentimes) no receding of space; all the details are equally crisp
and close-up, laid out ‘flat’ and horizontally. Any experienced photographer would be able to tell that each picture is in fact made of multiple shots
from varying distances and angles, digitally manipulated to form a seemingly
continuous and unified image.
Miao achieves such contrived continuity by adopting the perspective
and (to a lesser degree) format of traditional Chinese scroll paintings – an
experiment he started when he studied at the Kunsthochschule Kassel in
Germany. In On Herkules (1999), a work in his earlier series A Visitor of the
Past (1999–2004), he modifies a stately view of the famous monument in
Kassel, turning it into a ‘hanging scroll’ that unfolds vertically and contains
clearly demarcated front, middle and backgrounds. In his later works, he
uses the hand-scroll format much more frequently, and almost exclusively
to portray urban scenes, such as Advertise (2001) and Restaurant (2001),
two other works in the same series. The choice is hardly surprising. As
Miao explains in an interview, the ‘scattered perspectives’ (sandian toushi)

Figure 6: Miao Xiaochun (b. 1964), Fashion, from New Urban Reality series, 2004. Lamda print, 80 x 313cm.
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of traditional Chinese paintings contains more frames than a ‘scientifically
correct’ picture of linear perspective and one vanishing point. Horizontally,
it compels the viewer to shift her gaze and to ‘read’ the image in a sequence;
vertically, it makes the size of individual objects more true to their relative
sizes in reality (the mountain is bigger than the temples, which in turn are
bigger than trees and human figures, etc.) so that those in the foreground
will not block those at the back. Such arrangement allows an ‘encyclopaedic’ view in a single image, both temporally and spatially (Wu 2004) – as
if you were walking through the scene or watching it through a moving
camera. Traditional Chinese painting of urban landscapes, exemplified by
the Northern Song masterpiece Along the River during the Qingming Festival
(Qingming shanghe tu) and its numerous epigones, are primarily based on
this compositional scheme.10
The ‘encyclopaedic’ vision is instrumental to what Miao wants to convey
in his photographs. It provides an all-encompassing view without sacrificing
the subtlety of minute details, which makes the scene look hyper-real despite
its apparent absurdity; also, without a central focus, the viewer is compelled
to see that the paralleled ‘frames’ are equally significant and present, no
matter how uncanny the juxtaposition appears. In Spring Festival (2002), a
crumbling, graffiti-covered wall – topped with an improbable Corinthian
capital – divides the space into two alleys. One side features a typical
apartment building in urban China, with an unadorned, eroded concrete
façade; the other, however, contains a similar façade ‘decorated’ with a plethora of reliefs and murals of Roman, Renaissance, Islamic as well as Chinese
origins. A bearded man in a Taoist robe – a recurring figure in the entire
series of A Visitor from the Past – watches the Chinese residents go about
their daily lives, aware of neither his presence nor the surreal surroundings.
In Transmission (2002), the juxtaposition of incongruous time and space is
subtler yet equally striking, with the mysterious Taoist gentleman facing a
rural, idyllic landscape on the left, two boys running with toy guns in the
shallow alley at the middle, and a fashionably attired girl texting on her cell
phone on the right corner. Wu Hung argues that the constructed pictorial
space makes such images ‘incoherent and even absurd’, turning them into
‘phantasmagoria’ (Wu 2004: 23). But in fact, despite the skewed space, the
photographs look fairly realistic to untrained eyes; the incoherent content
and thrusting angles also captures the wildly eclectic, rapidly changing reality in contemporary China in a way that feels palpably real. In a way, this is
the ‘natural’ environment people reside in nowadays, where the traditional

10. The original Qingming
shanghe tu is located
at the Palace Museum
in Beijing, while its
most famous epigones
by Tang Yin and court
painters of Qing are
at the National Palace
Museum in Taipei.
Miao, however, does
not seem to emulate
the compositional
scheme of any
particular handscroll
too closely, but
instead follows the
perspectival principles
of traditional land/
urbanscape, as
interpreted by himself.

Figure 7: Miao Xiaochun (b. 1964), Transmission, from A Visitor from the Past series, 2002.
Digital C-print, 70 x 291cm.
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and the modern, the native and the foreign, the authentic and the fake blend
ceaselessly and almost imperceptibly.
Compared with A Visitor from the Past, the photographs in New Urban
Reality series no longer contain any apparently surreal components: the
ghostly gentleman is gone; all the scenes are mundane and plausible, though
clearly manipulated. They also grow even flatter and more unfocused: all
details are similarly distanced and proportioned, and most images have no
vanishing point at all. One may say that they resemble the traditional landscapes in handscroll format more than ever. However, the images convey a
sensation of the fantastic that is even more profoundly alienating than before –
a sensation, I would argue, that comes from the thoroughly equal and seemingly indifferent treatment of the real and the represented, the living and the
simulacra, the ‘natural’ and the artificial. In Fashion and Await (2004), for
example, the street crowd takes up just as much space and keeps just as much
distance as the gigantic billboard next to them; the women or the cell phone
on the billboard, being larger, more distinctive and colourful, also seem more
vividly alive than the ‘real’ people. The contrast between the lifestyle promised in those commercials and what is actually lived is sharper and more ironic
than ever. In some of the later works, the artificial takes over almost entirely,
squeezing the organic and the alive to the margin – or even turning them into
part of the mechanical. In Surplus (2007), the distinctly modern and ‘western’
KTV on the left is just as ostentatious, contrived – and strangely mesmerizing –
as the more Chinese-styled restaurant on the right, while the people inside
and in front of them seem to have merged into the buildings. The pedestrians moving in the foreground of Orbit (2005) have the same streamlined
linearity – and anonymity – as the buses, cars and buildings, all of which
divided clearly into ‘three distances’ and lined up in strict horizontality. The
varying speed of vehicles in different lanes, arbitrarily assigned, indicates
incongruous temporality. Again, the scheme conventionally used to render
mountains and waters is adopted – almost imperceptibly – to render subject
matters alien to traditional aesthetics, producing an effect that is hyper-real

Figure 8: Miao Xiaochun (b. 1965), Orbit, from New Urban Reality series, 2005. Digital C-print, 85 x 189
inches.
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in details, deliberate in composition, familiar at the first sight yet eerily surreal
upon closer examination.
Miao is neither the only nor the first artist who uses the traditional landscape scheme to present ‘unnatural’ objects, yet the fascinating tension
between the real and surreal in Miao’s photographs is exceptional. Xing
Danwen (b. 1967) composed two handscrolls (Scroll, 1999–2000) with blackand-white photographs of, respectively, people enjoying their leisure time and
traditional-style residential houses, observed from different angles. Hong Hao
(b. 1965) produces modernized versions of Qingming shanghe tu by assembling contemporary photographs of Beijing in similar orders (2000–01). Hong
Lei (b. 1960) ‘remade’ Zhao Mengfu (1254–1322)’s famous Autumn Colors of
Qiao and Hua Mountains (Qiao hua qiuse tu) with photographs taken from
a mining town, replacing the iconic mountains with a gigantic pile of coal
and a steam factory (2003). All those works experiment with the scattered
perspective and the horizontal format, yet the individual ‘frames’ do not form
a deceptively continuous panorama.11 The fragmentation of those images, of
course, is intentional,12 although it may also have to do with the fact that they
were made in an era when digital manipulation was still a new and unfamiliar technique for Chinese artists. While those ‘broken’ images highlight the
limitations of the ‘realism’ exemplified by photography and perhaps dramatize the clashes between the traditional format and the modern content, the
well-hidden manipulation of Miao’s works suggests that the overwrought
artificiality and simulacra we inhabit today can still be ‘naturalized’ by familiar
aesthetics in ways that are comparable to and perhaps more thorough than
landscape art of the past, in which the pastoral and the wild were ‘recognized’, selected and codified into visual types. Baudrillard has argued that,
previously, images may have reflected, masked or perverted ‘a basic reality’,
but in the postmodern society, they ‘mask the absence of a basic reality’ (original emphasis) or even become entirely self-generating and ‘bear no relations
to any reality whatever’ (1983: 13). Apt as the description seems when applied
to Miao’s works, Baudrillard’s division between ‘reality’ and images is in fact
arbitrary: after all, could the former register with human consciousness without the latter? In other words, can we see ‘nature’ without the visual expectations shaped by the art of landscape?
The urban scenes in Miao’s photographs might be ‘naturalized’ and
appealing, yet they also contain a critical edge – not only towards the world
of homogenizing commercialism and simulacra, but also towards a society where inequality is glaringly obvious. The juxtaposition of glamorous

11. Hong Lei’s Qiao hua
qiuse tu is the most
continuous one, with
the gaps between
frames smoothed
out digitally. But the
skewed scales of
individual objects
and sharp zigzag of
the ground makes
it obvious that
the photograph is
assembled.
12. Xing Danwen explains
that she kept the
overlaps and leaked
lights among and
between frames,
so that the creative
process is visible.
Hong Hao’s Qingming
shanghe tu remakes
were even more
obviously fragmented;
some editions were
made of photographs
taken in a moving car,
with the rear mirror in
view.

Figure 9: Miao Xiaochun (b. 1965), Du Fu, from New Urban Reality series, 2006. Digital C-print.
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advertisements and humble daily life already demonstrates this; but the
message could be even harsher in the rest of the series. The images featuring
skyscrapers and construction sites in New Urban Reality tend to have more
depth, with the site of demolishment occupying more space and gaping like
an open wound. In contrast, the sleek new buildings are remote and miragelike. Several works show the recent architectural highlights of Beijing, including the ‘Bird’s Nest’ and ‘Water Cube’ stadiums for the 2008 Olympics, and
the ‘Giant Egg’ opera house (Theatre, Nest and Stand). Yet they are invariably
pushed to the background, shielded and obscured by chaotic construction
sites, commercial posters, or a mundane street scene, with crumbling old
buildings and pedestrians paying no attention to the spectacle. Du Fu and
Li Bai probably convey the most direct criticism. With half-torn slums in the
front and gleaming high-rises at the back, the former clearly refers to the
Tang poet Du Fu’s famous verse from Song of My Cottage Unroofed by Autumn
Gales, in which he laments the shabby shelters of the poor and wishes for ‘a
grand mansion with a thousand, ten thousand rooms’ (guang xia qian wan
jian) to house them all. The latter shows two gigantic factory chimneys blowing smoke at the back – with a tiny pagoda awkwardly huddled in between –
and a foaming, polluted river in the front, hence evokes Li Bai’s poem on
the waterfall at Mount Lu, which starts with ‘the Incense Summit, aglow
in smoke and steam’, and ends with comparing the waterfall to ‘the milky
way, falling from heaven supreme’. Both images feature a lonesome man
in the dystopian landscape, whose face remains invisible, and whose existence seems precarious. The poetic is replaced with the prosaic, the picturesque with the ironic; what is lost in the process, however, is not the abstract
‘nature’ and all its conventional beauty, but a world where the ordinary
humans can live with security and dignity.

CONCLUSION: THE AESTHETICS OF NATURE, REDEFINED
All the artists discussed in my article carefully link their landscapes with the –
long and exceedingly complex – Chinese aesthetic tradition of portraying
nature, yet their works question, dissemble and subvert the conventional
and clichéd interpretation of this tradition, revealing that schemata, artificiality and human intervention were always integral to the representation
and visualization of landscapes in China. Yang Yongliang and Yao Lu’s
city-shanshui, being at once picturesque and catastrophic, demonstrate that
the aesthetics of depicting nature has little to do with its actual components. Zhan Wang and Zhang Jianjun’s rocks, combining the prototypes
that conventionally embody nature and the glaringly artificial materials,
show that the perception of being natural has always been derived from the
contrived and the conceptual. Finally, Miao Xiaochun’s cityscapes, devoid
of direct portrayals of nature yet constructed by the same rules of composition, show that even the utmost artificiality can be naturalized into familiar
and appealing imagery. Overall, those works illustrate the human-centred
process in the envisioning, categorizing, interpreting and shaping of the
environment; some also suggest that the ecological crisis we are facing today
is fundamentally a social crisis, created by ruthless exploitation and gross
inequality.
In an era when ‘forcible interference with the landscape’ has long
become the norm, can landscape art still portray nature? If so, in what
shapes and forms? The question obviously can have many answers,
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but to create yet another pastoral utopia seems no longer an option. As
the pioneers of ecocriticism have pointed out, the metaphors we use for
nature influence the way we treat it (Glotfelty and Fromm 1996: xix),
and despite all our efforts to deconstruct the anthropocene perspective, we will never get away from metaphors and see the world around
us with innocent eyes. Recent ecological art, many of which are communal and interventional, tend to highlight – and, to a degree, re-envision
and reshape – human presence in the broader environment, through
the creation of new metaphors and, consequently, new landscapes.13
In those works, nature and civilization no longer stand on the opposite
sides of the spectrum, but interweave and integrate with each other –
with imbalance, incongruity and sometimes violent clashes, but also with
moments of joy, inspiration and mutual nourishment.
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What does it mean to discuss ‘political ecology’ in art and architecture now in the
East Asian context? I investigate this through the historiography of Japan, re-examined in the light of present-day practices of art and architecture. It will consider
how alternative notions of ecology, art and architecture there became neglected
about 100 years ago in the shadow of the society’s hurried western modernization, and how their resurgence now may cast a new light on our contemporary
crisis. Concurrently, it will provide a new theoretical reading of ‘socially engaged
art’ that derives from buried intellectual currents of Japan, alternative to dominant
Euro-American theories.
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INTRODUCTION
What does it mean to discuss ‘political ecology’ in art and architecture now in
the East Asian context? I investigate this through the historiography of Japan,
re-examined in the light of present-day practices of art and architecture. I
will consider how alternative notions of ecology, art and architecture there
became neglected 100 years ago in the shadow of the society’s hurried western modernization, and how their resurgence now may cast a new light on
our contemporary crisis.
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The contemporary practitioners I discuss are the artist duo Komori
Haruka + Seo Natsumi (b.1989/1988) and the artist-architect Sakaguchi
Kyōhei (b.1978). They are all based in regional Japan. Although they have
had a handful of overseas presentations, perhaps given the fact that their
work concerns immediate issues that are specific to the country, they have
not been well visible in Euro-American debates. Komori + Seo have worked
consistently in the city of Rikuzentakata to record, document and narrate the
personal memories of locals since the community was heavily destroyed by
the earthquake and tsunami of 3.11.2011. Meanwhile, Sakaguchi Ky ōhei,
known as an architect who does not build, has proposed alternative methods
of reinstituting a society that has exhausted itself from the notion of progress
based on financial growth. These include his survey of what he calls ‘0 Yen
House’, a housing system constructed by so-called homeless people living
by the Sumida River in Tokyo; the ‘Zero Public’, an independent nation he
created himself, whose headquarter ‘Zero Center’ is in Kumamoto Prefecture;
and various philosophical terms he has invented to articulate the thoughts
behind these practices.
Their works can certainly be considered what is known as ‘socially
engaged practice’ – the kind of art practice that revolves around the artists’
direct engagement with society beyond the art world (Thompson 2012). In
fact, given the massively increased interest towards this type of art practice
since the 3.11 in the Japanese art scene, recent works of Euro-American critics
and theorists such as Claire Bishop and Nicolas Bourriaud have been heavily referenced in the domestic debate (Hoshino and Fujita 2014; Ozaki 2014).
However, their work need not only be read in terms of only currently fashionable ‘imported’ ideas from global art theory discourse. What I propose here is,
rather, an analysis of these artists’ practice as a resurgence of native ideas that
first had their critical relevance approximately 100 years ago during the Meiji
era. These are alternative notions of ecology, art and architecture that signal a
different kind of modernity and human progress to the ideologies of western
modernity imported by the government during that era.
In order to do so, I will initially discuss the historical and theoretical backdrop within which these notions were contested. Two comparable ideas of
ecologies that were proposed in the Meiji period as a Japanese translation of
the English term will be examined through their semantic features as kanji in
terms of usage and their implied sense. This will effectively lead to a transformation of ideas of architecture and art during the period after the RussoJapanese War of the same period. The respective practice of Komori + Seo
and Sakaguchi will be discussed essentially as a resurgence of these forgotten
ideas. Conclusions will be drawn as to why and how these discourses may be
relevant now.

TWO DIFFERENT NOTIONS OF ECOLOGY: 生態学 (SEITAIGAKU) AND
棲態学 (SEITAIGAKU)
During the Meiji period, the botanist Miyoshi Manabu (Figure 1) was one of the
Japanese academic elite travellers who returned from their studies in Western
Europe to influence change in the fast modernizing Japan. He is famous
for introducing the term ‘ecology’. After a period of education under the
German plant physiologist Wilhelm Pfeffer at Leipzig University, he became
Professor of Botany at the Tokyo Imperial University (now the University of
Tokyo). Miyoshi created the term seitaigaku – spelt 生態学 – as the Japanese
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Figure 1: Miyoshi Manabu. Image courtesy of the Ena city office, Gifu Prefecture,
Japan.
translation of the English term ecology in his book Futsuu shokubutsu seitaigaku
(The Ecology of Common Plants) in 1908 (Miyoshi 1908). Miyoshi is also known
for his introduction of the German geographer Alexander von Humboldt’s
notion of Naturdenkmal as Tennen Kinenbutsu (Natural Monument) in 1906,
which developed into the Shisekimeishou Tennenkinenbutsu Hozon Hou/Scenic
Historical Natural Landmark Memorial Preservation Act in 1919, to protect
specific species of trees that could be endangered.
This was also the period when the naturalist Minakata Kumagusu (Figure 2)
returned to his hometown of Tanabe in Wakayama Prefecture in September
1900 after thirteen years of overseas travel and research in North and South
America and the United Kingdom – including four years of research at the
British Museum in London (1895–98).1 He defined the term ecology similarly as seitaigaku, yet crucially he gave it a different spelling, 棲態学. This
happened in the midst of his 1911 protest against an environmental threat
imposed by the Shrine Amalgamation act, a governmental policy newly introduced in 1906. Although Kumagusu never obtained any academic degree, in
contrast to the single-disciplinary scholar Miyoshi, he was hugely interdisciplinary in his studies, covering broad areas of the humanities and science,
and ranging from inter-cultural analysis of biology, folklore, ethnography and
philosophy to cosmology and sexology. In particular, he is best known for his
contributions to the discovery of new types of mycetozoa, also known as slime
mould, a living form that carries features of both male and female, as well as
of a plant and an animal. Whereas Miyoshi focused on the preservation of
specifically rare trees, Kumagusu stressed the importance of not even removing weeds, all part of an overall ecology that sustained the delicate nature of

1. Although his
surname is Minakata,
contemporary Japanese
historians and
researchers commonly
refer to him by his
given name Kumagusu.
This may be because
of what is symbolically
implied by this atypical
name and its relevance
to the academic and
life interest he pursued;
written as ‘熊楠’, ‘熊’
means the animal
bear and ‘楠’ means
a camphor tree. The
Japanese ethnographer
and religious scholar
Nakazawa Shinichi
points out how the
significance of this
Totemic name made
the scholar acutely
conscious of being
human as part of a
wider universe. In fact,
grown Minakata –
or Kumagusu as I
too would rather
call him – later
discussed the notion
of Totemism based
on Encyclopaedia
Britannica and the
etymology of his given
name (Nakazawa 1992
[2006]: 15–17).
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Figure 2: Minakata Kumagusu. Image courtesy of the Minakata Kumagusu
Archives.
the primeval forest that produced what the naturalist saw as the wonder of
living things. Thus, Miyoshi’s and Kumagusu’s approaches to ecology were
comparable, but significantly different.
The particular difference between these two trajectories of ecology has been discussed by Takeuchi Yoshinobu, the Kumagusu scholar
and chief curator of Wakayama City Museum. Takeuchi explains that
when Miyoshi introduced his translation, the original word in which
it was translated from was not initially ecology. In his book 欧州植物
学輓近之進歩 (Oushū shokubutsugaku bankin no) (The Recent Progress of
Botany in Europe) published in 1895, Miyoshi explained that there were
four divisions in the study of botany: plant physiology, plant morphology, plant taxonomy and lastly – then known as Pflanzenbiologie –
plant biology. which Miyoshi called seitaigaku. Only later did he adopt this
as the translation of ecology. However, ‘it was not from Miyoshi’s text where
Kumagusu learnt the terms ecology and seitaigaku’, Takeuchi continues
to explain. In one of his diary entries from his time in the United States,
Kumagusu referred to the German biologist Ernest Haeckel and his work
Freedom in Science and Teaching. It is quite likely that Kumagusu had absorbed
Haeckel’s thoughts during his time overseas, as Haeckel had frequently
appeared in the journal Nature. When Haeckel created the word Ökologie –
which is written in English as ecology – it is said that he did so in order
to specify the area of Biologie that studied the relationship between living
things and in/organic environment (Takeuchi 2012c: 318). In this sense, I
would argue that the implication that can be drawn from Kumagusu’s translation is a meaning much closer to Haeckel’s original notion than that of
Miyoshi’s.
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An investigation into the meaning of the two different sei – 生 and 棲 – is
instructive on this point. The following is stated on Genkai, the first modern
dictionary of the Japanese language, published during the Meiji era:
SEI 生 Living existence: life.

(Ōtsuki [1889, 1890, 1891, 2004] 2015: 682)

The spelling of 棲 has not been listed under the heading of sei in the 1889
dictionary, although it was pronounced similarly as the above when Kumagusu
employed it and certainly nowadays. However, it appears under the heading
of the word sumu, meaning ‘a place one lives’.
SUMU 棲 To inhabit in a nest (Birds, animals, insects and fish)
(Ōtsuki [1889, 1890, 1891, 2004] 2015: 678)
Both Miyoshi’s and Kumagusu’s transliterations are pronounced sei-tai-gaku:
that is, sei + 態 (tai) appearance, behaviour or shape + 学 (gaku) (study). The
clear difference is that, whereas one of the sei, 生, conveys the living things
themselves and focuses on the life of the creature or plant, the other sei, 棲,
suggests a ‘nest’ and ‘house’ – that is, a safe comfortable sphere and space in
which all living things can exist. Seitaigaku (the life) and its focus on the living
things themselves entail a possibility of creating a hierarchy of importance for
these beings over everything else, even if the specific life may be dependent
on a wider whole. On the other hand, Kumagusu’s understanding of ecology
as seitaigaku (the nesting space) suggests the study of a mutual relationship
between varieties of living things and the in/organic environment. Moreover,
this understanding unlocks endless possibilities of non-hierarchical relationships between all things that are sporadically and simultaneously spread out,
inevitably making up a wider ‘nest’ implied by his choice of kanji.
In his influential 1992 book on Kumagusu, Mori no Baroque (Baroque of
the Forest), the contemporary Japanese ethnographer and religious scholar
Nakazawa Shinichi points out that the approach of natural science most
prominent at the end of the nineteenth century was to see living things – the
system of organisms – as the subject matter of observation, where input and
output of information and nutrients takes place between inside and outside;
this is the image of systems of organisms that cybernetics and general theories of systems developed through the twentieth century to the present day.
On the other hand, Kumagusu’s perception focused on relativity – the yet-tobe-known theory of living things without a hierarchical bias against objectmatter-things. And he saw the key to uncovering this theory lay in eastern
Asian notions rooted in Buddhism (Nakazawa [1992] 2006: 290–91). In his
extensive analysis on the diverse works of Kumagusu, Nakazawa significantly draws the link between Kumagusu’s fascination in nature and Shingon
Buddhism. On the other hand, the scholarly approach of Miyoshi was closer
to the prominent method of nineteenth-century science.
Among scholars of Kumagusu there is some controversy about whether
his ecological argument goes beyond the dynamic sphere of nature itself, and
is also inclusive of its social and political aspects. For example, the sociologist
Tsurumi Kazuko claimed in an influential argument that Kumagusu’s notion of
ecology included a politicized notion of ecology way ahead of its time (Tsurumi
1981). Nakazawa Shinichi also emphasized the social and mental dimensions of Kumagusu’s ecology, which in turn can be connected to the French
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philosopher Felix Guattari’s celebrated 1989 work on The Three Ecologies
(Nakazawa [1992] 2006). On the other hand, the historian Tamura Yoshiya
says that the fundamental motive of his ecological argument must have been
the dynamic sphere of nature itself and Tsurumi is simply over-laying her
academic interest in political and social aspects of ecology (Tamura 2003: 20).2
My point, however, concerns the roots of the term ‘political ecology’ in
Japanese. What is significant is that the kanji chosen for Kumagusu’s seitaigaku is still commonly used nowadays to describe a habitat for animals and
plants. That is not to say that humans are not animals; the same character of
‘sei’ or the nesting space can be used to describe the act of living in a space –
i.e. sumu in Japanese. However, to discuss the same act in the case of humans,
a different kanji spelling of the same pronunciation sumu has been commonly
used, as ‘住む’, both in Meiji era and in today’s context. The difference is,
though, that the latter is more suggestive of the person’s act of long-term
settlement at a place, as their address. Moreover, this kanji is made up of two
different elements – on the left is a ‘person’ and on the right is ‘owner’. In
this sense, it may not be an exaggeration to interpret that this sumu implies a
person who owns a place for a settlement.
This kanji of sumu (to settle) was initially used in Kumagusu’s very first
translation of ecology. In his protest article against Shrine Amalgamation
and its inevitable deforestation of the local island Kamishima and its rare
species (Figure 3), which appeared in the regional newspaper Muro Shinpou
on 6 August 1911, he interpreted the word as 植物所住学 (Shokubutsu Shojū

Figure 3: Kumagusu in front of Kamishima torii – shrine entrance. Image courtesy
of the Minakata Kumagusu Archives.
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Gaku), using this kanji of sumu to imply (literally) ‘the study of plants’
settlement place’. He altered this in a second instance of the use of the
word ecology in his correspondence to the scholar of Japanese folklore
Yanagita Kunio, which he wrote the very next day; introducing the plants
of Kamishima, Kumagusu explained that the island was ‘full of rare species;
it is an absolutely fantastic example in the region of Kumano, where 植
物棲態学 ecology [shokubutsu-seitaigaku/plants-seitaigaku (the nesting space
of plants)], the currently competitively researched by each nations, can be
seen’ (Minakata 1972: 59). He then simplified the term to seitaigaku (the
study of nesting space) without the word shokubutsu – i.e. plants.
Has there always been in Japanese a clear division between these understandings of sumu (to nestle) and sumu (to own and settle)? One of the greats
of Japanese literature, the thirteenth-century classic Hōjōki (1212) by Kamono
Chōmei, for example, conveys both types of characters to discuss the fleeting
state of human living and cityscape under the force of nature. And it seems
that whereas sumu (to settle, or to own) is used to describe the actual physical
building structure of houses, the ancient version of the same character used for
Kumagusu’s seitaigaku (the nesting space), which is ‘栖’ pronounced as ‘sumika’,
is used to allude to the space of habitation to which people go back. This reference is important because in 1905 Kumagusu translated this work of Chōmei
with the English scholar of Japanese literature, Friedrick Victor Dickins, from the
University of London (Figure 4).3 This was six years prior to his translation of

3. Friedrick Victor Dickins
(1838–1915), a surgeon,
barrister, Japanese
studies scholar and
administrator at
the University of
London. Together
with Kumagusu,
he translated the
Kamakura-period
author Kamo no
Chōmei’s Hōjōki (A
Japanese Thoreau of
the Twelfth Century)
(1212: 1905). Other
translation works he
is known for include
HYAKUNIN IS’SHIU:
Japanese Lyrical Odes
(1866), Chiushingura
or The Loyal League
(1875) and Taketori
Monogatari (The Old
Bamboo-Hewer’s Story)
(1888).

Figure 4: Kumagusu’s translation of Hōjōki (1212) (here he entitled it A Japanese
Thoreau of the Twelfth Century, alluding to the American writer Henry David
Thoreau and his 1854 work, Walden). Image courtesy of the Minakata Kumagusu
Museum.
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ecology. He had, as Tamura also points out, declared his admiration and sympathy towards Chōmei’s view of life and nature inscribed in Hōjōki (1212) (Tamura
2003: 23–25). It is possible then that Kumagusu knew that the kanji of ‘nesting
space’ could imply an ecological view beyond the sphere of nature, inclusive
of human space and its inhabitants, as illustrated in Hōjōki (1212), especially if
consciously shortened to seitaigaku without the word shokubutsu (plants).
This enquiry poses a question then of whether the idea of ecology that
conveys social and political spheres beyond the environment is really only
a recent phenomenon in Japanese – something imported as a western
notion during the Meiji era. In fact, when speaking of political ecology in
present-day discussion in the Japanese language, users may not be necessarily translating this fairly new term from English to Japanese. Rather, given
that the English word ‘politics’ derives from the Greek words politico – politēs
and polis (i.e., ‘citizen’ and ‘city’) – if combined with Kumagusu’s Japanese
notion of ecology it essentially suggests that the contemporary idea of political ecology discussed both in English and Japanese may have existed already
in Japan over 800 years ago. This is illustrated by its usage in Chōmei, something echoed several centuries later by Kumagusu in distinction to the singledisciplinary idea of ecology proposed by Miyoshi and then adopted as the
mainstream understanding.
These changes were, of course, part of a bigger picture. The Meiji era
was also marked by the First Sino-Japanese War of 1894-1895 and the
Russo-Japanese War of 1904–1905. Following these events, the government had an urgent need to gather financial resources and secure nationalist integration among their citizens, while being highly conscious of
promoting the growing Euro-American view that Japan was a ‘civilized’
nation. This notion of civilization was measured according to foreign
values of modernity adopted in the political policy of the Meiji government. It inevitably reshaped the perception of social and cultural
beliefs among its citizens; new conceptions of architecture and art
were a part of this. In the case of the architecture of shrines, for example, there was a marked shift from thinking of the setting of the natural
forest as its core element to assuming that shrines had to be impressive
buildings that might ignore the ecosphere and simply assert political ideology. At the same time, in the case of art and aesthetics, what used to exist
as part of the everyday method of life was replaced with a notion of art as
an elevated form of experience – ‘fine art’. As articulated by the cultural,
intellectual and transnational historian of Meiji modernity, Sho Konishi, in
his recent scholarship, in all these changes certain ideas of human progress,
an ‘alternative modernity’ as it could be called, existed in Japan, but it was
put out of sight in that of Euro-America in a West-centric historiography
(2013).

THE SHRINES AMALGAMATION: FROM THE INVISIBLE STRUCTURE
OF ARCHITECTURE TO THE BUILDING OF POLITICAL IDEOLOGY
Following the end of the Russo-Japanese War, in line with these principles,
the Meiji government embarked on a policy known as the jinja-gōshi – i.e. the
‘Shrines Amalgamation’ act issued in 1906. This saw a re-formation of the
indigenous religion of Shintoism as a mode of political ideology aiming to
secure a nationalist integration of its citizens, and as a way of justifying the
industrialization of nature in preparation for the next war. This indeed was the
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event that most infuriated Kumagusu and led him to embark on his protest
against a policy that destroyed the ecology of nature that he was so rigorously
studying.
Originally in Japanese Shintoism, the architecture of shrines was not
thought of as a religious structure in its own right; they were just yashiro, a
space to invite and give offerings to the kami (a Japanese notion of god) that
existed in rocks and trees. The historian of Japanese philosophy, Itō Satoshi,
explains that ‘shrine’ in Japanese is written as 神社 (jinja) – a combination of
‘神’, kami, and ‘社’, yashiro. Kami is the ancient Japanese notion of god(s),
and the pictorial text of yashiro can also be read as mori – the same phonetic
as ‘森’, the forest. In other words, the forest itself was the sacred space where
rituals would take place and sacred spirits would reside (Itō 2012: 22–23).
Therefore, the physical architecture of the shrine was the contact point to the
sacred space of the forest; regardless of its size or how much it was cared for
by humans, it was there to imply this and henceforth sustain the wider forest,
which thus constituted the core ‘architecture’ of shrines. After the introduction of Buddhism to Japan in year 13 of the Kinmei Tennō period (552 ad), the
sacred habitat of kami – the forests – was increasingly opened up by Buddhist
monks who actively entered these sacred spaces. As Shintoism was progressively influenced by Buddhism, around year seven of the Tempyōhōji era
(763 ad), visual icons of kami – which did not exist until then – appeared in the
form of female goddess statues made out of wood; sometimes it was the stem
of the trees still rooted to the ground, with temples built around it (Itō 2012:
59–61). Thus, the notion of kami gradually began to overlap with images of
human-like figures instead of the mysterious and spellbinding space of nature
that was native to Shinto belief.
More than 1000 years later, the Meiji government initially declared
Shintoism as their national religion, but this was threatened by a backlash
from Buddhists and Christians at the beginning of the period. In response,
the government decided to assert Shintoism as kokka-shinto – or the ‘National
Way of Kami’ – that is, as a political ideology managed by the sovereign state
embodied in the emperor. In effect, Shinto shrines were now to be financed
by the nation as a political tool to strengthen nationalist belief in the sacred
emperor, which would unite people in particular to bear, in the name of
honour, the hardship of wars that the government was aggressively pursuing. Regional governmental offices were ordered to decide which shrine in
their areas should be invested. This policy of 1906 was the jinja-gōshi – i.e.
the Shrines Amalgamation act. As a consequence, smaller yashiro without any
official keepers as well as shrines considered less significant by the officials
were destroyed; this of course also threatened the symbolic oversight of kami
over forests, which the Japanese had learnt historically to cherish and respect.
Fragments of Buddhist icons and Shinto ornaments were also increasingly
moved to museums. In other words, the invisible architecture of shrines that
had sustained the country’s ecosphere was reduced to mere visual relics of
buildings that could now symbolize ‘Japan’: both to a fully modernized and
nationalized population, and also to foreigners, who would associate these
designated relics with ‘Japan-ness’ (Senda 2002: 119). The old spaces of
worship – the vibrating chaos of the forest – once sustained by local people
and their beliefs were transformed into financial capital and replaced by a
hierarchical management of landscape, where, for example, the Ise Shrine
and Yasukuni Shrine (Japan’s two most iconic shrines) would be venerated
at the top. Society, at the same time, became increasingly anonymous and
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abstract in the experience of ordinary citizens as its relational dynamics were
managed by distant political and bureaucratic entities.
The social scientist Senda Tomoko, author of The History of Space in Forest and
Architecture: Minakata Kumagusu and Modern Japan (2002), the only published
book focused solely on this topic, points out that one of Kumagusu’s contemporaries who was heavily involved in this change as an architect was Itō Chūta.
Itō is known as the first Japanese historian of architecture, who established
the term 建築 (kenchiku) as the translation of the English term architecture in
his 1894 essay.4 He was moreover at the core of national shrine construction
projects. This included the restoration of the Ise Shrine, as well as one of the
most well-known works of his later years, the Meiji Shrine, completed in 1920,
to commemorate the Meiji Emperor. He insisted on an evolutionist theory of
architecture, arguing that the simplistic design and materials of indigenous
shrines ‘lacked in value’ and that stone and bricks should instead by employed,
leading to what he believed to be a ‘natural evolution’ (Senda 2002: 131). Prior
to the Shrine Amalgamation act, he encouraged the experimental use of materials and forms, and he overlooked the idea that natural forests were part of the
architecture of shrines (although he did return to using Japanese materials and
design features from the mid Meiji 1930s [i.e. 1902] on). Thus, Itō’s provocative
attitude in his early years of Meiji foregrounded the modernist development of
Japanese architectural history to come.
In the letters Kumagusu wrote to various fellow Japanese scholars and
newspaper media soliciting support for his activism, he articulated the fact
that the threat of the policy not only undermined the balance of seitaigaku (the
nesting space) in nature but also subverted people’s actual belief in kami. This
in turn would undermine their sympathy for others, and hence the local economy, local civic pride, local security, local and historical mythologies, natural
landscapes and monuments; it would, he argued, prompt a revolt against local
governments. He claimed indeed that
… the appearance of shrines may be frugal as a religious architecture
compared to that of stone-made churches, but if there was a power in
virtue of kami to prompt moral principles in people, it was the influential
force of nature i.e. the forest of kami – not the actual building of shrine.
Belief of Shintoism is born out of the solemn forest – not the incompetent sermons made by priests.
(Haga 2011: 36–41)
Nakazawa argues that Kumagusu’s ecology was concerned with the conditions for what he calls ‘territories of existence’ (a notion in which he borrows
from Guattari) – that is, a communality that is, although it does not exist as
a topology of space, appropriate for humans to have a good life (Nakazawa
[1992] 2006: 358–59). Here, seitaigaku (the nesting space) evokes the invisible
architecture of the forest that was essential for people to nestle (sumu), instead
of simply to settle or to own (sumu, in its other spelling), within nature as a
community of life.

NOTIONS OF ART: FROM ART AS A METHOD TO ART AS FINE ART
The Japanese victory of the Russo-Japanese War and changing values of
shrines and architecture also provoked transformations in the realm of
art. Key to this was the philosopher and art historian Okakura Kakuzō
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(1863–1913).5 Writing mostly in English and working with the American historian of Japanese art, Ernest Fenollosa, his research on Japanese art focused
on the preservation of statues and relics of Buddhist temples and neglected
shrines during the kokka-shinto (National Way) of Kami reformation. When he
established the Nihon Bijutsuin (Tokyo Fine Art School) (later to become the
Tokyo University of the Arts) in 1898, he established the genre called nihonga
or Japanese Painting. This was an effort to create modernist artworks within
their own East Asian narrative, beyond the conventional understanding of
modern art history, which was a mere one-way import from the West. The
transnational art historian Rupert Arrowsmith articulates that Okakura’s point
of view contested the view of Asia as a ‘victim culture’ at this point of history,
challenging the assumption of ‘orientalist’ domination as proposed in the
work of Edward Said (2015). He quotes Okakura: ‘Accustomed to accept the
new without sacrificing the old, our adoption of western methods has not so
greatly affected the national life as is generally supposed’ (Okakura 1904: 188
quoted in Arrowsmith 2011: 28). It was 1906 when he published his widely
read The Book of Tea in English; this text was a reaction against the kind of
measure of civilization that the West was applying to Japan. Okakura argued:

5. Also known as Okakura
Tenshin in Japanese.

The average westerner… was wont to regard Japan as barbarous while
she indulged in the gentle arts of peace: he calls her civilised since she
began to commit wholesale slaughter on Manchurian battlefields. Much
comment has been given lately to the Code of the Samurai – the Art of
Death which makes our soldiers exult in self-sacrifice; but scarcely any
attention has been drawn to Teaism, which represents so much of our
Art of Life.
([1906] 2010: 11)
In this passage, Okakura resented the fact that Japan is now perceived as ‘civilized’ in the eyes of westerners because of its victory in the Russo-Japanese
War and the massacre of human life there; this was celebrated through
popular spread of Nitobe Inazō’s English literature Bushido: The Soul of Japan
(1900), which discussed ‘the Code of the Samural’ and ‘the Art of Death’. On
the contrary, Teaism, as Okakura calls it, is ‘a religion of aestheticism’ that
‘inculcates… the mystery of mutual charity… [and] expresses conjointly with
ethics and religion our whole point of view about man and nature. … It represents the true spirit of Eastern democracy’ ([1906] 2010: 9). In other words,
this was not simply a book on the tea ceremony as a performed ritual; it was a
definition of a notion of art unique to the Pan-Asian context embedded in its
distinctive social and political philosophy.
The chief curator of the Fukuoka Asian Art Museum Kuroda Raiji discusses
a potential present-day relevance of this Okakura’s publication in narration of
‘contemporary art’ beyond what the philosopher once called the ‘egotism and
vulgarity’ that separate Asia from Europe; in doing so, Kuroda points out that
the Art indicated here with the capital ‘a’ was translated into Japanese as ‘術’
(2008: 209, 302). This kanji, pronounced as jutsu, is more often used in combination with the kanji 美 (bi) (aesthetics) to make up the word bijutsu (fine art),
rather than on its own as a counterpart to the English word Art. The kanji
jutsu in fact conveys four different meanings: (1) waza (skill), (2) majinai (a
spell), (3) tedate (a way), shudan (a means and method), and (4) hakarigoto
(plan, plot). Indeed, these implications have not changed since Meiji (Ōtsuki
[1889, 1890, 1891, 2004] 2015: 642). In other words, the Art of Life, embodied
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in tea, was at once a skill, spell, way, means, method and plot of life. Although
Okakura’s contribution to art education at the Tokyo Fine Art School focused
on the specialist establishment of nihonga, the notion of art discussed here
that he argued for as the ‘true spirit of Eastern democracy’ was not elevated as
‘Fine Art’; rather, it was something as earthly as drinking a cup of tea.
As with Kumagusu’s discussion of ‘political ecology’, the parallels between
the Meiji era and the contemporary suggest that this notion of Art, defined by
Okakura in The Book of Tea (1906), may also be read as ever more relevant to
the narration of recent artistic practices in Japan who create socially engaged
interventions in everyday life of people.

POLITICAL ECOLOGY IN ART AND ARCHITECTURE 100 YEARS ON
A period of 100 years after the Meiji era Shrine Amalgamation of 1906, then
prime minister and the leader of the Liberal Democratic Party, Koizumi
Junichiro, introduced and extended the policy of Heisei no Dai Gappei (the Great
Municipality Amalgamation of Heisei Era) (created in 1995 and peaking in
2005–06), in order to merge even further the management of regional towns
and villages. The act, in a way, resembled greatly the Shrine Amalgamation in its
management logic and effects, which inevitably made the landscape and society
ever more anonymous in the life of local people.6 And, as predicted by Kumagusu
in the case of Shrine Amalgamation, economic activities and population that
were pulled towards the capital city of Tokyo with its hierarchical and centralized
management would rarely return to their native regional areas. This was the era
of ‘lost decades’ of 1990–2010 after the burst of the economic ‘Bubble’ in Japan.
Notably, the country had become notorious for its suicide rate. The earthquake,
tsunami and nuclear disasters of 3.11 – the biggest disaster in Japan since World
War II – only underlined the ecological problems even further. Indeed, these are
not merely ecological problems of the environment – but they are of wider social
and psychological spheres, as Kumagusu would have understood.
During these times, though, there has been a resurgence of artists and
architects whose practices resonate with those alternative notions of ecology,
art and architecture described above, which first, during the Meiji era, called
for an alternative modernity of East Asia. The artist duo Komori Haruka + Seo
Natsumi and artist-architect Sakaguchi Kyōhei are two significant examples of
many present-day practitioners working across Japan who can be read in this
light. I would argue that their approach to art is to see art as a method of what
Okakura noted as ‘rastern democracy’ rather than Fine Art, also signalling
the political ecology of seitaigaku (the nesting space). Komori + Seo’s psychogeographical work engages with the consequence of the triumph of seitaigaku
(the life) over a richer concept of seitaigaku, while Sakaguchi Kyōhei’s architectural philosophy behind his works of ‘Zero Yen House’ and ‘Zero Public’
sheds light on this alternative ecology of seitaigaku (the nesting space) rooted
in Kumagusu’s work.
The young artist duo Komori + Seo arrived in Rikuzentakata – the city, or
rather what used to have the infrastructure of what could be recognized as a
city – on the Sanriku coast in Iwate Prefecture, shortly after the March 2011
disasters. The city is known as one of the most heavily destroyed areas after
the tsunami, made famous in art and architecture circles as the site of the much
discussed intervention by the architect Ito Toyo in his ‘Home-for-All’ project,
which won the Golden Lion at the Venice Architectural Biennale in 2012. Here
in Rikuzentakata, the landscape that used to anchor people’s memory of the
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place had been completely removed – in fact, not only the landscape but also
the people and the community of all living things that were contained within
the town. The artists visited the seaside town on 2 April 2011 for the first time.
Having initially joined as volunteers of the government’s initiative, they realized that personal memories of the place were falling through the cracks of
top–down welfare initiatives, so they decided to return to Rikuzentakata every
month, setting up a blog and utilizing social networking sites such as Twitter
and Facebook to record and tell hidden stories on the ground. As they learnt
to become local citizens, they began to employ a combination of each of their
artistic mediums (Komori is principally a video maker; Seo a painter, photographer and writer) to produce a fleeting psychogeographical landscape of the
town through film, illustration, painting and photography. Their grass-roots
initiatives and artistic practice are thus in line with the alternative notion of
seitaigaku once signalled by Kumagusu; human existences are thought after in
their relation to the landscape and other beings. Here, too, as in Okakura, art
is practised as a skill, way, means, method and plot of life. In doing so, they
begin to engage with issues that could be argued as the consequence instead
of the triumph of Miyoshi’s notion of seitaigaku (the life); this dominant affirmation of ecology, in terms of life as a fragmented existence of life understood only in relation to immediate surroundings under the eyes of humans,
was very much in line with anonymization of society effected through the
centralized top–down management of regional citizens and landscapes accelerated by the Meiji Shrine Amalgamation acts and the Great Municipality
Amalgamation of the Heisei Era alike.
The first work they made as a result was the sixteen-minute two-channel
silent video piece, A Story of ‘K’ – Something Sad in the Scene (2012) (Figure 5).
The screen on the right shows a documentary-like video shot by Komori with
a handheld camera; it begins with a close-up of gentle sea waves along the

Figure 5: A Story of ‘K’ – Something Sad in the Scene (2012), Komori Haruka +
Seo Natsumi. Installation view, Contemporary Art Center Art Tower Mito. Image
courtesy of the artists.
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shore, covering and revealing something that rests on the borderline of the
land and ocean. It tells a story of how the two of them arrived there, and then
gradually moves on to their encounter with the anonymous ‘K’. The screen
on the left is a slide projector that reveals a series of Seo’s texts and drawings
one by one, narrating the video on her behalf. The written words and drawn
images move fleetingly between the mind of the artists – the visitors and
listeners – and of K – the resident and storyteller. ‘I stood in the front garden
of her house where the tsunami wave stopped just about. There’s the ocean,
beyond the vast, grey and fan-shaped field’. K offers the artists, who could
be her grandchildren in terms of their age, some blueberries she managed
to harvest. She opens a photo album of the town in its previous state; ‘The
people living in this town had lost the same things. So, we could help each
other to regain it, if we remember these were here’. They look out to the scenery as if to juxtapose her memory over the disappeared landscape; ‘Though,
now she needs the town that was here half year ago’. ‘The expanse of this
town looked like a very extensive graveyard’, the text says, over an image of
a yashiro (small shrine) staged on a concrete ledge. ‘The sea might stay here
for a long time. It would not disappear here ever after… Neither does this
town’. The narrative closes with a scene of mourning flowers floating on the
shore. ‘I noticed that I had never seen so many people coming and going in
the washed away town… Then, I understood well that this town is beautiful’.
The result of the combined use of multiple mediums of depiction is a
conjuncture of personal documentary, auto-biographic novella and illustrated

Figure 6: Sakaguchi Kyōhei’s analytical drawing of ‘Zero Yen House’. Image Courtesy of the artist.
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story-telling. When I asked Seo of her particular shift from photography (in
which she was originally trained) to words and illustration upon my visit
to the site of their work, she explained that compared to photography that
fixes an image at a specific point in time and space, drawings and written
texts manage to convey a liminal memory that can be shared among many.7
This liminal memory is in fact what continues to sustain the bare land of
Rikuzentakata as a city. It is the blueberry harvest; it is the disappeared landscape that remains in the photo album; and it is the reminiscence of someone’s life suggested by the floating mourning flowers. It is all these that draw
people’s footsteps to the area – footsteps of those who stay and those who
decide to go. This city was not just an address or a place to own for a life to
live independently, as in Miyoshi’s notion of seitaigaku (the life) and the mainstream human notion of sumu (to own and settle). Instead, what is suggested
by the political ecology of Kumagusu embraces a liminal memory that may be
invisible yet crucial to its institution. The kanji of sumika, the ancient version
of Kumagusu’s ‘nesting space’ that appears in Hōjōki (1212), is made up of
two words: a ‘tree’ on the left and ‘west’ on the right. According to classical
definitions, this originally represented a scene where a bird returns to its nest
when the sun sets in the west (Sato and Hamaguchi [2000] 2015). By the time
of Kumagusu, the ‘west’ had been replaced by the kanji for ‘wife’; i.e. the
nesting space is where one’s wife resides. Now the wife, family, friends and
relatives are long gone in the life of many in Rikuzentakata. The houses that
used to mark the area as a city, and used to be their ‘nest’, have been washed
away. Yet, the liminal memory calls for a return to home; the warmth of the
disappeared still remains in the minds of the survived, and the sun continues
to set in the west, everyday.
The artists continue to explain that the harsh problem for the community
is not only the housing but also the economic disparities among them. People
used to be happier living in the same area together; whether they were renting their house or owned one, it did not matter too much to the relationships
they had with other people. Now, the majority of people who are renting on
the flatland by the beach have lost their houses and cannot gain substantial
financial support from the government’s emergency funds; they are forced to
remain in the temporary housing. On the other hand, if they were wealthy
enough to own their home, they tended to live up on the mountain where the
lands were further away from the risk of tsunami and henceforth more expensive. If their houses were badly damaged, the government funds would back
up the majority of the financial value of the house to those who owned them.
Thus, the disparity of financial security between renters and home owners
has become increasingly visible. Even as new housing was provided, some
have preferred not to live on their own because they cannot cook; some have
decided to decline a new house on the mountain because they are too old
and cannot drive (Honda 4 February 2015 interview). The challenge is that
a top–down, one-size-fits-all welfare system struggles to cater to the needs
of individuals, geography and climate. In Kumagusu’s terms once again, the
ecology of seitaigaku (the nesting space) is not compatible with the current
system of economy that resonates more with a narrower conception of seitaigaku (the life).
Could there be, though, an alternative economy reconcilable with the
ecology of seitaigaku (the nesting space)? Ecology, as Tamura points out, is
defined as the science of the economy of animals and plants in the Oxford English
Dictionary (1989). He also notes that when Charles Darwin published the

7. Conversation with
Seo that took place
in Rikuzentakata on
2 April 2015.
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8. These include Zero kara
Hajimeru Toshigata
Shuryō Saishū Seikatsu
(Starting from Zero:
Urban Hunter-Gatherer
Life) (2010), Tokyo 0 En
Hausu 0 En Seikatsu
(Tokyo 0 Yen House
0 Yen Life) (2011),
Sakaguchi Kyōhei: Souutsu Nikki (Sakaguchi
Kyōhei: Manic
Depression Diary)
(2013), Dokuritsukokka
no Tsukurikata (How to
Make an Independent
Nation) (2014) and
Kazoku no Tetsugaku
(Philosophy of Family)
(2015) to name but a
few.
9. On this note, Sakaguchi
says he is largely
influenced by the
architect Kon Wajirō
who founded the
branch of sociology
called modernology,
known as 考現学
(Kougen Gaku) in
Japanese. He was
the first architect
to research Minka,
meaning people’s
private house, although
it often referred to
houses in old Japanese
traditional style. Kon
created an illustrated
collection of barracks
built by people during
the post-Great Kanto
Earthquake period
(Sakaguchi 2010:
170–71).
10. The particular theory
of Kumagusu that
Sakaguchi refers to
here is a theoretical
diagram known as
‘Minakata Mandala’
that appears in his
letter to the Shingon
Buddhist monk Dogi
Hōryū in 1903.

Origin of Species in 1859, his analysis in the book unfolded based on the term
economy of nature. When Donald Worster published his work on the history
of ecological thoughts, including that of Gilbert White and Henry David
Thoreau, he entitled it as Nature’s Economy (Tamura 2003: 8). Thus the two
are, even in the lineage of scholarship, significantly interrelated.
The works of the artist-architect Sakaguchi Kyōhei pursue the above question. Originally trained under the architect Ishiyama Osamu and now widely
discussed in art, Sakaguchi is a cult figure in Japan known as an architect who
does not build. Instead, he proposes designs of mobile homes based on his
surveys of homeless people’s houses; he runs a 24/7 emergency phone line
for people with suicidal thoughts; and he has set up his own ‘independent
nation’ within Japan. He has written and published a great amount of books.8
His work suggests not only an alternative notion of economy but also again
evokes alternative modes of art, architecture and ecology once forgotten since
the Meiji era.
Sakaguchi articulates the fact that the word ‘economics’ in English derives
from the Ancient Greek word oikos (house and nomos) (existence) (Sakaguchi
2014: 102). It other words, metaphorically speaking, it is an architecture for
or of existence. He declares that what he cares about is ‘not the economy by
the means of money, but a new kind of economy that is expected to be born’
(Sakaguchi 2015: 206). He calls his notion of alternative economy Taido Keizai
(Economy of Attitude, or of Manner). This is a ‘way of economy that is realised by indicating one’s own attitude or manner on actions one would like to
actualise… The act of thinking is the very earnest manner of human being’
(Sakaguchi 2012: 93 and 167). This is for Sakaguchi architecture, but certainly
not about building new architecture in a conventional sense. It is about how
one would attempt to feel what is already there (Sakaguchi 2010: 170).9 This is
similar to the creative process known as bricolage he refers to – the construction of a work from a range of objects that happen to be available. It is also,
I would add, similar to the essence of seitaigaku (the nesting space); in this
ecology, whether by choice or by coincidence, various lives exist side by side
and simultaneously influence each other. Indeed, Sakaguchi discusses how
Kumagusu’s theories have influenced the ways in which he perceives space
(Sakaguchi 2012: 116).10
Sakaguchi’s ‘Tokyo 0 Yen House 0 Yen Life’ (2000–02) and independent nation ‘Zero Public’ (2012) exemplify the above arguments. ‘Tokyo 0 Yen
House 0 Yen Life’ initially began with Sakaguchi’s encounter with a so-called
‘homeless person’, Mr Suzuki, who lived by the Sumida River in Tokyo. Here,
numerous makeshift shelters known as ‘blue sheet houses’ form a kind of
village (Figures 9 and 10). A blue sheet house is typically a simple, box-shaped
house made out of blue-coloured plastic sheet cheaply available from DIY
stores, most popularly used by people for picnic during the hanami season,
as well as by people who live on the road to construct their own houses. One
day Sakaguchi found himself in one of them, chatting with the owner-maker
of the house; he could not resist knocking on the door. What astonished him
was that Mr Suzuki’s place was definitely a ‘home’ – not at all ‘homeless’. And
not only that, he claims it cost him ‘0 Yen’ to build. Thus, Sakaguchi went on
to discover Mr. Suzuki’s ecology of life that conveys an economy that hardly
requires any monetary transaction. The house was made out of what were
available in hand – as in the method of bricolage. Mr Suzuki even said that
the design of his house is based on Minka – the traditional Japanese-style
house of working citizens suitable to the climate of Japan. In other words,
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‘it is cool in the summer, warm during the winter and easy to disassemble’
(Sakaguchi 2011: 153). It is an antithesis, though, of city housing as a systematized mode of financial growth in which individuals are responsible to rent
or pay mortgages. Here, in this village by the river, people seemed to be more
like seikatsusha (a person who lives), as opposed to shōhishya (consumers); in
the modern world we are accustomed to living as the latter in order to sustain
a home.
Again, this brings us back to the issues of sumu (to own and settle) versus
sumu (to inhabit) discussed earlier. Sakaguchi enquires what sumu means,
with the kanji of ‘to own and settle’, in Dokuritsu Kokka (Independent Nation) –
a book about his philosophy behind ‘Zero Public’, the independent nation
he created himself in 2012. Apparently there is no real estate law that defines
what this sumu really means legally. Instead, 住まい (sumai) a place for
people to live (sumu), Sakaguchi articulates, is defined as a house that can
be taxed (2012: 52). In other words, physically attainable shelter for owned
settlement is regulated by the existing law, whereas the fundamental notion
of living cannot be regulated. Sakaguchi notes that the word fudousan (real
estate) was created during the establishment of civil law in Meiji era 1896,
copied from Europe and originally based on the Roman law with strong class
discrimination (Sakaguchi 2012: 71). The headquarter of ‘Zero Public’ is in
his hometown of Kumamoto, an 80-year-old house of 200m2 named ‘Zero
Centre’ (Figure 7). He created this work initially to accommodate people
who fled from north-east Japan after 3.11, completely free of charge; within

Figure 7: Sakaguchi Kyōhei at his ‘Zero Center’ in Kumamoto, Japan. Image
Courtesy of the artist.
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a month more than a hundred people were staying with him, and as a result
more than 60 people who had no previous relation to Kumamoto Prefecture
settled there. He believes what is needed is a small government where each
person could recognize another’s face and communicate (Sakaguchi 2012:
89). What is suggested here is thus a reverse process of both the Shrine
Amalgamation act of Meiji era and the Great Municipality Amalgamation in
Heisei Era of the 1990s.
The approach is still the same as his ‘0 Yen House’ research – Sakaguchi
explains.
It is to find one’s own ‘layer’ by looking at what is thought to be impossible within an anonymised system with high resolution, and put things
into practice there… It is not possible to create a social system from
zero. But with one’s own ‘political behaviour’, it is possible.
(2012: 89, 48)
He calls this the ‘layer revolution’: ‘the act of trying to change something signifies the fact that one is already surrounded by anonymised layers; instead, one
should recognise multiple layers contained by existing matters and expand
them’ (Sakaguchi 2012: 41). This method of revolution may be the only kind of
revolution anyone could initiate. One might compare this to the conventional
mode of revolutions that have been implemented as a political ideology as a
way to re-institute our society in the past century: as ‘isms’, from capitalism
to communism, to contemporary notions of neo-liberalism, consumerism and
environmentalism, to name but a few. ‘What is significant though’, Sakaguchi
claims in his own term, ‘is iZoom instead of – ism’. With this, he argues that
we should alter our perception of these grand narratives: from ‘capitalism’
to ‘capitali-zoom’, for example. Zooming, for Sakaguchi, is the act of looking with increased high resolution: ‘in doing so inquiries are born instead of
getting rolled into the creed of political principles… then, soon one would
realise revolution is already taking place’ (2012: 19–20, 188). This is a way
of making what he calls a shikōtoshi (thinking city). Sakaguchi cites Minakata
Kumagusu and Kamono Chōmei, as well as Henry David Thoreau, as some of
his important influences on his philosophical works on the alternative mode
of economy (Sakaguchi 2012: 116). As he evokes, all of these historical figures
share in common the fact that they sought out the truth of reality in forests –
the space that, in Japan, used to be the actual architecture of the shrine and
the metaphorical house where thousands of living things have ‘nestled’.

ALTERNATIVE ECOLOGY: WHY NOW?
I have argued that significant examples of newly emerging socially engaged
art and architecture from Japan might best be understood as a resurgence of
neglected ideas of ecology, art and architecture marginalized since the Meiji
period suggesting alternative notions of modernity and human progress.
My goal, though, is not to assert their uniqueness to Japan. In fact, the ideas
discussed here are close to some recent discussions of aesthetics and ecology
in Euro-American theory. The relevance of Kumagusu’s ideas as a precursor
of Guattari’s The Three Ecologies (1989) has been mentioned. Even more striking are parallels with discussions of the Anthropecene. The widely discussed
works by American theorists Bill Brown, Thing Theory (2001), and Jane Bennett,
Vibrant Matter: A Political Ecology of Things (2009), might also be comparable with
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Kumagusu’s ‘Theory of Things’ and ‘Minakata Mandala’, theories he developed
through extensive discussions with the Shingon Buddhist monk Dogi Hōryū.
Though it is not possible here to debate further, these kinds of connections are
clearly possible.
The relevance of the notion of ecology as seitaigaku (the nesting space)
in the Japanese context can also be observed in domestic discussions in both
art and architecture. A recent exhibition at Arts Maebashi Living Locally:
Reconsidering Critical Regionalism (9 October 2015–12 January 2016) is a good
example of these rising trends. Although it is not obvious from the English
version of the exhibition title, the Japanese version reads as Koko ni Sumu:
Chiiki Shakai eno Manazashi, which literally translates as To Inhabit Here: Gaze
Towards Regional Society. The word sumu employed here is again the kanji of
to inhabit – the same kanji Kumagusu used for his seitaigaku. Living Locally is
a group show of group artists and architects (including Atelier Bow-Wow +
Fukushi Gakudan, Eureka, Tsubame Architects, Teruya Yūken, Fujimoto Sou
and Rhizomatics Research) whose works address the question of what sumu
(to live) might mean, or how we might live (sumu) at a regional scale. It poses
the difference between the two existing kanji and notions of sumu: to own and
settle, and to inhabit. Mitamura Midori, one of the artists, comments: ‘“sumu
(to own and settle)” can be chosen but “sumu (to inhabit)” cannot be chosen’.
The architect Fujiwara Teppei adds it is ‘rather, a state where the act of choosing is not even thought about’ (Sumitomo, Yoshida, and Igarashi 2015: 116).
The exhibition catalogue seems to make no reference to Kumagusu’s seitaigaku; yet the same kind of enquiry into this concept is evident.
In the realm of post-3.11 architecture, there has been a growing debate
between architects and researchers of social designs, including a new type of
professional known as ‘community designer’, on what needs to be reconsidered and how better alternatives could be practised by their profession in the
making of cities, societies and ultimately people’s everyday lives. The crossgenerational and cross-disciplinary symposium Post-3.11 Architecture and Social
Design, organized by the director of consumerism and urbanism think-tank
CULTURESTUDIES Miura Atsushi, with the architect Fujimura Ryūji in July
2011, was one of the earliest of the numerous and ever-increasing discussions
of this kind. What is suggested in these debates is, for example, the growing
need for an alternative agency to exist between public governmental bodies
and private realms of citizens with their increasing malfunctions (Miura and
Fujimura 2011: 62). The rise of NPOs as well as government- and cooperativesubsidized projects, including the exploding number of regional art Triennales
and Biennales, is certainly an example of this. What is suggested here also is, I
would argue, the need to reconsider our seitaigaku again through the alternative
notion: the idea of habitation suggested in Kumagusu’s seitaigaku that alludes
to a space where there is no clear distinction between public and private.
These alternative notions of ecology, art and architecture are of global
significance because they transcend dichotomies of social, political and
cultural experience defined and delimited by conventional language – such
as the public and private, man and nature, pro-war and anti-war and so on.
The notion of political ecology explored here through the Japanese case in
fact signals a planetary enquiry into an alternative mode of human progress
beyond political ideology. This indeed is what has been acutely revealed in the
present post-Bubble, post-disaster era on the Japanese peninsula, a concern
with political ecology reinforced by the repeatedly returning reminder of
nature’s forces with earthquakes and tsunami. It may therefore be very timely
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that we re-considered ideas from an alternative modernity of east Asia that
were once forgotten more than 100 years ago.
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KEYWORDS

Artist collective Yatoo was founded in 1981 on the dry riverbed of Kŭm River near
Gongju, South Korea. Yatoo, which means ‘to throw oneself to the wilderness,’ is
still active today, but despite the group’s longevity their temporary sculptures and
performances outdoors and in natural environments have yet to receive a substantial
scholarly attention. This lack of discursive recognition is connected to the challenges
posed by the operation of what I call the ‘politics of nature’ in postcolonial Korea –
or how discussions of nature in contemporary Korean art often consider ‘nature’
as performing the ‘nation’ or even ‘Eastern metaphysics’, conflating different levels
and types of signifiers. Seeing nature as a concept that has been constantly reformulated in its fraught relationship with (neo-)colonial history, this paper situates Yatoo
within South Korean art’s historical occupation of nature: namely, the histories of
the late 1960s and 70s experimental art in outdoor spaces, the 1970s and 80s politicized ideas of ‘vibrant site (hyŏnjang)’ and ‘residing in wilderness (cheya)’, and
monochrome painting called tansaekhwa in the 1970s and its connection with the
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1. Yatoo also means the
‘field goal’ in basketball
terminology.
2. A round table
discussion held in 1985
by the Kyegan Misul
editorials invited critics
representing the two
camps – Lee Yil and
Sung Wan-kyung – to
each select a group of
emerging artists, none
of whom was from
Yatoo.

rhetoric of naturalism (chayŏnjuŭi). The shifts that occurred in Yatoo’s direction
during the 1980s and more recently are therefore important because they reflect the
contradictions found in the various paradigms and topologies of nature and ecology operating in Korean art. As this case study of Yatoo ultimately reveals, an art
historical analysis of art’s relationship with the natural environment (as a physical
entity sometimes bound by site-specificity) and discourses of nature (as representation) necessitates an awareness of multiple scales (local and national as much as
elemental and universal) and historical (dis)continuities.

On 14 August 1981, two dozen artists camped out on the dry riverbed of
Kŭm River near Gongju, a provincial city 130 km away from Seoul. Where
no other human presence was to be seen, these artists worked individually,
each producing temporary sculptures and performances. With the intention of
disregarding conventional divisions of artistic mediums, the artists categorized
their works as ‘outdoor, on-the-site art’ (yahoe hyŏnjang misul), conceived as
the counterparts of painting and other mediums that are not fixed to a specific
site and that can in perpetuity be displayed in galleries mostly found in urban
centers. One artist made geometric mounds with sand; another wrapped his
body with weeds and walked around; yet others dug holes. This six-day and
five-night ritual was called ‘four seasons study’ (sagyechŏl yŏnguhoe), and the
group gave themselves the collective name Yatoo (yatu) – a composite of
two sino-characters ya (the field) and tu (to throw).1 Yatoo would continue
the four seasons study along the Kŭm River and other natural environments across South Korea for more than a decade, but the collective’s goal
and consequent actions underwent shifts and expansions. As early as 1983,
Yatoo began to call their activity as constituting ‘nature art’ (chayŏn misul), a
neologism by which the group sought to conceptualize a relationship between
art and nature based on proximity and affinity. In the 1990s, discussions of
sustainability and environmentalism began to appear in artist statements, as
Yatoo began to hold international festivals that brought artists from parts of
Asia, Europe, and the Americas to make art along the Kŭm River. Yatoo is still
active today, boasting participation from many of its founding members who
host the ‘Geumggang Nature Biennale’ launched in 2004.
Given Yatoo’s longevity and its course of expansion, it seems inevitable
that Yatoo would be featured prominently in the history of South Korean
artists’ physical and conceptual engagement with the natural environment
today. However, the group remains in obscurity, and scholarly examination
of Yatoo is underdeveloped. Yatoo’s geographical distance from the major
art institutions and commercial markets which remain concentrated in Seoul
might be one possible reason behind the group’s forgotten place in the history
of Korean art, especially when most Yatoo members stayed in Gongju, a city
whose population and cultural infrastructure is dwarfed by South Korea’s
capital and its six metropolitan cities. But a more convincing reason points to
the hegemony in South Korean art history over the past four decades, where
Yatoo’s mostly performance-oriented and installation-based ‘nature art’ is put
in a blind corner made invisible by the two dominant powers whose opposition monopolized discursive capital (Lee and Sung 1985).2 These two so-called
camps are referred to as tansaekhwa (the Korean monochrome painting whose
formal and material experimentations on canvas were fomented in the early
to mid-1970s and which, from its inception, acquired international recognition
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especially in Korea’s former colonizer Japan as inherently ‘Korean’ in its nonartificiality and naturalism) and minjung misul (the people’s art movement
which aligned itself with the 1980s pro-democracy, decolonization movement, often with a nativist outlook and for a domestic audience). Though the
battle over political ideology – wherein the former pressed on the value of
art’s autonomy from the political reality and the latter dived into working with
the social movement – led to a contestation between an art establishment and
an equally powerful and popular anti-establishment movement, they nonetheless shared a similarity. Both camps conceptualized their relationship with
nature, put certain concepts of nature to artistic employment, and even politicized them, even though an interest in nature (chayŏn) always conflated with
another concept, tradition (chŏntong) that is native to Korea (Kim 2000). As
ironic as it is, then, the discursive and semiotic efforts to connect nature with
art in South Korea are at once everywhere and nowhere. Where talks about
nature prevail only so obliquely, a consideration of Yatoo requires an archeological view of nature in South Korean art history. It is a view that explicates
the operation of what I term the ‘politics of nature’ in postcolonial Korea, by
which I mean how discussions of nature too often conflate different levels and
types of signifiers by interpreting nature as performing the Korean nation, or
even the Eastern ideals.
Other challenges of interpretation abound too; they concern not only
Yatoo but any practices that engage with the natural environment. One is
a decontextualizing impulse, which privileges the planetary framework over
the types of local, national, and regional institutions – art history or political
systems – that affect the signification of works staged in a natural environment. Another is an ahistorical trap, wherein the keen sense of global urgency
concerning climate change which surfaced in scientific, political, and popular debates over the past decade might skew a historically accurate assessment of practices prior to the current era. The existing reception – gleaned
from sparsely located and mostly brief criticism of Yatoo-generated exhibitions or its members’ works on view elsewhere – scratches only the surface
of the works at best, if not simply reiterating the words of Yatoo members.
Only the past few years witnessed a tendency prompted by Yatoo and some
critics to retroactively assign, and celebrate, an awareness of the ecological
worldview in the group’s overall activity since the 1980s, as a response to the
recent emergence of ecology as an important political agenda in Korea just as
in the world.3
Looking beyond – and moving away from ascertaining – the essential
qualities in the philosophical foundation and artworks promoted by Yatoo
members themselves, the present study tunes into the shifts in Yatoo’s directions that took place over the years, especially during the 1980s and more
recently. The contradictions developed within Yatoo over time are themselves reflective of the various paradigms and topologies in operation in South
Korea in regards to the discourse around nature and ecology. Though nature,
as philosophers and historians like Bruno Latour and Timothy Morton have
argued recently, is an entity to move beyond (Latour 2004; Morton 2007),
nature as a concept constantly reformulated in twentieth-century Korean art
history requires attentive analyses today, precisely because of its fraught relationship with (neo-)colonial history and the rhetoric of Eastern metaphysics.
Thus, at stake is, on the one hand, situating Yatoo within the Korean art’s
historical occupation of nature that Yatoo’s activities inevitably engage with:
namely, the histories of late 1960s and 1970s experimental art in outdoor

3. Several essays written
by critic and curator
Kim Jong-gil’s for
Yatoo’s catalogues
and symposiums are
the most substantial
texts on Yatoo thus
far (Kim 2006; Kim et
al 2014). In 2008, Kim
uses the term ecology
(saengtae) to describe
Yatoo’s activity, a term
that did not appear in
his 2006 essay. While
Kim is representative of
those who retroactively
assign ecological
thinking to Yatoo, half
a dozen critics and
curators I conversed
with in Korea about
Yatoo’s position in the
Korean art scene still
seem puzzled about
how to understand
the collective. The
only attempt at art
historical studies of
a Yatoo member’s
work was recently
published, but the
essay decontextualizes
Ko Seung-hyun’s
works from the
context of Yatoo’s
collective history and
thereby eulogizes the
ecological friendly
attitude in Ko’s work
(Park, 2013).
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spaces, monochrome painting called tansaekhwa in the 1970s and its connection with the rhetoric of naturalism (chayŏnjuŭi). On the other hand, a reconsideration of Yatoo also pays a long-overdue recognition of a chapter in
South Korean history in which art about nature and the environment outside
urban space has questioned the relationship between art, the artist’s agency,
engagement with a local site (hyŏnjang), and the politics of social relations and
ecology.

FOUR SEASONS STUDY GROUP: PLAYING IN THE WILDERNESS
IN 1981
Yatoo’s inaugural catalogue is 78 pages long, and it begins with a four-paragraph founding manifesto (changrip sŏn’ŏnmun) in which Yatoo’s mastermind
and eldest member, Im Dong-sik (b. 1945), stated the group’s initial objective
and agenda in concise terms:
Yatoo is a study group (yŏnguhoe) and we research the prospects of
outdoor art shaped by a fresh touch with nature. With our strong love
for nature, we praise its natural change, infinite breadth and thickness, and all its vitality within. Accompanying pure nature and working towards making art that is transparent, we will hold a study session
every season, publish catalogues, broaden the range of our perception,
and state new methods.
(Yatoo 1981: np)
A ‘fresh touch’ with nature refers to a tangible, physical encounter with
elements of nature, during which the properties designated as virtues of
nature like ‘purity’ and ‘transparency’ are believed to rub off on the artists’
consciousness, and help them envision new methods of art-making. The
range of artistic practices that emerged out of this fresh contact is depicted in
the catalogue, first with descriptive texts under the title ‘explanation of situations’ (sanghwang sŏlmyŏng). Spread over two pages, an assembly of mostly
sentence-long descriptions of each work’s production process is written in an
objective, step-by-step manner. Although the fullness of tactile and sensual
encounters with nature made available to the artists and implicated in the
term ‘a fresh touch’ cannot be accessed by the readers of the catalogue, that
the rest of the catalogue is devoted to black-and-white photographs of most
of the productions demonstrates how each work is marked as a distinct event
worthy of individualized documentation, despite, or because, no installation
on the riverbed is permanently preserved for posterity. Not a single photograph captures multiple works together, making it difficult to trace the spatial
or temporal relationships among the works, but the textual descriptions highlight how each discrete work is contingent on the temporal stages and passage
of time that belongs not to the artists but to the rhythm of nature.
Titled My Work and the Work of Rain and Wind, Sin Hyŏn-tae’s work
has a two-part process that embraces the very disintegration of work. An
‘event score’-like description reads: ‘Dig in the dry riverbed the shapes of a
circle, a rectangle, and a triangle, and build with the extricated sand threedimensional objects in the same, or changed, shapes. The carved part, the
finely smoothed part, and the three-dimensional objects, soon acquire
cracks, and return to the original state of nature’ (Yatoo 1981: np). Sculpting
sand mounds in geometric shapes constitutes the artist’s production of
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sculptures, but that does not make up the most important part of the piece.
As indicated in the description, the artist is to wait until wind and gravity as
active agents brittle the mounds, returning the sand to its ‘original’ state and
making the artistic labour mute, or at least an event with ephemerality. Sin’s
sculpture thus engages not only with the natural, untamed material retrieved
from the riverscape but also with the temporality with which the riverside
environment returns to its equilibrium after a temporary intervention exercised by the human hand. Regardless of the degrees of their intervention into
the environment, most task-oriented performances practiced by early Yatoo
(from early to mid-1980s) did not follow a preconceived action plan with
articulated intentions, as the artists supposedly arrived at the site without
much premeditation and the ‘explanation of situation’ were written after the
fact. (The exception was the inaugural retreat where several artists did bring
along materials like vinyl tubes, but gradually more participants arrived less
prepared.) If transiency and impermanence are important traits in Yatoo’s
early works, then the ideas for art-making are as impromptu as the sculptural
works are ephemeral.
The fresh touch seems fresh in so far as the moment of contact is instinctive, intuitive, and directed to the artist’s body as the site of such a fleeting
encounter. The founding manifesto designates the ‘subject of our work’ as ‘the
trembling of grass, the sound of grasshoppers, a choral of frogs, the sound of
wind rubbing against the grains of a tree trunk, the light of stars in night sky,
spring flowers, summer fever, the high sky of autumn, and ice-cold temperature of winter’ (Yatoo 1981: np). In short, Yatoo’s subjects are the dynamic
flows of energy and materiality through the non-human and the human
depicted in a poetic language which accentuates the modest, non-threatening, and even trivial scale. The idea of ‘researching nature’ during Yatoo’s four
seasons study is to experience, and respond with the bodily sensorial system
to, the elemental physicality of the particular natural environment while being
fully aware of the shifting nature of those physical traits. Yatoo’s consideration of the tactility of mass, weight, light, sound, and temperature, which
is as discrete as dispersed, recalls art historian Amanda Boetzkes’ recent
formulation of ‘earth art’ and the ethics therein. For Boetzkes, ‘earth art’ is
invested in elements of earth that are in the simultaneous state of perpetuity and transition, and thus manifests how the ‘use of elementals awakens
a sense of human world in relationship to the earth’s ineluctable presence’
(Boetzkes 2010: 16). Such an awareness of ethical co-existence is highlighted
by its differentiation from land art, which mostly marks the surface of land
(as property) with inscriptions in its sole consideration of earth as ‘merely
a textual archive of human history and events’ (Boetzkes 2010: 16). Indeed,
Yatoo’s gentle, modest, and playful gesture would be seen in opposition
to the violent, masculine, frontier mentality of 1960s America’s large-scale
land art – think of Michael Heizer, Robert Smithson, and Nancy Holtzer –
which another art historian terms as ‘aesthetic affronts’ to the earth (Brady
2007: 288–9).
In the earth art versus land art dyad, most works from Yatoo never
performed land art and its performative and formal engagement with
earth and nature resembles English counterparts like Richard Long and
Andy Goldsworthy, who – as Terry Smith puts it – ‘touch the Earth lightly’
(Smith 2011: 278). In the beginning, Yatoo’s understanding of nature was a
multi-sensorial recognition of the elements of nature; it was open to visual,
tactile, aural, and other perceptions of those who share the space, including
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Figure 1: Sin Hyŏn-tae, My Work and the Work of Rain and Wind (1981).
Courtesy of Yatoo.
but not exclusively reserved for humans. Hardly detected in Yatoo’s work
is the assumed human will or desire to dominate nature. If the distinction between human civilization in urban space and natural elements is
made, it is soon to be blurred in the artists’ reimagination of their place
in the natural environment. In the group’s founder Im Dong-sik’s performance, for example, the artist walks around a field of reeds after surrounding his body with the collected straws, seeking to erase the boundaries
between what demarcates the body and its natural surroundings. For an
installation with a large vinyl tube, Ko Seung-hyun fills the two ends of
the tube with sand, thus making them anchor the middle section that is
left empty to float in the air and make visible the movement of the wind.
It is the wind that has the last word in the shape of the work, co-authored
between the artist and the flow of air. To reveal the force of nature is to
diminish the human presence within it, seeing the human body within the
environment.
Yet, the distinction between earthworks and land art in the existing framework of postwar art history can lead to a quick and problematic moral judgment. To Canadian art critic John K. Grande – the only non-Korean art critic
who interviewed Yatoo artists and whose recent texts are included in these
artists’ self-publication – several Yatoo artists seem to be in line with his
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4. James Nisbit’s
argument that
American land art is
often retroactively
vilified due to its
detrimental effects
on the land occupied,
especially by those who
call for reevaluating
the coexistence
of environmental
awareness and
thinking as a planet
(the 1960s proliferation
of photographic images
of the whole earth
from the space for
the global audience),
is just, and Nisbit’s
assessment is helpful
for my reading of Yatoo
in so far as the location
and historical time of
the Korean collective
makes this type of
‘whole earth’ approach
utterly irrelevant.

Figure 2: Im Dong-sik, Towards the Grass (1981). Courtesy of Yatoo.

long-held view, in which a celebration of artists’ righteous consideration
of nature and ecosystem is fueled by their critical view of land art that he
thinks operates in an ‘egosystem’ (Grande c1998: 38). The assumption
made by Grande and the current members of Yatoo who invited this North
American critic is, ultimately, the discursive binary with which to divide postwar outdoor art practices in non-urban, natural environments into ‘good’ or
‘bad’ environmental art. It is a common but faulty assumption, made only by
a retroactive application of the current-time lens of sustainability and environmentalism (Nisbit 2014).4
As importantly, an evaluation according to the intention on the part of
Yatoo is often done at the expense of the specific geopolitical, national, local
contexts that have informed the formal qualities, conceptual frameworks, and
institutional structures of Yatoo’s activities. While the elements of nature like
trees, rivers, etc., seem to go above and beyond sociopolitical specificities of the
location, a consideration of environmental art within the specific art scene –
national, regional, or local – is important because artists respond to such
conditions and are informed by the particular signification that working with
such natural elements might project in the specific time and place. Nature for
early Yatoo members, for example, is not detached from the spatiotemporality
of social reality but is one way to emphasize the importance of the everyday.
As seen in the manifesto, ‘all gestures and gazes of human, the matters of
our psychology, as well as all the problems and questions we face in reality
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Figure 3: Ko Seung-hyun, Untitled (1981). Courtesy of Yatoo.
(hyŏnsil) from multiple directions’ are designated as the ‘subjects’ of Yatoo’s
art; these descriptions point to the social and psychological worlds as much as
the natural elementals.
While Im’s use of the term hyŏnsil (reality) merits a further discussion in
its epistemological history and political import, it is sufficient to note here that
all fronts of culture, including literature, art, and theater in postwar South
Korea, have witnessed a rising proliferation of the term ‘reality’ since the
1970s (Park 2006). Aesthetics of reality was a code for a call for the arts to
participate in interrogating the sociopolitical contexts of South Korea, which,
under the militarized regimes, experienced a sequence of dictators who subjugated its citizens under severe censorship and restriction of freedom. Though
Yatoo did not engage with the discussions of ‘realism (hyŏnsiljuŭi)’ that some
other cultural practitioners turned to, privileging nature did not mean isolating nature from society, and the two were thought to be adjacent to one
another. The manifesto continues to include the group’s goal as ‘unleashing, retrieving, and opening up our brains constrained by the existing method
in art and the original sound of life imprisoned in the interior space’ (Yatoo,
1981: np). To this end, we can gather that Yatoo’s engagement with the Kŭm
River and its material and physical traits should not be seen solely in light of
the dichotomy between the white cube and the green field, an opposition that
iterations of land art and earthworks in North American and Europe have
pushed forward. For Yatoo, this opposition reflects an equally pertinent opposition of the local/provincial (chiyŏk) versus the center/Seoul – which made
up the reality (hyŏnsil) of making art as Gongju-based artists. Rather, in the
binary of the external versus the internal and land art versus earth art, we find
another opposition of the center and the periphery harbored by Yatoo, and
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what nature represented in this opposition requires a history lesson of 1960s
and 70s South Korean art scene.

THE KŬM RIVER AS A COUNTER-INSTITUTION
At least in sharing formal similarities, Yatoo can be aligned with a larger wave
of performance and outdoor installation which flourished in South Korea in
the 1960s and the 70s. Yatoo’s de-facto leader Im Dong-sik took part in this
wave at one point. A native of Gongju, Im stands at the crossroads between
Yatoo and the events leading up to the founding of Yatoo. Ten to fifteen years
older than the rest of the members and recognized as their leader, Im was the
sole graduate of Hongik University in Seoul, one of the two top art schools
in the nation, while others attended art schools in the Chungbuk Province to
which Gongju belongs. When based in Seoul, Im took part in the outdoor exhibitions for young artists who made plein-air installations and performances as
they made attempts to move away from the hegemony of painting – gestural
paintings in the 1960s and the early 1970s (generally called angporŭmel in a
nod to French informel) and abstract paintings in the 1970s (largely referred
to as tansaekhwa or monochrome painting) (Kee 2013: 10, 28, 107).5 One such
case was the Exhibition of Young Korean Artists (Hankukmisul chŏngnyŏn
chakkahoe) in 1975, for which artists based in Seoul held an outdoors exhibition on the Anmyŏndo Island in Ch’ungnam Province off the Yellow Sea.
Im’s installation along the sand beach consisted of an ostensibly unorganized
spread of 30 egg-shape sculptures cast in plaster, sized at 70 cm in length and
40 cm in diameter.
It was not long after this event that Im decided to move back to his hometown Gongju, and immediately began to collaborate with fellow artists from
Gongju and a nearby metropolitan city Daejon. In 1975–1977, when Im and
two other graduates of Gongju High School and Hongik University worked
together as Yadongin (Wilderness Group), their main goal was to return to
their native province and rectify the asymmetrical concentration of art scene
in the capital (Cho 2009: 151). Here, the sino-character ya, which literally
means the outside, the vast field, and the wilderness, immediately strikes as
not only a signifier of untamed nature but also a political position of exteriority and counter-hegemony, much like how cheya (‘to reside in the wilderness’) has since the Confucian time has connoted dissent against the regime
in power, when placed before nouns like ‘intellectuals’ and ‘movement’. It is
this widespread use of the character ya, especially in the midst of the antiauthoritarian and pro-democracy uprisings during the 1960s and 70s that
critic Kim Jong-gil had in mind when he recently interpreted the nature of
political manifestation in Yatoo, and its earlier iteration Yadongin as well. If
Yatoo is about throwing oneself to ya, as in the ‘field’, then it is not only
the physical field of sand beds, rocks, and trees that arouse affective response
from the artists; it also refers to the conceptual site of art-making against the
hegemonic system developed in the capital from which Gongju and Daejeonbased artists desired to differ (Kim 2006). For artists like Im, the affiliation
between nature and a topological, geographical marginality carried an equally
significant weight as the physicality of natural environment.
Not all outdoor performance art events took the stage of a dry riverbed
in the same way. Even a brisk examination of the Han River in Seoul as a
featured site of art-making illuminates an attitude to nature different from
that seen in the Kŭm River. In-depth historical accounts of happening-like

5. Critic Kim Yŏng-ju
first introduced the
term ‘informel’ to the
Korean criticism in
1956, whereas the term
tansaekhwa or ‘Korean
monochrome painting’
was credited to its
most famous promoter
Lee Yil in the mid1970s and accepted
by its practitioners.
The 1975 show in the
Tokyo Gallery titled
Five Korean Artists,
Five Kinds of White
is considered by art
historian Joan Kee
an ‘alleged origin of
tansaekhwa.’ (See Kee
2013).
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6. What makes the
research of these
performances difficult
is precisely the lack
of documentation.
Not until 2008 did the
National Museum of
Contemporary Art
hold the exhibition
Performance Art of
Korea 1967–2007,
which included
some exemplary
works. Another
related challenge is
to understand the
so-called Japanese
influence via
publications like
bijutsu techo, as seen
in the comparisons
that Kim Mi-kyung’s
first study on the
said groups, based on
newspaper articles and
Japanese magazines,
makes without further
investigation on the
complex process
of translation and
mimicry. (See Kim 2003)
7. The Kŭm River
Contemporary Art
Festival (Kŭmgang
hyŏndae misulche)
took place for two
weeks, November
6–22, 1980. Such a
nomination seems to
have inspired, many
years later, the Yatoo
members to hold the
International Nature
Art Symposium and
Exhibition of Kum-River
1995 Summer Kong-ju
Korea (1995 Yŏrŭm
Kŭmgang esŏŭi kukje
chay kukche chayŏn
misuljŏn) and launch
the Geumgang Nature
Art Biennale (Kŭmgang
chayŏn pienalle) in
2004.

experimental art that blossomed in the late 1960s and early 1970s Seoul are
yet to be written, but it can be stated that in Seoul both the public space (i.e.,
urban streets and parks) and the natural site (i.e., riverbeds) acquired political significance, because of these sites’ shared ability to provide artists with
the possibility of externality to the art establishment.6 In October, 1968, for
example, Kang Kuk-jin, Chŏng Kang-ja, and Chŏng Chan-sŭng performed
Murder on the Han River as part of what they called happenings held in music
theaters and streets in Seoul. In the dry riverbed near the Second Bridge, the
three artists began by digging holes to bury themselves with only their heads
visible above the ground, and let the audience and reporters throw a bucket
of water onto their heads. Then the artists climbed out of the ground with
banners hanging from their necks on which were written phrases like ‘Peddler
of Culture’, ‘Advocate of Corrupted Culture’, and ‘Acrobat of Culture’ (Kim,
2007: 19). Conspicuous here is a consideration of the river not as a site of
nature but as an open field, like an urban square, available for a public gathering of intellectuals and cultural players outside the gallery. The sculptor
Lee Seung-taek likewise seemed uninterested in nature as a concept or a site
of intervention, when he performed in 1971 Wind-Folk Amusement, a work
widely considered as one of the earliest instances of land art in South Korea.
Capturing the movement of wind with long red cloth on Jeju Island, known
for its steady and strong wind, Lee’s work remained firmly as an experimentation within the realm of sculpture-making, that is, how the wind sculpted
the majestic, free-flowing mass irrespective of the artist’s ability to shape its
form. When Lee’s Wind-Folk Amusement was restaged on Seoul’s Han riverside the same year, a documentary video captured a forest of high-rise apartment buildings in the far distance, as if the materialized wind framed the
urban landscape instead of escaping it (ICAS, 2004; see Obrist, 2013). For Im
in Gongju, however, nature was not simply a way to leave behind the art
establishment represented by the white cube and art market; nature was also
an alternative site beyond the urban public space. In Yatoo, we may find an
alternative to how public space was understood by many artists at that time as
narrowly defined by urbanity.
A year prior to founding Yatoo, Im planned an outdoor art festival named
the Kŭm River Contemporary Art Festival (Kŭmgang hyŏndae misulche),
by working with Hong Myŏng-sŏp who, originally from Daejeon, had had
opportunities as a graduate of the equally venerable Seoul National University
to exhibit alongside Seoul-based artists.7 What seemed like the most important factor for Im and Hong was to gather the artists in the Kŭm River region.
Although placing a restriction on the local participation and the geographic
origin of artists was not their main objective and the locality of artistic activity
did not seem to originate from the artists’ regional identity, it is clear that their
affiliation to the Kŭm River is important for thinking outside the Seoul art
scene as much as for recognizing the beauty of the local environment. Thus, a
consensus among the group to add the river to the festival’s title was reached
without difficulty: ‘The name of the festival represents our goal to strive for
the noble state of beauty, elegance, purity, modesty and lucid clarity that the
river already possesses, and to give our utmost focus on our study… Such
naming of the festival after the river and its meaning was accepted with warm
welcome by those involved in planning the festival’ (Anon. 1980). A total of
thirty artists born or currently based in the Gongju and Daejeon region were
invited to present works outdoors, and documentary photographs of these
outdoor installations demonstrate their resemblance to the modest, minimal
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Figure 4: Lee Seung-taek, Wind-Folk Amusement (1971), performance. Courtesy
of artist and Hyundai Gallery.
intervention into the sand beach that would later emerge in Yatoo’s activities.
Such an activity was understood as an attempt to ‘perceive the Kŭm River as
the vibrant site of nature (chayŏn ŭi hyŏnjang)’ (Anon. 1980).
In its habitual use, the term hyŏnjang is employed in connection with
an activity in progress and emphasizes its contingency to the particular site.
When used as a gerund, it refers to the state of being ‘on-the-site’ and ‘realistic’ and modifies the noun that follows. When placed before a feeling (gam),
for instance, it means the dynamic sense of being on the site (hyŏnjang’gam).
When used as a noun, it means a ‘vibrant site’ and can be preceded by an actionbased modifier, as in an investigation site (chosa hyŏnjang), a construction
site (kŏnsŏl hyŏnjang) and a protest site (temo hyŏnjang). Among the activist
circles of the anti-authoritarian, pro-democracy movement, the concept of
hyŏnjang is complex, and it largely referred to the ground of sociopolitical
and cultural reality, one that is shared among the oppressed Korean people
(minjok or minjung) who, as the historical agent, would dispel the oppressive
dictatorship to which the society was then subjected (Pak, et al. 1985). When
the assumed proximity to hyŏnjang became increasingly important for the
moral and political justification of the pro-democracy movement, student
activists were propelled to enter the grounds of the working class (nodong
hyŏnjang). Art produced and consumed on the grounds of protests came to
be known, by the mid-1980s, as ‘on-the-site art’ or hyŏnjang misul, mostly
in the format of easily reproducible flyers or large-format banners made
collectively and viewed publicly in political demonstrations (Choe 1994;
Kwŏn 1994).
Im’s placement of chayŏn (nature) and hyŏnjang together in 1980 can
therefore make a striking manifesto, a remarkable testament to the perspective that Im and his collaborators had onto nature: that it is a vibrant site
of evolving actions whose meaning or outcome is yet to be fixed. In short,
the neologism of chayŏn ŭi hyŏnjang assigns to nature the characteristics
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of dynamic temporality of on-going transformation, as if it can be used as
a verb. Hyŏnjang in Gongju therefore points not only to the Gongju-based
artists’ innovative consideration of nature – nature as a system that coexists
with human agency – but also to their coming together with colleagues who
imagined a different social order. Furthermore, when nature is summoned
as a kind of hyŏnjang within the art-making context, the type of agency that
nature gains by becoming a site of action suggests a focus other than humanbased matters – i.e., class politics and anti-colonial struggle that occupied
self-claimed activist artists of the democracy movement – and, to an extent,
provides a fresh commentary on how politics of publicness and public good
tended to be defined in the circle of leftist politics in South Korea and elsewhere. Already in 1980, when Hong had proposed to use yahoe hyŏnjang misul
(outdoor, on-the-site art) rather than simply yahoe misul (outdoor art), the
metaphysical term of ‘reality’ and hyŏnjang encompassed inanimate as much
as human actors of the world.
A new social order begins by thinking differently about art and its site,
and the dynamics between the two. With the perception of the Kŭm River as
the vibrant site of nature (chayŏn ŭi hyŏnjang), the river gains importance not
merely as a site of art-making (misul ŭi hyŏnjang) but a site in which nature, as
an action or as a verb, propels changes. When read against the development
of the counterhegemonic spirit in South Korean art in the 1970s and 1980s,
we can see that Yatoo proposed not art but nature as that which can propel
changes in the art institution. The institutional critique of the Gongju-based
artists is especially poignant in their refusal to continue the festival as an
annually repeated platform. When the first festival ended, Im and Hong found
no meaning in instituting an exhibition mode at a time when the state-run
juried National Art Exhibition (gukchŏn, 1949–1981) was on the decline and
the competition between the Hongik University-led and the Seoul National
University-led associations and exhibition platforms were on the rise, deeply
fracturing the art scene into two around the authority over the juried exhibition system that exercised crude forms of favoritism and tribalism (Yi and
Kim 2005: 278–9). As critic Sung Wan-kyung noted, art group activities were
mostly about expanding one’s position within the existing institution, serving
as a tactic to preserve the status quo rather than bringing a collective mind
to make institutional changes (Sung 1982). Graduates of those two central
schools but remaining outside the struggle over hegemonic dominance, Im
and Hong chose to discontinue their festival on the Kŭm River instead of
institutionalizing it. Im’s active search for an alternative method of organizing collective activity seems to be part of the motivation driving the inauguration of Yatoo (Cho 2009: 146, 151). First of all, the format of the quarterly
study group, rather than an exhibition of preconceived artworks with a jury
of senior artists and bureaucrats, originates from such a desire to foment a
new mode of art-making rooted in nature as a site of an action by holding
a study session each time the environment takes up a different season. The
concept of a ‘fresh touch’ with elements of nature in early Yatoo emphasizes
the encounter itself generating a new understanding of art institution, artist,
and art-making, rather than paying exclusive attention to the artwork as an
object resulting from the encounter.
But such a conceptual and political aperture soon paved the way for a
proclivity to objectify nature. In Yatoo we increasingly see a return to nonurban sites as though the riversides and mountains were the origin of an
indescribable affect or a harbinger of creativity, while artists begin to resemble
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the back-to-nature urbanites whose ‘appreciation of wilderness began in the
cities’ (Smith [1984] 2008c: 21). Yatoo did not accumulate knowledge about
the interconnectedness of nature, culture, and art that it had begun to see
in the beginning with the concept ‘outdoor on-the-site art’ (yahoe hyŏnjang
misul). Instead, it dived deeper into celebrating individualized sentiments
tinted with narcissistic praise of one’s coming together with pristine nature,
while failing to forge a collective human connection to the larger system of
political ecology. Three months after Im had founded Yatoo and set its path
as ‘outdoor on-the-site art’, he briskly left for Hamburg, Germany, where his
sister had immigrated, and there he enrolled in an art school. As revealed in
a later account, the leadership he performed in the Gongju-Daejeon region in
1980-1981 did not satiate his aspiration, and he desired to try something new.
The sudden vacancy in leadership back in Gongju was filled by Ko Seunghyun, who, while exchanging letters with Im as frequently as every ten days,
shaped the next steps for Yatoo (Ko 2015). Under Ko, the four seasons study
group met forty-three times until 1992. It was Ko, who, with persistence and
diligence, documented the retreats with his own camera, and devoted time to
design, publish, and distribute the catalogues (Ko 2015). As illustrated in the
catalogues, the works and performances produced during these retreats can
be largely characterized as observation in awe and earnest introspection of the
natural environment. As the years went by, the specific geographical location
of the Kŭm River increasingly lost its semantic importance as a hometown
base, with the actual sites of research altering without a particular reason or
order to include Anmyondo Island (1983, 1984), Gyeryong Mountain (1983,
1984), Bukhan River off Seoul (1985) and other sites known for unspoiled
natural environments. The continuing legacy and longevity of Yatoo was
backed by, or perhaps necessitated, a fundamental shift in the group’s conceptual foundation and the signifying function of ‘nature’ in Yatoo’s activities.

NATURE AND NATION IN SOUTH KOREAN ART HISTORY
A new relationship between art and nature was forged as early as the sixth
study group in early 1983. The preface of the catalogue evaluated the results
of Yatoo’s hitherto activities:
We recognize joy in having this beautiful natural environment in our
vicinity, coming outdoors every quarter with an unprejudiced mindset,
broadening our consciousness – all thanks to the refreshing fields that
purify our minds – and acquiring a will to free expression. In Yatoo’s
four seasons studies, the vast language of nature has awakened new
ways of thinking and opened up new methods and inspirations; we
have been given a chance to strengthen our pure dream and passion
for Art while distinguishing the sounds perceived from many a place.
Nature has become a friend who offers its own body and a mentor who
is full of wisdom.
Percolating underneath the seeming resonance with the founding manifesto is
a personification of nature as a friend and mentor. Gone are the descriptions of
elementals previously detailed as discrete fragments that, without amounting
to a total sum, reveal themselves, one by one, only through attentive observations and repeated encounters. Instead, nature became an abstracted symbol
of nostalgia, almost like a long-lost home for artists as humans to arrive after
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8. The question of who
came up with the
term ‘nature art’ is
still contested among
those involved. Ko
claims his authorship
to the term, while Lee
Sanghoon also argues
for his. Despite the
controversy over claims
of authorship, it seems
that by 1985 the group
reached a consensus to
choose ‘nature art’ over
‘outdoors art in site’.
Author’s interview with
Ko; also, during Cho
Sang-yŏng’s interview
with Ko in 2008 (Cho
2009).

a harsh journey and relish the promise for guaranteed rejuvenation. As the
notion of nature consolidated into these symbols, the virtues of reciprocity
between artists’ bodies and natural environments became stabilized, so did
the previously contested relationship between art and nature, in which the
latter was to question the grammar of the former. The hitherto central notions
of ‘outdoor (yahoe)’ and ‘vibrant site (hyŏnjang)’ seem no longer relevant, and
Ko argues that during the sixth four seasons study group in 1983 he proposed
the new term ‘nature art’ (chayŏn misul) by conjoining nature (as the source of
inspiration) and art (as the expression), which set the path for a more stable,
fixed relationship between the two. By 1985-6, with some delay in time, the
term ‘nature art’ was accepted by the entire group as a representative term of
their activities (Cho 2009: 165-6).8
Combining nature and art to make up a single term resulted in an easing
of tension between both, and it reflects the change in the group’s philosophical and methodological directions. A closer examination of the four seasons

Figure 5: Chon Won-gil, To See an Eye with an Eye (1983). Courtesy Yatoo.
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Figure 6: Ko Seung-hyun, Collaboration with Crabs (1983). Courtesy of Yatoo.
study group throughout the 1980s reveals that the emphasis on experience and
encounter with elements of nature grinded to a slow halt, while at the same
time figurative forms of such experiences emerged as a prominent tendency
in Yatoo’s installations. Already in early 1983, Chon Won-gil arranged wood
sticks gathered from the river into the shape of an eye and called it To See an
Eye with an Eye, which inserted the gesture of seeing the dry riverbed with the
figuration of an eye that in and of itself becomes an object for the artist’s sight.
In Ko Hyun-hee’s installation of the spring 1983 retreat, an ear-shape sculpture made with unrefined cotton balls was titled Work of Association by Sound –
Ear. While the emphasis shifted from the multi-sensorial experience to the
representation of that experience, the site of reception also changed: from the
entire bodies of artists and their sensory system which served as the site of
sensible experience to the disembodied eyes of artists and viewers who would
behold figurative fragments of synecdoche. As seen in Ko Seung-hyun’s 1983
summer production Collaboration with Crabs, the artist rearranged small sand
balls made by river crabs into easily recognizable outlines composing the
shapes of a fish, a chicken, a starfish, a crab, a camel, a thatched-roof house.
The grid format of photographs brings focus to the artist’s ability to express
and organize predefined symbols (even a cross, referring to Christianity that
later became Ko’s religion), but this ability is also one that encompasses a
naiveté with which an appreciation of unprocessed habitats and living organisms can be expressed in plainspoken metaphors.
The retreat into nature as a concept amenable to illustrative representation
hails nature not as an alternative whose reality is contingent on an existing
social paradigm of political economy – a sort of Foucault’s heterotopia –
but as an entity in and of itself valuable for its non-artificiality (muchakwi
or chayŏnsŭrŏum). Being so-called natural is considered a stage prior to the
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9. TJ Demos writes on
restorative ecoaesthetics: ‘Relegated
to a non-cultural zone
or organic purity, and
reminiscent of the
mythopoetic realm
attributed to the
biological environment
in James lovelock’s
‘Gaia’ hypothesis –
nonetheless another
crucial marker in
the development of
ecological discourse –
nature ends up
objectified as an
ontology divorced
from social, political
and technological
processes’ (Demos
2009: 20).
10. The revitalization
of tradition was a
double-edged sword
in 1970s-1980s South
Korea, as both the
authoritarian state and
the opposition force
utilized signifiers of
Korean national culture
in order to argue that
their nationalism was
correct and morally
superior (Kim 2000; Lee
2007).
11. Kim Mi-kyung writes:
‘I believe that Yatoo’s
attitude in general
originates from the
broad concept of
‘nature’ in the East,
emphasizes the
circulation and order
in life, and continues
the process in which
the ultimate form of art
is considered as that
which emerges out of
natural phenomenon
and human spirit
entangled within one
large universe’ (Kim, M.,
2008:3).

investment of physical labour and logical thoughts that shape natural environment (or even human nature) against its own characteristics; it becomes
an essence to be protected against external forces. One aspect of Yatoo’s
philosophy manifested here is a hyper separation between nature and culture,
which at first glance repeats the mistakes that are too often made by many
practitioners of eco-aesthetics. For TJ Demos, the restorative practices of ecoaesthetics ends up depoliticizing nature by replicating the problematic structure of objectification and fetishization – of nature – relied on by capitalist
industry (Demos 2009: 20).9 But the separation drawn by Yatoo cannot simply
be explained through the ideology of capitalism ingrained in the habits of
those living in today’s world. The rhetoric of nature’s non-artificiality, which
Yatoo soon began to call by the term of chayŏnjuŭi (ideology of nature, or
naturalism), is understood as largely influenced by Taoist philosophy of
Eastern metaphysics.
Hardly new is South Korean contemporary art’s prized association or
affiliation with what is considered as the indigenous (read: Korean and nonWestern) approach to nature. For critic and curator Kim Jong-gil, the 1970s
leftist cultural movement’s promotion of an indigenous concept of the world
and nature continued to flourish in the 1980s, and Yatoo’s reverence for
nature ought to be seen in light of this broader cultural movement (Kim 2006;
2014).10 In her short paper delivered at the Yatoo-organized symposium in
2008, art historian Kim Mi-kyung for her part proposes an ‘ideological affinity’
between Yatoo’s naturalism and the critique of Euro-American modernism
that surged in the 1960s and 1970s, a critique put forward by Japan-based
Korean theorist and artist Lee Ufan (Kim 2008: 3).11 That Lee Ufan is famous
for fomenting theories of Monoha (Thing School) in late 1960s Japan and
exercising influence over the formation of tansaekhwa (Korean monochrome
abstract painting) starting in the early 1970s is a well-known historical
account (Park 2007; Kee 2008; 2013). A glimpse into Kim Jong-gil’s promotion of nativism in minjung misul and Kim Mi-kyung’s encapsulation of the
so-called Eastern aesthetics in tansaekhwa seems to reveal that Yatoo provides
a temporary home for both ‘camps’ that dominated the critical discourse of
contemporary Korean art. A search for an alternative to Western modernity
has motivated a substantial part of the resurrected belief in native land, tradition, and ethno-nationalism across nation-states located outside the West.
And yet, the case of South Korean art and its relationship with nature is a
peculiar one, whose consummate pervasiveness across forms (various mediums of visual culture versus the sole medium of painting), styles (figuration
versus abstraction), and ideological affiliations (engagement versus art’s for
art’s sake) is revealed in the common reading of Yatoo by the two purportedly
opposite views of contemporary art (i.e., minjung misul and tansaekhwa).
Of these two opposing views, however, the conceptualization of nature’s
relationship with art by tansaekhwa’s leading theorist Lee Yil (b. 1932–1997)
is more relevant for later Yatoo. In the early 1990s, almost two decades after
nominating a group of monochromatic abstract paintings as tansaekhwa, Lee
articulates his long-time theorization between Korean art and nature: that
‘naturalism’ is ‘our particular [Korean] outlook on nature’ with a perspective
on nature that is different from the Western concept (per Descartes) of man’s
conquest over nature (Lee 1991: 15). This Asian-origin mimetic ‘naturalism’,
as Lee explains, is not about man’s ability to depict the world as he perceives
it – hence a frequent confusion of naturalism and realism in stylistic conventions in the West – but is an ‘ideology…akin to Pantheism in the metaphysical
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sense and is the same as the world of Taoism’ (Lee 1991: 15). Hence, with
an inspiration from the Eastern philosophy of Taoism, he would categorically
call this naturalism pŏm chayŏnjuŭi or ‘pan-naturalism’. Lee’s philosophical
triumph of Korean/Eastern naturalism correlates to his critical triumph of
Korean art that reflects such an outlook on nature, which, for Lee, was monochromatic Korean abstract paintings that hinged on the colour white. On the
surface, Lee’s ‘naturalism’ seems to resonate the ‘universal concept’ of nature
promoted by Marxist cultural geographer Neil Smith, which sees both the
human and the non-human within the boundaries of nature. Smith opposes
it with the ‘external concept’, which is crystalized in the Kantian dualism of
nature and human whose externalization of nature serves as the basis of the
bourgeois ideology of nature, the object of Smith’s criticism (Smith 1984;
2008: 11–13). While both Lee and Smith seem to agree that nature should not
remain as an externalized entity, Lee further pushes his mandate to designate
nature as an entity of the inside.
This curious swapping of the inside and the outside, which has its root
in colonial history, requires a further consideration, especially given its invisible presence in existing discussions of Yatoo. Even in the 1970s, when Lee
Yil’s rhetoric first placed the colour white, nature, and Korean nation on the
same plane, acrimonious debates around the possible colonial origins of such
a practice of equivalence erupted. In the recent historical study of tansaekhwa,
the art historian Joan Kee charts that in the 1970s both the supporters
and detractors of tansaekhwa were well aware of the discourse of ‘beauty
of sorrow’ in 1930s Korea under the Japanese colonial rule (1910–1945)
(Kee 2013: 140–141, 237). Initially developed by Japanese connoisseur Yanagi
Muneyosi whose folk art (mingei) theory germinated from his admiration of
late Chosŏn-dynasty white porcelains, the concept ‘beauty of sorrow’ located
the deep melancholic sorrow of loss and an appreciation for an unpolluted,
pre-modern state of nature shared by Korean people as the representative
aesthetics of the Korean peninsula (the colony) and consequently Asia as a
whole (an alternative to the West) as opposed to the modern and industrialized Japan (the metro-pole), an advanced nation deemed to have lost touch
with nature and its Eastern roots.12 Lee here reverses the Kantian dichotomy
of the inside (human) and the outside (nature), and assigns nature an identity defined by other binaries (the east versus the west, the indigenous versus
foreign, and nationalism versus colonialism). While being accused of adapting Yanagi’s colonial rhetoric in post-Liberation Korea, Lee thus promoted
nature as the inner spirit of Korea against the external influences of modernity and urbanization (Yun 2012; Kee 2013).13 For Lee, pan-naturalism was
a sole resolution for what he designates as the two quests that persisted
in Korea’s national art scene: ‘to break free from subordination to Western
modern art’ and ‘to find its own place in the context of the international
art world’ (Lee 1991: 14). According to Lee’s logic, visibility in the international art scene required, by necessity though reluctantly, a hypervisibility of
the said art’s national traits, which for Korean art (i.e., tansaekhwa) was the
ideology of white and nature (Kee 2013: 240).14 In the seemingly innocuous
juxtaposition of nature against industrial society, however, we discover the
early 20th-century imperial history of the colony versus the metro-pole that
is as contentious as the 1970s promotion of Korean art in the so-called international art scene is aspirational. The mantra that what is the most inside
(i.e., Korean land and nature) can be most visible in the outside (i.e., the
international art scene) had its origin in early 20th-century colonial Korea as

12. It should be noted
that for Lee Yil the
colour white at times
signifies a potential
rather than an
essentialized identity
bound to Koreanness.
Nature for the
Gongju-based Yatoo
likewise can be seen
to represent purity
and transparency
and thus a source of
energy with potential
for the alternative
and liberation that
is often linked to the
postcolonial spirit in
the Tonghak peasant
uprising in the 1890s
widely spread in the
Gongju area as well.
Another relevant
account of colonial
literary culture is the
colonial poet and
writer Yi Taewon’s
conceptualization of
the private and the
inner self as having
connection with the
Korean land that serves
as an alternative to
the colonizing forces
of modernity from
outside (Poole 10).
13. That the 1975
exhibition that
allegedly initiated the
conceptualization of
tansaekhwa was held
not in Korea but in
Japan is telling. Lee
Yil was thrilled to see
The Five Korean Artists
and Five Kinds of
White at the venerable
Tokyo Gallery, which
he considered as an
international platform
of contemporary art
that would bestow
legitimacy to Korean
art. The consolidation
of an image of the
Korean nation by
these male artists and
the male curator is
also seen as erasing
women artists and
women collectors in
the 1970s emergence of
monochrome painting
(Yun 2012).
14. Kee sees Lee as an
interpreter of Korean
art to Japanese critics
and curators, who were
fully aware that only
without the national
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label could Korean
art truly join the
ranks of international
contemporary art.
15. More recently Kim
Jong-gil sees Yatoo
in a different light
after a more careful
consideration of the
group’s trajectory since
his last essay in 2008
(Kim, Im, and Yi, 2014).
While in Hamburg, Im
Dong-sik introduced
Yatoo’s works to his
German-speaking
colleagues and opened
in a modest way
exchanges among
individual artists
through small-scale
exhibitions of Yatoo’s
works in Germany.
Yatoo’s work was
presented in Towards
an Art-of-Peace
Biennale (Hamburg,
November 1985-January
1986) curated by
René Block. In 1989
and 1991, artists who
found funding on
their own arrived in
Gongju and held a
month-long outdoor
art-making session in
the tradition of Yatoo’s
four seasons study
session. After a decadelong ‘international
experience’
(kukchechŏk
kyŏnghŏm, as it is
called), wherein Yatoo
increasingly hosted
large-scale festivals
with opening and
closing ceremonies
including ritualistic
performances,
symposiums, outdoor
field trips with
participating artists
from other provinces
and overseas, as well
as the installation
of sculptural works
outdoors, Yatoo
launched the
Geumgang Nature Art
Biennale (Geumggang,
literally meaning the
Kŭm River, with the
suffix gang meaning
the river) in 2004. The
Nature Art Biennale
is held every even
year, while what
the organizers call
‘pre-biennale’ is held
every odd year in an

much as the 1970s (Poole 2009: 10). In naturalism or pan-naturalism, nature
seems bound to the paradigm of the nation and even nationalism, while the
connection made between nature and a Korean (or Asian) identity assumes
elements of nature as allegories of such an identity. Here rests what I term
the ‘politics of nature’ in South Korea’s (post-)colonial art history, wherein
any discussion of nature and art, including that of Yatoo, is inevitably implicated, structurally and epistemologically, in the fraught history of colonial
politics and imperialism.
Reflective of this history of the ‘politics of nature’, Yatoo in the 1990s and
the 2000s demonstrate two tendencies. While most Yatoo members remained
in the Gongju area, the politics of the local or the provincial – once a prominent pedestal of the group’s identity – dissolved. What emerged instead as
the main concern was to forge the meeting point, at first, between nature and
non-artificiality taken as ‘Asian’ tradition, and later between nature and the
ideas of the ‘Korean’ nation. Whereas the colour white gave a theoretical basis
for the Koreanness in abstract monochrome paintings, it was figuration that
signified national traits for Yatoo. We have learned that already from 1983 the
tendency to compose figurations of human sensorial organs such as ears and
eyes and natural habitats like birds, animals, and tree leaves emerged to indicate the artists’ connection with nature. When we fast-forward to this decade,
we witness some of the Yatoo members developing selective, distinct signifiers of the Korean nation in their outdoor installations. Presented in 2014, the
early Yatoo member Lee Ung-wu’s installation Arirang had two-dozen iron
rings hung from a bridge over the Kŭm river which were to indicate each note
from the chorus of Arirang, widely known as the representative folk song of the
Korean nation. The location of the rings was devised as if the notes are directly
excised from a music sheet and then thrown into mid-air. Made with prefabricated materials to execute a pre-meditated idea, the work is neither a plastic
response to the elementals of nature in situ, nor does it forge a new relationship
between the artist and his environment or between the artist and the site in
which the work was installed. The work can easily be read as relying on mistaking pre-modern folk music as the sound that belongs to nature, thus conflating
one selective signifier of the nation with the entirety of nature. It is unclear to
what degree and what type of engagement with the audience was intended for
a work with such a fixed meaning, but for those who lack the knowledge of
the song’s melody – especially the non-Korean participants who are increasingly visible during Yatoo-organized Nature Art exhibitions – it would serve as
a mere installation of a mobile decorating the bridge. For those who know that
the orally passed down folk song was first recorded in the vertical music sheet
of East Asia and those who can detect that the artist used the Western horizontal sheet music in his translation of the textual-sonic register into a sculptural
one, the work can be at best a product of layers of inter-medial translation that
pushes the viewer further away from the sound of Arirang itself.

HOW WE RETURN TO THE SANDY RIVERBED TODAY
Even for some of its initial supporters, Yatoo’s change of directions did not
fare well. The criticism within Korea on Yatoo is mainly on its expansive institutionalization with regard to the Geumgang Nature Art Biennale launched
in 2004 (Geumggang, literally meaning the Kŭm River, with the suffix gang
meaning the river).15 But let alone the usual attack on art biennales for its
politics of scale and its financial, logistical dependency on the local and
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provincial government’s craving for expanded tourism, what stands out
prominently in Yatoo’s direction towards nature art and its eventual culmination into the institution of the art biennale is the persistent insistence on
the private realm as the site of increased awareness of the universalist understanding of Nature. Even as we suppose that inter-cultural and international
exchange does occur within nature art and its biennial festivals, the exchange
depended on an unreflecting disregard of social contexts in which the artists,
Korean or otherwise, work and inhabit. A romanticized understanding of
artists as universal subjects became the basis for Yatoo’s forging connection
with artists from overseas, resulting in a situation where any type of engagement with the natural environment along the Kŭm River done by anybody is
believed to give birth to an equally compelling work of art. Likewise, when
anything deemed as ‘a fresh encounter’ is the only discursive context privileged in Gongju, all other contexts dissipates into thin air.
Such an isolationist, decontextualist approach to art is simultaneously in
operation with regards to nature. If an interest in nature for Yatoo centered on
the ever-changing state of four seasons, the notion of change seems to refer
only to the rotational, seasonal changes bound to the fiction of equilibrium in
the absence of this acknowledgement: that other types of drastic challenges
are constantly posed to that equilibrium, namely, global climate change, the
spread of radioactive particles from Japan’s failed nuclear plant in the face of
tsunami, or even the increasingly menacing industrial pollution that Chinese
factories dispense in the entire region. Above all challenges, the most imminent threat to South Korean land is the environmental degradation driven by
South Korea’s own government-initiated urbanization of rural environments
that has shifted the immediate state of environment so rapidly and blatantly.16
To this end, Yatoo has made little effort to discursively engage with the Four
Rivers Project (2008-present), the government’s development project that
constructs in the name of the ‘green new deal’ a dozen dams, weirs, and tourist facilities along the four major rivers across the nation including the Kŭm
River. Perhaps unsurprisingly, the Geumggang Nature Art Biennale went so
far as to embellish the riverside park (named ‘Eco Park’) constructed as part
of the Four Rivers Project by inviting artists to build sculptural installations in
permanence. The evolution of Yatoo to the Nature Art Biennale and its collaboration with the government’s monstrous redevelopment sugarcoated with its
greenwashing rhetoric might seem a ‘natural’ course.
Yatoo’s beginning in 1981 is marked by the employment of nature in
contemporary art as the concept of wilderness as a heterotopic position visà-vis the everyday norm, which has always been politicized in the East Asian
tradition. When Yatoo held regular explorations in nature that respected
the rhythm of the four seasons, the group not only merged this politicized
meaning of wilderness with a firsthand experience with the elementals of
nature; the group also demystified the politics of nature that developed in
20th-century South Korean art history. This contribution is important, even
though Yatoo members themselves are not exempt from making the error of
transcending their projects to the level of Eastern ideals and the morally superior. What kind of artistic methods can we then envision today? Those ambivalent about Yatoo’s transformed agenda and its devolution into a cooptation
with the state’s expansionist logic might find a viable alternative in a younger
generation of artists whose temporary interventions into the four rivers are as
analytical as they are playful.17 To this extent, there is no doubt that Yatoo’s
history provides a valuable lesson on the exigency of trans-morph, rather

indoor gallery space.
For Kim Jong-gil, the
type of approach
found in early Yatoo,
at once open-minded,
locally-specific and
transcendental,
survives in the
sustained attention to
Wongol Village, a rural
environment in the
underprivileged region
near Gongju, by holding
events of co-producing
art between artists and
villagers.
16. Though not of the
concern of this essay,
it is interesting to
note that the monster
that hides in the Han
River in the South
Korean blockbuster
movie The Host (dir.
Bong Joonho, 2006) is a
mutation generated by
the American military
base and the silent
condoning of the South
Korean government.
Environmental disaster
come hand in hand
with political disaster.
While the natural
environment exposes
the faulty cracks in the
political system, the
South Korean national
territory is presented
as a victim of the
worldwide spread of
American imperialism.  
17. I find such an
example in The Road
Show: South Korea,
a research- and
discussion-driven
platform whose
interdisciplinary
approach to ecology
and activism invited
artists, art collectives,
critics, and curators
for a 10-day tour of the
Nakdong River in 2011
(Choi, 2011).
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than longevity, required of any attempt for discussions, present and future, on
nature, ecology, and contemporary art.
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This article analyses Li Peifeng’s documentary film Epiphanizer, which contrasts
the chaos of post-earthquake reconstruction in Sichuan with local villagers’ dedication to building their tombs (shengji). The author does not attempt to locate solutions for contemporary crisis, because the very act of searching for a solution in fact
compresses the space for thinking. Only by rejecting results-oriented actions can we
maintain an openness in practice.
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‘Epiphanizer, the foundation of life, the tomb built for oneself while one
is alive’ – Prologue of documentary Epiphanizer
On 20 April 2013, a 7.0 magnitude earthquake occurred in Ya’an, Sichuan.
The epicentre was located in Longmen, 85km away from the epicentre of
the 8.0 magnitude Wenchuan earthquake in 2008. Both epicentres are on the
Longmen Mountain Fault, an earthquake zone. According to the information
released by Ya’an Municipal Emergency Management Office, 99 per cent of
the houses in the epicentre collapsed.
The documentary Epiphanizer (Shengji 生基) was shot in Ya’an’s Boshu
Village. One Foundation, a Shenzhen-based charity, invited Taiwanese
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Figure 1: Poster of documentary film Epiphanizer by Li Peifeng.
architect Hsieh Ying-chun and his team to come to Boshu to aid the postearthquake reconstruction. Hsieh proposed to build light-steel, earthquakeproof houses for fifteen villagers. It was in 1999, in the reconstruction effort
after the Nantou earthquake in Taiwan, that Hsieh and his team developed
their model of ‘collaborative construction’: light-steel frame structures were
adopted to lower the cost and technical difficulty of construction so that
villagers in earthquake-devastated areas could collaboratively build their own
houses. Hsieh brought this model to Mainland China in 2004.

Figure 2: Hsieh Ying-chun and his team came to Sichuan to support postearthquake reconstruction. Courtesy of Design for People Co. Ltd.
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Figure 3: Chen Hongze and his shengji.
Filmmaker Li Peifeng was invited to document the reconstruction effort
at Boshu Village. Interested in rural issues, Li has been an observer of
Hsieh’s work for a while. With his camera, Li revealed that reconstruction
was a chaotic process pulled by various social forces. More importantly, he
discovered death resting in the mountains – not the death of those killed
by the earthquake, but death as an idea for those still living, those who
cared not about reconstructing their houses but about building their tombs.
The documentary’s English title Epiphanizer – a person who guides others
to reach epiphany – was coined by Li. The documentary’s Chinese title Shengji
was appropriated from Chinese folk culture: sheng means life or living; ji
means the foundation of a grave. This title, addressing neither socio-political reality nor natural disaster, emphasizes instead the connection between
organisms’ life and death.
The documentary renders a complete scene of shengji with a long shot.
Chen Hongze, a villager who showed no concern for reconstruction, took Li

Figure 4: Gao Yungui visited Tian’anmen during his Beijing trip.
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to a grove near his house. Chen spoke with vigour. He seemed to possess
good health, still far from the age needing to prepare for his own afterlife.
When Li asked Chen whose shengji it was – a natural inquiry since every
tomb has to have a corresponding master – Chen was speechless. Chen’s
doubtful face seemed to question the legitimacy of Li’s question. Finally, he
uttered reluctantly, ‘It’s mine’. From Chen’s perspective, visiting his shengji
was like visiting his home: if one had been invited to visit a friend’s home,
one certainly would not ask the host whose house they were in. It became
apparent that Chen had already taken shengji as an extension of his body.
Chen walked to his shengji and started to explain its structure and ornaments.
Though his shengji was far from exquisite, Chen seemed totally content.
Chen pointed to a crack on the side of his shengji and said, ‘Look, this was
damaged by the earthquake.’ It was the first time that the connection, in his
consciousness, between the earthquake and his life became visible. The terror
and hardship caused by the earthquake did not occupy an important place in
Chen’s mind.
Historically shengji were built in temples and auspicious sites to bless its
owner. Influenced by Taoist thinking, people believed that, since living organisms draw most of their energy from earth, choosing a spot with good fengshui to construct one’s shengji would allow the transfer of earth’s qi to one’s
own body, enhancing one’s energy of life. In this sense, shengji’s spiritual and
material functions are separate. Once an emperor ascended to the throne, he
would start constructing his mausoleum. Spiritually, it was not to prepare for
his death, but to pray for his long life. It was only after the emperor’s death,
with his body buried into the mausoleum, that the spiritual function was
converted to a material one. In folk society, some parents would plant shengji
in temples for their very young children. In the film, even the destitute, childless villagers wanted to build shengji, which symbolized to the villagers the
happy destiny of a life journey.
Half way through the film, shengji was mentioned for the first time. Hsieh,
the architect, was chatting with an old woman. She said that she lost a son
and a daughter to the earthquake, but another daughter had built shengji for
her. The film shows a close-up of her face. We could see clearly that the old
woman’s face lit up when she mentioned the word shengji. The excitement
brought by this topic seemed to surpass the pain caused by the loss of her
loved ones. She also said it was fine to keep her shengji in an ordinary place; it
was not necessary to move it. In her view, it was alright as long as her shengji
had been built; it would be too fussy to insist moving it to an auspicious site.
Although she was frustrated with the loss of her children and the difficulty of
her life, she did not devote much energy to the distress of her life but concentrated on death, the unavoidable end. ‘Do you think I am pitiful? My shengji
has been built already.’ From this brief monologue, we could read that death
has a practical significance to her.
In ‘The Origin and Recurrence of Huajia Shengzang in Ancient China’,
ethnologist Ma Changshou discusses the custom of ‘killing the old’: when
parents reached sixty, their lives would have arrived at the point of completeness, so their children could build ‘living tombs’ (shengzang) in remote
mountains and forests, and send them there to wait for death. Japanese film The
Ballad of Narayama (1983) also mentions the tradition of ubasute, children carrying their aged parents to remote mountains and abandoning them there to die.
Judged by contemporary values, these folk practices would be extremely
cruel, but they were connected to a different set of logic, a different way of
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understanding nature. Jin Dynasty poet Tao Qian (365–427) wrote, ‘When
a man has gone in death, what more to say? They have given his body to
become one with the hillside.’ It reflects a concept of nature based on and
around one’s personal comprehension of life phenomena, not fixated on
studying one specific life form or one specific material object. This comprehension can be extended outward to deduce one’s relationship to beings
in nature. ‘Nature’ is not the static, objective existence of a physical world,
but a highly conscious realm established through one’s cognitive activities.
In classical texts, tiandi (roughly, heaven and earth) referred to the scope of
human knowledge rather than the natural environment as defined by modern
science. Tiandi is always changing, according to one’s cognitive capacity,
and an unknown world is always out there. Zhuangzi’s attitude towards this
unknown was, ‘Outside the limits of the world of men, the sage occupies his
thoughts, but does not discuss about anything.’ Death is precisely a crucial
component of this unknown world.
Death is the life phenomenon that human beings could not change nor
fully understand. Abundant interpretations of death exist in many religions.
From Christian paradise to Buddhist samsara, one could find plenty of writings and artworks affirming death. But these descriptions always maintain
ample space for imagination. This way people can infuse complex emotions,
even morality, into this space. Chinese folk belief advocates that those who
do good in life will rest in peace without illness. By virtue of this value system
people could overcome the fear of their limited capacity to grasp the unknown.
It also helps to alleviate the torment in this life. The old tradition of killing the
old and the ongoing practice of shengji both depend on this discourse. Death
is valued as the moment of completion, making one content about life.
While human beings still cannot fully understand death nor change it,
modern science has already cut off, with a new hermeneutic system, people’s
imagination of the world after death. It offers no adequate discourse to counter the fear caused by this loss. This creates a deep contradiction. With the
additional pressure of unresolvable social problems, some people simply
choose to return to a simple, religious way of thinking to manage their fear of
the unknown; otherwise they risk falling into the abyss of despair and being
spiritually displaced.
To the old woman who displayed pride in her shengji, to die, like to live, is
simply an episode of ‘life’ that cannot be more normal. The harsh reality does
not permit her to see death as something that will bring even more pain.
As E. E. Evans-Pritchard notes in Witchcraft, Oracles, and Magic among the
Azande (1976), the Azande people insisted that the collapse of their houses
was caused by some curse, even though they knew clearly that it was caused
by termites, because they would not trade the priceless comfort of their soul
with a piece of conclusion obtained through ‘proof’.
Death is only one of the many extreme natural phenomena that humans
are still not capable of explaining and reforming through practice. The film
Epiphanizer, while focusing on the villagers’ attitude towards death, presents
a large set of visual materials about the messy social and political situation.
It builds an atmosphere to convince the viewer that the complexity of social
problems is similar to the insolubility of natural patterns like death: neither
could be thoroughly understood and transformed with the methods and
concepts put forward by modernity.
Confronted with death, local villagers behaved with humility. But in front
of social chaos, everyone was acting in haste. The villagers, Hsieh’s team,
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student volunteers, village heads, municipal officials and NGO workers all
jumped onto the stage. None were able to demonstrate sufficient skills to
grasp the unfolding reality, not to say a vision beyond modern knowledge
and experience to sense the situation holistically. Almost every chapter of the
film contains some ridiculous story about how the reconstruction process had
been driven by financial greed or blind confidence.
Driven by financial greed or blind confidence, in front of the camera, one
municipal official, who was later convicted of accepting bribes, came to the
village and pretended to be helping with construction; a village head scolded
his younger brother, a typical peasant, with contempt. In the film, the villagers’ distrust and helplessness are blatant, because they have been deceived
and exploited by government officials and outsiders for a long time. An old
lady, whose family was among those receiving aid, held the hands of Hsieh’s
staff, saying ‘I thank the government’, ‘I thank the Chinese Communist
Party’, and then quickly added, ‘I’ve got no money’. No matter whether
she was implying that the government had collected unreasonable fees in
the name of public infrastructure or simply declaring her family’s poverty, it
turned those thankful statements into an irony. In the film, an award ceremony was held in Beijing, and villager Gao Yungui was invited to represent
the aided families. Gao sat at the table but could not eat the western style
meal as he could not use knife and fork and his left hand was disabled. Next
to Gao, the project manager of One Foundation was seen playing with his
trophy like a toy. Those who come to help with rural construction hardly have
enough time to really communicate with local people, not to say building
effective cooperation. All these absurd scenes make us understand the real
difficulty of rural reconstruction, even its cruelty.
Hsieh and his team went to villager Lu Zhongqing’s home to conduct
a preconstruction survey. While the architects discussed the problems they
might encounter in construction, Lu stood alone. The architects pointed to
different directions from time to time and Lu followed their gestures, trying
to look in the same direction. But his bewildered expressions and stiff body
movements revealed the embarrassing situation: he could not join the discussion about his own future house. Lu noticed that it had started raining, and
said, ‘it’s raining; got to collect the grains’. It was as if his body was released
from a spell, he suddenly acquired an amazing grace. He walked straight to
the yard, bent over and collected all the grains on a grass mat into a bamboo
pan with one toss. The architects stopped talking, utterly astonished by Lu’s
skilful movement. Even Li behind the camera could not help marvelling,
‘What a toss! Decades of kungfu!’ However, in the second half of the film,
we see how pathetic villager Gao Yungui’s Beijing journey was, and how the
villagers were confined to their own views and experiences. When they faced
unfamiliar methods, situations, and languages, the villagers immediately lost
their fluency and responded with complete unease.
Li Peifeng also went to Taiwan to observe how Hiseh and his team assisted
the aboriginal people with their reconstruction. Comparing what he saw in
Taiwan with the reconstruction in Ya’an, he noted that the aboriginal people
in Taiwan demonstrated strong initiatives and solidarity as well as gratefulness. For example, after winning a land dispute, one tribe member stood in
front of the newly built house and humbly said, he does not have enough
virtues to deserve such a good house and that he felt shamed by this privilege.
Li believes that as the aboriginal tribes in Taiwan have been able to retain and
restore their rituals, they have been able to continue cultivating a sense of awe
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towards all beings in nature, towards those phenomena that we cannot yet
understand. Precisely because of this sense of awe, they could maintain solidarity and restraint while engaging in political struggles for their right to land.
In The Elementary Forms of the Religious Life (1912), Emile Durkheim argues
that if a collective maintains a goal pointing to an unknown world, their
action would not remain purely instrumental; instead, they could transcend
secular ideas and conjure a higher spiritual realm, which manifests in reality
as moral feelings, like remorse and fraternity, and self-constraints. Although
the villagers, when constructing their shengji, were concerned with the transcendental meaning of their death, they were practicing it individually, not as
a collective ritual. We could see in the film that even in the extraordinary postearthquake period, the villagers still clashed with each other on trivial matters,
causing delays to the reconstruction. Epiphanizer makes it clear that the villagers were oppressed, passive, fragmented individuals. For them, building their
shengji is the only thing they could actively control. This unusual way to secure
one’s spiritual belonging could hardly be understood by the outside world. It
seems to be a makeshift solution to deal with the material and spiritual crisis.
Li Peifing concludes the film with an interview: villager Yang Shaorong was
seated before the camera, ‘Normally, in the countryside, one’s shengji would
have been built before he reaches fifty. But for me, I dare not even think about
it. It costs at least fifty thousand now.’ Poverty can even deprive one’s right to
evade reality.
Our body and mind are stuck in modernity, and there is no way to escape,
no way to return to a tribal civilization’s consciousness and hermeneutics.
The film attempts to retrieve forgotten experiences through encounters with
life, death, and nature. This is not an attempt to ‘return to the ancestral’ but
rather to reveal the ever expanding gap between perception and interpretation. This chasm, a man-made landscape, together with nature, constitutes
our more complete status of existence. Broadening our ‘eco-perception’ may
not necessarily bring about a richer and more ‘effective’ practice, but will
unfold a more complex backdrop for the practitioner to search for the limit
of immanence.
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This article presents a close analysis of the Korean artist Sangdon Kim’s Rose
Island (2009) and Bulgwangdong Totem (2011) within the broader context of a
‘shamanist turn’ in recent contemporary Korean art. As part of a larger project that
examines the potential of local shamanist and animist practices to de-colonize the
western model of modernity, Kim’s rich body of work foregrounds the agency of
matter to reveal the contamination of landscape, a mimetic reconfiguration of alterity, and an anti-monumental model of sculpture. From a series of photographs to
electronic images and sculptural objects, Kim’s work highlights the transformative
exchange between humans and things to critique the logic of neo-liberal economic
development and militarized modernity. Submitting a diverse ecology of images into
an endless orbit of circulation, Sangdon Kim’s art offers a lens through which one
can view the intersection between contemporary art and politics in South Korea.
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1. The exhibition took
place from 6 December
2013 to 2 March 2014,
featuring over 50 works
by 37 international
artists. The majority
of the works in
the exhibition had
already been shown
at the original show
in Berlin, with only
eight additional works
provided by the Korean
artists.
2. The country’s drive
towards modernization
and economic
development occurred
in three different
phases: the period of
Japanese Occupation
(1910–45), the American
military occupation
(1945–48), and the
authoritarian regime
of president Chŏng-hŭi
Pak (Chung Hee Park)
(1962–79).
3. On the suppression of
shamanism during the
colonial period, see
Merose Hwang (2009).
For more information
on government-led
campaigns in the 1970s
to eradicate shamanist
practices in the
countryside, see Hyunkey Kim Hogarth (1999).
4. Critics Jonggil Kim
and Namsoo Kim have
written extensively
about the aesthetics
of shamanism and its
potential to serve as
an alternative platform
for the subaltern (see
Kim 2013b, Kim 2014).
For artworks that
engage with shamanist
practices to critique
the conditions of
modernity in South
Korea, see Chan-kyong
Park (2014).

INTRODUCTION
In December 2013, the Ilmin Museum of Art in Seoul, South Korea hosted the
Korean edition of Animism,1 an exhibition that originally took place at the
Haus der Kulturen der Welt (HKW) in Berlin in 2012. In his introduction
to the exhibition and its concepts, Anselm Franke writes that the curatorial
objective is to critique western modernity’s exclusion of animism as ‘the premodern and primitive other’ in the construction of the enlightened modern
subject, and to consider the ways in which artistic strategies can envision
‘a new form of politics based on an animistic world-view’ (Franke 2013).
However, as co-curator Hyunjin Kim points out in her essay at the end of the
catalogue, the suppression of animism is not only a cultural symptom in the
West, but also a historical reality in postcolonial nations such as South Korea
(Kim 2013a: 187–93).
From the early twentieth century to the post-war period, a compressed
model of modernization based on an export-oriented economy was implemented in South Korea by the foreign powers and the militarist government without the consensus of its people.2 Internalizing western modernity’s
exclusion of indigenous culture, Japanese colonial authorities and the Korean
government instituted nationwide campaigns to crack down on animist and
shamanist rituals, which they viewed as superstitious and uncivilized activities.3 The suppression of local cultural practices was the modernist agenda
par excellence that continued from the colonial to the post colonial period,
a project through which the ruling authorities sought to ‘cleanse’ the collective spirit of the Korean people in order to transform them into citizens of a
modern nation.
The practice of animism and shamanism in South Korea, however,
were never completely rooted out and played a central role in processing
the threat of alterity imposed by modernization. Recently, an increasing
number of Korean artists and critics have begun to re-examine shamanist
iconography and the animistic power of objects to de-colonize modernity.4
In particular, the works of artist Sangdon Kim offer a humorous yet incisive critique of neo-liberal economic development and militarized modernity embedded in the urban landscape, by foregrounding the transformative
power of objects to shape human behaviour. Focusing on three works in
Kim’s Rose Island (2009) and Bulgwangdong Totem (2011), this article examines how objects simultaneously reveal and resist conflicting human desires
and interests that manipulate them as a means with which to advance their
own agenda.

HUKYŎNG: THE REAR VIEW OF LANDSCAPE
In Kim’s Rose Island (2009), which consists of photographic series and three
single-channel videos, the ubiquitous presence of brand-new apartment
complexes is one of the most powerful signifiers of modernity in South
Korea. Due to the shortage of land, these apartments are often built by
cutting down the slopes of nearby mountains or by demolishing the residential buildings in declining old towns. Against the background of skyrocketing apartments, the image of run-down houses confronts the viewer
in Rose Island_ no. 10 (Figure 1). These temporary residences made out of
discarded freight container boxes are the home of the poor urban class in
Seoul, who had been pushed out from the land they had been living under
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Figure 1: Sangdon Kim, Rose Island_no. 10 (2009), colour print, 100×120 cm.
Courtesy of the artist.
the decree of the municipal office, without a proper process of consultation
and negotiation.
As the new apartment complexes are constructed on prime real estate
lots right off the main roads so that they can be seen and desired by the
commuters, the houses of evacuated local residents are pushed further off to
the hillside of a nearby mountain, out of sight from the main thoroughfare.
This suggests that the artist had to climb up the hill behind the apartment
complexes in order to position the container houses at the front of the photographic image. In short, what is represented here is an inverted landscape, in
which what originally lies beyond the field of vision is brought to the foreground, while what has occupied the foreground is pushed off to the edges of
the photographic frame.
By approaching landscape not from its picturesque front view but from
its rear view, Sangdon Kim’s photograph makes visible the things that had
been rendered invisible from the public eye. With regard to the centrality of
this method in Rose Island, it is useful to consider critic Jonggil Kim’s theorization of hukyŏng (後景) as ‘the actual existence of things hidden from our view’
(Kim 2012a: 160). Criticizing that Korean realism has lost its intellectual tradition due to the implementation of a western model of modernity, Kim asserts
the need to reverse our gaze from the front view of landscape to its rear view,
from chŏnkyŏng (前景) to hukyŏng (後景):
If the embryonic form of realism is the actual existence of life as disorderly chaos, we need to affirm the rear view that exists behind the front
view. Hukyŏng is the symbolic world of surrealism and un-realism that
unfolds behind the front view. […] Realism advances to the rear view
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through a contemplation of the front view. In particular, since the actual
reality of East Asia consists of numerous cases in which the front view
is formulated by the presence of the rear view, one can get closer to the
reality of realism by observing the rear view.
(Kim 2012a: 160–61)
Kim’s observation of the reversal between the front view and the rear view as
the visual manifestation of the conditions of East Asian modernity is particularly
telling: the apartment buildings that are prominently positioned as the ‘front
view’ of a desirable neighbourhood only came to existence by the presence of
its ‘rear view’, the run-down container houses of the urban poor who had been
driven out from the residential areas slotted for urban redevelopment projects.
The yellow plastic sculpture placed off-centre in the lower right of the
image further highlights the role of hukyŏng in the photograph. For the citizens of Seoul, this object is immediately recognizable: it is a sculpture of
Hodori, the official mascot of the 1988 Summer Olympic Games held in Seoul.
Hodori was used as a symbol by the Korean government to instill national
pride in its citizens, and to publicize the country’s image as a modern industrial nation to the international community. Rose Island_no. 10 captures how
this iconic image of modernity is discarded as refuse 21 years later, once it had
dutifully fulfilled its function to serve the government’s nationalist agenda.
Thrown amidst the overgrown plants near the wooden fences that mark the
boundary of the container houses, the statue of Hodori now functions as the
photograph’s hukyŏng, representing the fate of the disenfranchised local residents who live on the margins of capitalist modernity.

THE MONUMENT (2009): MIMESIS AND ALTERITY
One of the three single-channel video works that comprise a triptych in Kim’s
Rose Island, The Monument (Figure 2) illustrates the mimetic process through
which people internalize or conquer the threat of alterity by tracing the transformative exchange between a monument and its spectators. The video opens
with the harsh sound of a stiff corn broom being swept across the ground
and zooms in on the image of a vertical floral arrangement that bears the title
of a general from the Republic of Korea Marine Corps. The next scene is a
close-up view of a large bronze sculpture in the shape of a smoking pipe set
against the background of leafless trees. Here, the viewer catches a glimpse
of a tall bronze monument for the first time. A series of peculiar poses are
then repeated in ripple-like fashion by the male spectators looking up at the
monument: their hands, either clutched behind their back or placed on the
side of their waist, mimic the pose of the monumental statue, whose left hand
is buried inside the back pocket of his trouser, while the right hand holds
onto a binocular strung around his neck. The frontal view of the bronze statue
only appears once in the video, but the face of the figure is never revealed to
us, as it is obstructed by a round signpost with a cartoon-like mascot of the
city of Incheon that truncates the upper third of the figure’s body.
The monument’s location in Incheon, as well as the figure’s pose of
holding a binocular on one hand while gazing far beyond the horizon, is
one of the visual clues that the artist provides to hint at its identity: it is a
fifteen-feet tall statue of General Douglas MacArthur at Incheon’s Freedom
Park. The monument was erected in 1957 to celebrate the success of Incheon
Landing Operation led by MacArthur in September 1950 at the height of the
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5. The statue was
commissioned by
Syngman Rhee, the
first president of the
Republic of Korea. The
sculptor was Kyungseung Kim (1915–92),
a Korean artist and
professor at Hongik
University.
6. The victims were
16-year olds Hyosoon
Shin and Miseon Shim,
who were walking on
the road next to the
United States Forces
Korea’s Second Infantry
Division in Yangju,
Korea on 13 June 2002.
They were on their way
to meet their friends
to celebrate Hyosoon’s
birthday (see Song
2002).
7. The acquittal of the
American soldiers
ignited nationwide
protests and escalated
Koreans’ resentment
of the continuing US
military presence in
the nation. As massive
protests broke out over
the year, the American
president, George
W. Bush, issued an
apology addressed to
the Korean people.

Figure 2: Sangdon Kim, The Monument (2009), single-channel video. Courtesy of
Art Space Pool.
Korean War.5 The MacArthur statue has become a politically charged symbol
in recent Korean history, as it sparked intense protests from both the progressive and conservative civilian organizations in Korea from 2002 to 2012. The
first protest took place after the tragic accident in June 2002, when two Korean
girls were accidentally hit and killed by a US army vehicle.6 Enraged by the
American military tribunal’s acquittal of the American soldiers responsible for
the schoolgirls’ death, members of the Incheon Citizens’ Coalition for Peace
and Participation demanded the removal of the MacArthur statue, which they
viewed as the symbol of American military presence in Korea.7 Congregating
in front of the statue, the protestors held up a yellow banner printed with the
following slogan: ‘Punish the Murderous American Soldiers!’.
On the other hand, members of the Republic of Korea Marine Corps
Veterans Association staged counter-protests to defend the monument, which they view as an essential reminder of the noble sacrifice of the
American and Korean Marine Corps who had fought against North Korea
and safeguarded Seoul during the Korean War (Lee 2005). Wearing military
uniforms and veteran caps, the protestors held up a banner with a completely
different phrase: ‘If the MacArthur Statue Is Removed, the Republic of Korea
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8. The Korean shaman
who worships General
MacArthur as her
guardian god recalls
that after being
visited by the spirit
of the General, she
commissioned a local
painter to paint an
image of him in the
tradition of Korean
shaman paintings.
The shaman, remarks
that MacArthur’s
face in the painting
is different from that
of the monument
or a photographic
portrait of MacArthur.
MacArthur’s facial
features in the painting
are executed according
to the shaman’s
memory of how the
general appeared to
her in a dream. For
more information, see
Kendall and Jongsung
Yang (2015: 119).

Will Collapse!’ These conservative veterans are the middle-aged male spectators
who visit the MacArthur statue in Sangdon Kim’s The Monument. For them, the
monument is a symbol of the strong military and economic alliance between
South Korea and the United States that will guarantee the peace and prosperity
of the nation. The Monument demonstrates the animist power of objects to shape
human behaviour by highlighting the gradual process in which the male spectators begin to mimic the hand gestures and upright posture of the MacArthur
statue, as if they could channel MacArthur’s power into their own bodies.
The climactic moment of the video occurs when the face of the MacArthur
statue becomes blurry and gradually transforms into an image of MacArthur
painted for a local shaman in a folk-religious style (Figure 2). In the painting,
MacArthur is portrayed as a chubby-cheeked man with ruby red lips, whose
eyes are shaded by a pair of sunglasses: his facial features and benevolent smile
resemble the pictorial iconography of Buddha’s portrait more than anything
else. The folklorization of MacArthur’s facial features in The Monument is a
visual embodiment of the process in which the fear of the Other becomes
internalized in a pictorial language that is familiar to the viewer-practitioner.
By reproducing the image of MacArthur in a visual vocabulary that is accessible to her and then activating the painting in her own rituals, the Korean
shaman is able to conquer the threat posed by alterity and redirects the power
of the image for healing purposes.8
The Monument brings into focus how a statue can trigger oppositional
politics, transform the bodily gestures of its spectators, and even metamorphose into a shaman’s talisman. The animistic power of the object is carried
out through what Michael Taussig defines as ‘mimesis’: the two-layered relationship born out of the contact between sameness and difference, which
establishes ‘a palpable, sensuous connection between the very body of the
perceiver and the perceived’. Taussig writes:
Mimesis plays this trick of dancing between the very same and the
very different. An impossible but necessary, indeed an everyday affair,
mimesis registers both sameness and difference, of being like, and of
being Other. […] the issue is not so much staying the same, but maintaining sameness through alterity.
(Taussig 1993: 129)
According to Taussig, mimesis is a precarious process that undermines the
threat of difference by reproducing it in the language of sameness. Sangdon
Kim’s The Monument demonstrates how this tension between the familiar
and the foreign is played out in the contrasting images of MacArthur and the
different political interpretations of his legacy. By highlighting the spiralling
process of mimesis that internalizes the threat of alterity, The Monument illustrates the hybrid condition of modernity in South Korea, in which sameness and
difference is constantly reconfigured into new forms of visual representation.

TOTEM AS ANTI-MONUMENTAL SCULPTURE
The images from The Monument are reconfigured into sculpture in Sangdon
Kim’s Bulgwangdong Totem_The Monument (2011) (Figure 3). A television
monitor that plays the scenes from The Monument is attached to a tripod-like
structure made from leftover wooden sticks wrapped in black masking tape.
From one end of the sticks to the other end, green radish leaves are draped
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Figure 3: Sangdon Kim, Bulgwangdong Totem_The Monument (2011),
multimedia sculpture, 180×140×130 cm. Courtesy of Kunst Doc Art Gallery and
Institute, Seoul, Korea.
horizontally and diagonally over thin red plastic strings. A white military cap
emblazoned with the insignia of Korean Veterans Association is placed on
top of the monitor, complemented by a black military boot that stands on the
ground. The veteran’s hat and the military boot are visible reminders of how
militarism functions as a mechanism to enforce modernity in South Korea. In
stark contrast, a farmer’s straw hat and the radish leaves suggest the need for
an ecologically sustainable model of economic development and the participation of the community in the process of modernization.
The rows of radish tops strung over the strings not only add a humorous
touch to the military insignia that invokes nationalist sentiments, but also foreground the artist’s ecological approach to anti-monumental sculpture. In contrast
to the fifteen-feet tall MacArthur statue in Incheon erected to inspire awe for its
viewers, Sangdon Kim’s work is much smaller in scale and presents a usable
model of sculpture that serves a practical function in performing daily chores,
such as drying radish leaves to preserve them over the winter. As Kim states
in a recent interview, the artist’s intention is to rethink the function of totem,
not as an object for superstitious worship, but as a sculptural form that can be
presented as an alternative to the western tradition of monumental sculpture
(2015). Modelled after the visual form of totems that consist of a pile of small
stones that each visitor has placed on top of one another to mark the entrance to
a village or a temple in South Korea, Bulgwangdong Totem_The Monument functions as ‘a tool for the mind and body exercise’, which exposes the tangled web
of fierce desire and energy that emanates from each individual (Kim 2012b: 232).

CONCLUSION
From Rose Island (2009) to Bulgwangdong Totem_The Monument (2011),
Sangdon Kim’s rich body of work foregrounds the agency of objects to critique
neo-liberal economic development and militarized modernity in South Korea
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embedded in the urban landscape. Kim’s working method, which submits the
transformative exchange between humans and objects to a spiral-like trajectory from photographs to electronic images and sculptural objects, resembles
that of a shaman, who dexterously combines the elements of painting, music
and dance in order to activate the energy contained within images towards a
new direction.
Within the broader context of what I call a ‘shamanist turn’ in recent
contemporary Korean art, this article has examined the ways in which the
non-human players in Kim’s work activate the rear view of landscape, a
shamanist reconfiguration of alterity, and an anti-monumental model of
sculpture. While additional scholarly work must be done to fully understand
the degree to which local practices of shamanism and animism have contributed to resisting or internalizing the western model of modernity, Sangdon
Kim’s work offers a lens through which one can view the intersection between
contemporary art and politics in South Korea. In his articulation of the process
in which the threat of alterity is channelled through the visual language of
mimesis, Kim subjects images to an endless orbit of circulation, so that their
material properties do not become ossified into a static form, but are transformed in a constant process of metamorphosis.
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Thinking meat: On Gu Dexin’s
May 2, 2009
ABSTRACT
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In 2009, the reclusive artist Gu Dexin finally bid farewell to the art world after a
decades-long career with a sweeping installation that centred on two declarations: ‘we
have killed people’ and ‘we can go to heaven’. This work, May 2, 2009, recalls both
phases of his career, including his early investment through collaborative projects
in diagrammatic abstractions as well as his continuous sculptural practice, which
often comprised accumulations of decaying organic matter. This article proposes to
understand this final work – and, relatedly, his two bodies of work – as continuous
rather than distinct, through the lens of meat as a form of thought, as a relation of
predation or nutrition rather than an object. In Gu’s peculiar materialism, butchery
functions as analysis and ingestion as synthesis, and then ultimately approaches a
kind of rationalism. In this light, I end with a suggestion about the relevance of new
strains of speculative materialism for a reappraisal of experimental artistic practices
in China from the 1990s on with their philosophical ambitions in mind.

new materialism
rationalism
cannibalism
speculative realism
meat
thought
Gu Dexin

After he retired from the art world, one of the most prominent institutions for
the display of contemporary art in China, the Ullens Center for Contemporary
Art (UCCA) hosted a retrospective of Gu Dexin’s practice with his tacit
permission.1 The title, The Important Thing is Not the Meat (重要的不是肉),
riffed on a famous statement by curator Li Xianting, ‘the important thing is
not the art’, a riposte to formalism with the implication that art was ultimately
instrumental to social and cultural concerns. In some ways, the title proved a

1. Though he assented
to the exhibition,
he refused to be
directly involved. The
catalogue that was
originally intended
for his retrospective
at the Ullens Center
for Contemporary Art
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was shelved because
Gu did not want to be
involved in any way in
the exhibition, making
image rights difficult to
obtain. There has been
no in-depth academic
analysis of his practice
in Chinese or English
that I know of as of yet.
2. Although it is
ultimately a futile
exercise to explain
why something is
not, I would venture
two reasons for the
disparity between his
attention within and
outside China. The first
has been his reluctance
to explicate his work.
Famously quiet, his
comportment led
Zhang Peili to say of
him that the curators
liked him because his
quietness allowed
others to think the best
of his work: ‘Eventually,
they convince
themselves that it is
great, deep, meaningful
work…’ (Smith 2008:
191) (This essay may be
just such an exercise
in over-analysis.) The
second reason, I would
suggest, is due to the
general inclination
in non-Chinese
criticism of Chinese
contemporary art
to focus on political
critique or cultural
history, which obscures
the philosophical
presumptions of Gu’s
work.

Figure 1: An installation view of Gu’s final exhibition before disassociating from
the art world. Gu Dexin, May 2, 2009, 2009, wooden panels, paints, red lacquer,
iron cage, old TV, video DVD. Image by Oak Taylor-Smith, courtesy of Galleria
Continua San Gimignano, Les Moulins, Beijing and Habana.
powerful analytic to survey Gu’s work, which often deploys flesh as sculpture
into immersive installations. Such a perspective brings out how his use of
meat often has overtones of political protest, and yet it also – as this article
contends – obscures how meat is not just instrumental or incidental to Gu’s
practice but primary. Gu’s work can be interpreted as an extended meditation
on the philosophical status of meat, which bridges the human subject and the
natural object by being both simultaneously.
Untrained and notably reticent in speaking on his work, Gu combined
conceptual investigations with corporeal obsessions. He is well-known for
his participation in the 1980s in rigorously conceptual collectives that largely
produced diagrams – the Tactile Sensation Group and the New Measurement
Group – and throughout the last decades for his massive installations using
rotting fruit, pig brains and other organic matters. Despite an impressive international exhibition record, he is not well known internationally
(Fei 2008: 273).2
May 2, 2009, an installation titled after the day of its opening, marked Gu
Dexin’s farewell from art and an illustrious career bookended by participation in Magiciens de la Terre and a post-retirement retrospective in the Ullens
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Center for Contemporary Art. The work occupied the entirety of Galeria
Continua, a stalwart Italian transplant in the 798 art district in Beijing with
a cathedral-like warehouse gallery space. In its centre, Gu raised a concretecast podium of roughly 4 square metres in size and 0.5 metres in height, on
which was painted the phrase ‘We can go to heaven’. A wide and dense band
of words covered the four walls around this altar, repeating a mantra-like
confession:
We killed people we killed men we killed women we killed the old we
killed the kids we’ve eaten people we’ve eaten hearts we’ve eaten brains
we’ve beaten people we’ve blinded their eyes we’ve smashed their faces
we killed people…
In the clerestory-like bay along the spine of the gallery, twenty windows
were blocked off with television screens, with either four or six in each
window playing identical imagery of white clouds trailing over an electric
blue sky. In the upstairs rooms, multi-channel videos of the same clouds
looped silently.
The political overtones of the work are evident in the contrast between
the violent declarations and the peaceful imagery. The beautiful evocation of
‘heaven’ above renders the writing on the wall more tragic. In this view, the
lower space of the blood-red words, where viewers actually stand, contrasts
the upper reaches of the sky-blue screens, which they can only look upon and
desire. Gu’s ‘heaven’,3 for the more secular, could be thought of as a dramatic
metaphor for an innocent state prior to violence, or after redemption. Given
the nostalgic style of the lettering and the Maoist history of the Dashanzi
industrial complex, the work also implies specific historical traumas of the
Cultural Revolution; May 2, 2009 could function as an attempt at healing
process. This historical allusion is then lent further pathos by the simulacral
sky above – the sky overhead is a synthetic one, made more so by its uncanny
repetition across multiple small screens that block off the actual windows. The
brightness of the sky and the vividness of the lettering dramatize the failure
of representation, both in providing a convincing image of an alternative and
accounting for the historical wrong.
However, such an interpretation is incomplete; it relies on the central
statement of the work being read either ironically or tragically.4 Given the
confession of murder, we certainly can not go to heaven, or at the very most,
we wish that we could go to heaven. I would contend that Gu’s affirmation
of the possibility of ascension – or, more specifically, of transcendence –
should be understood literally. First, within the peculiar architecture of Galeria
Continua, viewers can climb stairs through a second and third floor of galleries, all of which face onto the main hall, until they are much closer to the bay
of televisions.
The question, then, is of what the continuity between violence and ascension might be. Under what conditions is ‘We’ve eaten brains […] we can go
to heaven’ not only an intelligible but meaningful statement? To make sense
of May 2, 2009’s unlikely marriage of violence and heaven, we will situate it
within an interpretation of Gu’s decades-long practice in general that stresses
how flesh transcends.
The conceptual pairs broached above are typically separated into, on the
one hand, the immanent (violence, meat) and on the other hand, the transcendental (heaven, thought). May 2, 2009, and Gu’s work at large, is interesting

3. He uses the term
tiantang, which usually
specifies a religious
space that spirits rise
to – most prominently
the Christian heaven –
rather than a more
general notion of the
sky, tian.
4. An example of a
similar interpretation
of a different project
by Gu – though one
that also juxtaposed
violence and peaceful
imagery – can be found
in David Ho Yeung
Chan’s account of a
2005 exhibition in Yishu
(2005: 104–13).
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because it proposes insistently that one realm connects fluidly to the next: ‘We
killed people – we can go to heaven’. In other words, Gu’s work is speculative
in the proper philosophical sense (rather than a financial or aesthetic sense): it
allows for direct access to the transcendent.
This disarming ambition is evident in one of Gu’s few public statements.
Asked about his interest in meat, Gu replied, ‘Using meat? I do that because
it’s just relatively close to humans. It’s the same with pig brains. Brains,
they have to do with wisdom (智慧), so of course they’re related to people’
(Wu 2002: 319). In passing easily over lines normally fixed – those between
humans and meat (the subject of the taboo on cannibalism), as well as the line
between wisdom and brains, not to mention that between pigs and humans –
his reply implies an opinion that there is no fundamental difference between the
physical world and transcendent being.
To make these points, it is useful to situate this final work within the
context of his varied career, and also to digress into a few theoretical resources
with which to equip my argument. His interest in meat was continuous, and
also the subject of several long-term projects. For example, in 1995, Gu was
told that he had only one square centimetre of exhibition space in a European
venue, when in fact he had a square metre. This miscommunication allowed
him to begin a decade-long project of creating very small sculptures. Gu

Figures 2 and 3: The text on the concrete plinth, ‘we can go to heaven’, is written both backwards and
forwards, and contrasts the wall-based text about cannibalism. Gu Dexin, May 2, 2009, 2009, wooden panels,
paints, red lacquer, iron cage, old TV, video DVD. Image by Oak Taylor-Smith, courtesy of Galleria Continua
San Gimignano, Les Moulins, Beijing and Habana.
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began to knead small pieces of salted pork until they dried into hard lumps,
and amass them – in 2002 he had 1200 on his shelf, since each one took about
a hundred days of kneading to dry out. Often shown in dramatic oversized
black and white photographs, kneaded in his hand, his contorted fingers echo
the twisted lump grasped between them (Huang and Bingyi 2002: 55).
The uncanny similarity between his hands and the meat he kneads is
suggestive of a symmetry between meat and humans – as he puts it, of their
‘relative close[ness]’. The kneading process, too, acts as an actual transfer of
moisture between the person and the meat, a closing of the gap between
human and meat. This work suggests that for Gu, meat is not an object of
a particular sort, but a conceptual category by which we describe the potential
assimilation of matter by other matter (Thacker 2011: 215–30). In other words,
and following the work of ‘dark ecologist’ Eugene Thacker, meat is a relation, not an object. Anything could be meat, or, in other words, could become
denatured from itself and then integrated into another.
Like Lu Xun’s famous madman, Gu Dexin finds that meat – ‘eat people!’ –
and morality are uncomfortably close. Yet, rather than making this discovery the basis of a critique, Gu’s work takes a constructive tack to cannibalism
that is reminiscent of pioneering Brazilian anthropologist Viveiros de Castro’s
‘cannibal metaphysics’. In this schema, the cannibal does not eat simply
material flesh, but also socially integrates the status of the enemy (de Castro
2013: 18). Meat, then, is of critical utility because it is a transformation that
‘breaks down’ one being in order to ‘build up’ another; in other words, it acts
both analytically (recalling that the process of digestion is termed lysis) and
synthetically (Negarestani 2008: 235).
It is in this analogy between meat and thought as forms of transformation, which are both physical and more than physical, that Gu’s materialism
approaches a kind of rationalism – the idea that by the exercise of conceptual
powers subjects can achieve knowledge beyond immediate experience. More
specifically, it sheds light on Gu’s early collective work in the 1980s and 1990s
with Wang Luyan. Beginning in with the collective Tactile Sensation, the two
collaborators began to create austere black and white diagrams of physical
experiences like the wind and room temperature. Soon after, Wang and Gu
reformed as the New Measurement Group with the additional participation of
Chen Shaoping, and began to produce instructions that were purely geometric, with no reference to the phenomenal world of bodily experiences. These
new drawings simply comprised intersecting lines and angles that were arbitrarily determined.
The relation between this body of collective work, marked by an obsession
with diagrammatic abstraction, and his other work, the corporeal installations
described above, is normally not commented on; instead, these two bodies of
work are seen as evidence of Gu’s intriguing breadth. Yet I would insist on
the continuity between them. For example, the New Measurement Group’s
project of eradicating the subject totally actually is founded with a process of
(visual) butchering:
[We started] while [Gu was] working as a guard in a factory […] friends
had commented that [Gu’s] sketches of human bodies were out of
proportion, and in response, he measured his friends and made drawings of their bodies on his sketchbook with lines drawn by a ruler […]
marking lines with exact measurements.
(Wang Luyan in Lu and Liu 2015)
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The founding moment of this method, then, derives from an abstraction of
the body. The anecdote helps make sense of how Gu could be consistently
interested in flesh in general, and yet totally uninterested in specific bodies
(mine, yours or his own). For Gu, meat, like thought, is a shorthand for a
process of abstraction by which one takes material (such as a body or an idea)
and denatures it from its particular circumstances (the person that inhabits
the body, or the observation that produced the idea) – this material can then
circulate as an unmarked currency, a simple quantity of meat or thought.
If Gu’s work has not been paid much attention in non-Chinese settings,
I would suggest it is precisely because of this abstractness. His more general
interest in ontology – and this is not to say that Gu reads Kant, but merely that
his dogged investigation reveals certain philosophical inclinations – provides
little traction for a tradition of criticism that prefers to uncover behind the
artwork a political critique or cultural history. His work’s reception may have
been further complicated by its surface similarity to contemporaneous practices in North America and Europe that are ‘corporeal’: whereas identity politics are absent from Gu’s work since he is uninterested in subjects, they are
useful for an understanding of, for example, Kiki Smith and Ana Mendieta.
The utility of Speculative Realism within this article is precisely in its
well-articulated rejection of representation as a rubric. In the mid-2000s, a
set of thinkers loosely grouped under the umbrella of Speculative Realism
developed a varied programme for articulating the inadequacy of poststructuralism (Malik 2015). A hodgepodge of rationalism, post-Marxism
and materialism that has since fractured further, the key contention of
this grouping is articulated by Quentin Meillassoux’s After Finitude (2010).
According to the author, post-Kantian thought, up to and including poststructuralism (2010: 38), was defined by the prominence of ‘correlationist’
thought, which essentially insisted on the inseparability of thought from the
thinking subject:
Not only does it become necessary to insist that we never grasp an
object ‘in itself’, in isolation from its relation to the subject, but it also
becomes necessary to maintain that we can never grasp a subject that
would not always-already be related to an object.
(2010: 36)
The criticism of pure reason (beginning, of course, with Kant’s Critique), then,
instituted a tragic, insuperable gap between thought and the thinking subject.
This metaphysical claim produces a specific trajectory for aesthetic theory that
could be loosely termed a problematic of representation: the job of the critic
is to determine how facts differ from appearances and protect the dogma that
every supposed fact is ultimately just another appearance. Diary of a Madman
is a good example of exactly this ‘hermeneutic of suspicion’ (Sedgwick
2006: 18), as Paul Ricoeur calls it. In this view, critique shows that any set of
justifying reasons (such as rationalism, science, universalism, benevolence) is
at base nothing but facts (economic incentives, power struggles, sexual desire
or the search for recognition) (Brandom 2013: 7–9).
Speculative realism, as the name suggests, was unified in its insistence on
speculation, or the possibility of knowledge above and beyond experience, and
realism, or the contention that something (whether that is matter or divine
being) does in fact exist beyond the subject. Gu’s speculations pertain to the
ability of objects to become subjects, and the other way around – to move
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between these two states of meat and thought.5 The hinge between these two
realms is a specifically cognitive one: ‘we’ve eaten brains’. Brains, not to put
too fine a point on it, are both meat and thought.
The philosophy of cognitive science must play host to a range of positions between strict materialism, since the brain is simply neurons, as well
as intense idealism, since thought seems irreducible to neuronal patterns.
Catherine Malabou, a French philosopher who inherited and transformed
the thought of Derrida, drawing from the neuroscientifically proven ability of
brains to shift and grow, has developed a conception of plasticity to replace
the post-structuralist problematic of representation, which insists on the
distinction between the material and the ideal. Instead, she stakes a speculative claim through her insistence that the neuronal (material) and the mental
(ideal) are continuous, though still contradictory:
This relationship between form and itself is not founded on a difference. The two modes of being of the subject are not different from
one another, but each of them transforms itself into the other. With
plasticity, we are not facing a pre-given difference, but a process of
metamorphosis.
(Malabou 2009: 8)
Brains, critically, allow us to conceive of the relationship between the material
and the ideal as a process of abstract transformations, rather than as a tragically unbridgeable gap. It would instate a continuity between fact and appearance, ontology and epistemology, rather than a difference. In other words,
a subject can be both imbricated in the daily violence of the world – and in
particular, post-Cultural Revolution China – and accede to a synthetic world
of thought: ‘We can go to heaven’. Continuous, if contradictory.
One does not look at meat, one eats it. In other words, meat is primarily
of ontological rather than epistemological interest. More specifically, meat
can be thought of as joining sensorial information to ontological existence,
since the taste of meat is continuous with its integration into the eating
body. You are what you eat; you become what you taste. Gu’s practice, as
such, is a privileged site for thinking about the proper relationship of materialism and rationalism in true speculative fashion. By using a set of speculative philosophies,6 we can now return to the initial provocation: when is
‘We’ve eaten brains […] we can go to heaven’, not only a lucid but a meaningful statement? How can we think of May 2, 2009 not as an ironic or critical piece but as a synthetic one? Nowhere is the troubled relation between
past transgressions (‘we have eaten people’) and potential transcendence
(‘we can go to heaven’) more visible than in the un-dead afterlife of May
2, 2009.
In spring of 2015, the artist duo Sun Yuan and Peng Yu organized together
with curator Cui Cancan the three-site exhibition Unlived By What Is Seen7
that examined Beijing avant-gardes and their art-school inheritors. Galeria
Continua hosted the most sober presentation: in the empty centre of the space
was a scar-like patch of concrete in the centre of the floor, lit by the clerestory far above it (see Figure 4). The patch was precisely where the altar-like
platform had been six years ago. Even without a label, it was a clear restaging
of Gu Dexin’s May 2, 2009 (Gu was included in the show bill, though he had
in fact refused the curator’s request to participate) (personal communication
from Cui Cancan).

5. Such an interpretation
is helpful in
understanding Gu’s
peers and successors,
such as Qian Weikang
(the subject of
important new work
by Katherine Grube)
or the post-Sensory
generation (in Qiu
Zhijie’s coinage).
In particular, it
could make sense
of the relationship
between an interest
in unabashedly bodily
performance and
professedly idealist
inclinations. In this
regard, it would serve
as an alternative
to ‘sociological
criticism’ (or,
following Meillassoux,
correlationist thinking)
or the type of reading
in which a work is
primarily and most
interestingly about
something else
(typically political
critique or cultural
commentary). For
curator Bao Dong,
the legacy of 1990s’
conceptual art in the
‘anti-sociological’
tradition split into
two branches: one of
these stressed human
divinity (and might be
exemplified by Sun
Yuan and Peng Yu’s
anarcho-libertarian
bravura [2015]) and the
other, the total erasure
of the subject (typified
by Qiu Zhijie’s archive
of abnegation). This
essay attempts a first
step into an account
of this legacy in the
explicitly philosophical
terms of the artists, and
as such inevitably risks
generality.
6. It is surely too
culturalist and grossly
Sinicist to draw
attention here to New
Confucian philosophy;
however, the recent
invocation of such
work by prominent
speculative realists
like Reza Negarestani
should give us pause.
After all, the ultimate
goal of Mou and his
teacher Xiong Shili was
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to revise Kant through
the speculative lens
of the ‘School of Mind’
of Lu Xiangshan and
Wang Yangming – in
other words, to bracket
the critique of pure
reason by advocating
for the possibility
of moral intuition.
While Gu’s cannibal
transcendentalism is
quite far removed from
this, it presupposes
a metaphysical
continuity between
the transcendent and
the immanent, which is
the core proposition of
Song–Ming rationalism.
It is beyond the
scope of this article,
but I would propose
that this emphasis
on the possibility of
intuition – especially
prominent in art as a
creative practice – is a
primary obstacle for a
deeper understanding
of a generation of
Chinese contemporary
artists by critics and
historians.
7. A more apt translation
is, ‘Not Acting Within
the Image’ (不在图像
中行动) – an exhibition
that sprawled across
three of the most
respected spaces in
798: PACE, Galeria
Continua and Tang
Gallery. Despite its
title, it was ‘a vast
pool of images’ (Lau),
a mix of interviews
and artworks that
totalled 80 hours of
viewing time. Within
Continua, the upstairs
mezzanine included
work by Zhuang Hui,
who has worked
on documenting of
desert and transport
ecologies, while
the main hall was
partitioned into three:
on one side, Zhao
Bandi’s panda-inspired
works; on another, a
small screen presenting
Li Yongbin’s reflections
on his durational
performances; and in
the centre, nothing.
Significantly, the
interviews were
presented not as

Figure 4: Gu Dexin chose not to participate in this retrospective of the Beijing
avant-garde of the 1990s, and the curators left a conspicuously absent homage to
him on the site of the ‘altar’. Installation view, Unlived By What Is Seen, curated
by Sun Yuan, Peng Yu and Cui Cancan. Image by Miguel Angel Emerico, courtesy
of Galleria Continua San Gimignano, Les Moulins, Beijing and Habana.

Much of this article has dwelled on the inadequacy of ‘suspicious’ (or
correlationist) criticism to unpack Gu’s work, and yet this presentation makes
the opposite mistake: it is too speculative. By entirely dematerializing Gu’s
work, it strips out its physical ground, and leaves only its transcendental
claims. If the former is a zombie, a body deprived of spirit, then the latter is a
ghost, a thought without substance. Both interpretations miss the mark: the
virtue of brains, of thinking meat, is to allow for movement between the physical and the metaphysical, between cannibals and angels, the lettered concrete
and the synthetic screen. On the way up, we call it thought. On the way
down, meat.
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archival context,
but akin to works
themselves: the artists
were on display.
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ABSTRACT

KEYWORDS

This article makes a comparison between two environmental art projects: ‘Keepers of
the Waters’ (1995), a public art festival aiming to raise public awareness about the
pollution problems of the main river in Chengdu, and ‘Everyone’s East Lake’ (2010),
a public call for art action in response to an incident of commercial development of
an important lake in Wuhan. The early strategies and characteristics of environmental activism in China led to the success of the first art project, and the constrains
were testified and confronted in the second project. This article will discuss the two
projects in detail regarding their political stances, modes of participation and the use
of artistic language. I suggest that an emerging ‘political engagement’ mode is more
public and empowering than the ‘political innocence’ mode developed in the 1990s.

contemporary Chinese
art
performance art
environmental activism
boundary-spanning
contention
public art
public participation

ENVIRONMENTAL ACTIVISM IN CHINA: AN OVERVIEW
During the 1990s, environmental protection was elevated to a national cause
and strongly supported by the central government in China. On one hand,
laws and bureaucracies were established to fulfil the ecological duty of the
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1. For example, at
the local level
non-governmental
organizations (NGOs)
are sometimes
expected to share
the responsibilities
of public education
and environmental
impact monitoring. The
central government
may even encourage
the NGOs to confront
local authorities and
businesses in order
to overcome ‘local
protectionism’ (Ho
2001).

state, with the assistance from burgeoning non-governmental sectors (Yang
2005).1 On the other hand, the formal political procedures did not enable the
citizens to actively participate in the making of political decisions that had
environmental impacts. Hardly any environmental policy was formed with
proper consultation, nor were the environmental bureaucracies transparent
enough to cultivate a well-informed public (Lo and Leung 2000). As observed
by Carlos Lo and Sai Wing Leung (2000), Peter Ho (2001) and Yang Guobin
(2005), environmental activism in China has developed some specific characters under such a political condition. First of all, it has a sense of political
innocence that makes environmental activism more tolerated than other kinds
of social movements by the state (Ho 2001). Although, in the 1990s, several
cases of environmental movements were deeply intertwined with the administration or legal process, the activists never directly questioned the power
structure. Their ultimate goal is always claimed to be concerned with nature,
rather than a wider social–political change. Second, it employs the strategies
of ‘boundary-spanning contention’ described by Kevin O’Brien (2003) to exert
influence on the authority within the system. The activists can draw legitimacy
from the regime’s own environmental discourse, and then pressure powerful
leaders to launch a top-down initiative and effectively mobilize resources for
a specific environmental goal. Third, it has a relatively passive participatory
structure. The general public is considered lacking of ‘environmental awareness’; it is the responsibility of environmental organizations to educate the
general public and socialize them with the green culture through participatory
activities, such as exhibitions, study tours and volunteering (Lo and Leung
2000; Yang 2005).
‘Keepers of the Waters’ is well characterized by the features listed above. The
art events were part of an official water revitalization project that was catalyzed
by grass root activism. Using didactic language in communication, the artworks
succeeded in spreading environmental message and gaining popular support
for the policy implementation. While in the case of ‘Everyone’s East Lake’, the
channels of boundary-spanning contention were shut off. The art project took
a resistant position and ran outside official sight. Encouraging people to creatively expressing their own ideas, the project presented several inspiring works
of different aesthetics. They did not aim to bring substantial change to the environmental incident, but to open up an alternative space for people to reflect on
and discuss the social–political issues related to the incident.

COOPERATIVE OR RESISTANCE
Art and activism with different political stances
The Funan River is the main river that encircle the inner city of Chengdu. As
a consequence of two decades of intense urbanization, the river was severely
polluted in the 1980s. It became the sewer for small factories and the poorest population of the city who crowded in the shanties along the river banks
(Xiong and Wang 1998). In 1985, environmental activism emerged in a local
school. The teachers and students took a series of actions to draw public
attention to the pollution problems, including educational trips to the river
and regular monitoring of water quality (Journeyman Pictures 2001). They
also wrote pleas and complains to the mayor. This action was an established channel of political participation for the powerless in China (O’Brien
2003). Their attempts won the solid support from the Secretary General
of Communist Party in Chengdu, and resulted in a comprehensive water
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revitalization project launched in 1993 (Journeyman Pictures 2001). In 1995,
as part of the efforts to gain public support for this revitalization project,
American artist Betsy Damon (b. 1940), who was known for her environmental art initiatives,2 was invited to Chengdu. With the help of local artist Dai
Guangyu (b. 1955), Damon enlisted the support of well-established Chinese
artists from all over the country.3 For over three weeks, the artists attended
workshops with scientists, educators and policy-makers, and decided to stage
a large-scale public art event titled ‘Keepers of the Waters’ (Damon 1995).
From 29 July to 14 August, a splendid arrangement of artworks was presented
along the banks of Funan River, surprising the local residents who might have
never met foreigners or contemporary art in the past.
Unprecedentedly combining art and environmentalism and bring them to
the street, the art festival became the big event in the city. It was reported by
major news outlets in Chengdu, with every artwork televised on local channels. Later a feature programme was made and broadcasted nationwide on
the satellite TV (Bush Foundation 2000). Thanks to the amplifying effect of
the mass media, the environmental messages reached far beyond the limited
audience who could physically attend the events. Impressed by the festival’s
success, Chengdu government changed the conventional practice of separating the common people from the affairs of environmental governing. Instead
of the original plan to construct walls hiding the waste treatment facilities
along the rivers, a 24,000-square-metre Living Water Garden was built on
the banks. The pleasingly designed landscape illustrates the process of water
treatment, provides a spot of leisure and opens up public access to the rivers
(Mavor 1999).
‘Keepers of the Waters’ demonstrated how environmental activism ‘make
a difference within the system’ during the 1990s: the activists, artists and mass
media cooperated with and exert influence on the authority. Betsy Damon
formed a temporary alliance of the governmental and the non-governmental
sectors to reach a satisfactory solution to a pollution problem. However, its
success was highly dependent on the government’s benevolence. 4 When
there is a conflict of interest, especially that of economic growth and environmental protection, it is hard for the local government to regulate itself and
accept environmental advocacy (Tang et al. 1997). In the case of East Lake,
without the approval and support from the authority, even a full realization of
the environmental crisis seems difficult to generate.
In March 2010, it was revealed that a piece of land on the north shore
of East Lake was sold by the government of Wuhan to a real estate developer. The controversial transaction involved forced demolition of a fishery and
further reclamation of 450 mu (about 74 acres) of water area for commercial
development, including the construction of an amusement park and luxurious
hotels (Yao 2010). Reporters followed up and almost inevitably highlighted
on the ‘reclamation of lake’ and the ‘ecological disaster’ to catch public attention. Again it was the strategy of using the popular discourse of environmental protection to pressure the authority. Yet, at the same time, it constrained
people’s sight within environmental issues and downplayed the government’s
misconduct of land disposal and the questionable commercial exploitation of
public space. The developer immediately clarified that what to be reclaimed
were merely ‘artificial fish ponds’ instead of ‘natural water body’ to pacify
people’s indignation. Despite of the fact that the media reports had already
strongly argued for the ecological importance of the fish ponds,5 an artificial
ecological entity was somehow less valued than the ‘pristine nature’ in popular

2. Damon is the founding
director of ‘Keepers
of the Waters’, a
US-based NGO of water
protection.
3. Among the invited
artists were, to name
a few, Yin Xiuzhen
(b. 1963) and Wang
Peng (b. 1964) from
Beijing, Yu Lieqing from
Shanghai, Chengdu
artists Liu Chengying
(b. 1957) and Zeng Xun
(b. 1962).
4. Betsy Damon was
monitored when
travelling in China
and every move of the
art festival needed a
governmental sanction
before proceeding
ahead. She paid special
respect to Zhang Jihai,
the director of the
revitalization project
and the Secretary
General of Communist
Party in Chengdu.
He unprecedentedly
approved an art
and education
event organized
by a foreigner, and
risked losing his
job to support the
construction of Living
Water Garden while
Beijing opposed the
proposal (Damon 2009).
5. The fishery has been
the farm of carps to
control harmful algal
blooms in East Lake
and neighboring lakes
for nearly 30 years (Yao
2010).
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6. All kinds of discussion,
including those on the
Internet, were banned
(Zhang 2010). Activists
who organized on-site
investigation were
expelled. Policemen
and counsellors were
sent to universities
watching on the
students (Maidian and
Zijie 2012). Only positive
narrative of the
development plan was
allowed on the news
(Li 2010).
7. The second round
‘Going to Your Happy
Valley’ was held in
2012 and the third
round ‘Everyone Can
Do Public Art’ in 2014,
further emphasizing
on the importance of
individual autonomy
and creativity.
8. The works discussed
here were prominent
because of their formal
quality and ability in
engaging the audience
to participate. In
addition, they were
the iconic works most
frequently exposed by
mass media. Perhaps
the works were
selectively highlighted
for their educational
function.

opinion. The municipal government also swiftly issued a new regulation on
lake management to reiterate its posture of protecting the waters, in addition
to the suppression of emerging criticism (Maidian and Zijie 2012).6 Although
firmly against the lake reclamation, the locals did not have a consensus on
the commercial development itself. Some were sceptical about the transaction
and the government’s role in urban planning, but most people were at a loss
or indifferent to the issues because of blockage of information. Shortly afterwards, the incident faded out and environmental activism failed in shaping
social pressure on the powerful.
Under such a circumstance, Li Juchuan (b. 1964) and Li Yu (b. 1973) still
tried to make a difference. They set up a website and initiated art project
‘Everyone’s East Lake’ in June 2010. It encouraged people to submit art
proposals and carry out an action by the lake, as a gesture of resistance after
the failure of activism. All the information about the artworks would be publicized on the website. Although the project had to assume the position of an
art event to evade censorship, its primary intention was neither art production nor environmental protection, but to create an alternative space for public
discussion, to make it possible for people to exchange information and to voice
their concerns (Li 2010). Being operated completely outside the official system
and circulated outside the major media, the resistance did not cause any influence on the course of the real estate development: most of the concerned
water areas were already turned into solid land by the end of the art project.
But the art actions did not retreat on the ‘ineffectiveness’. The major participants held another two rounds of ‘Everyone’s East Lake’ in the following
years,7 and developed it into a long-term practice that cultivates individual
agency to persistently protest against the encroachment on public space.

MODE OF PARTICIPATION AND ARTISTIC LANGUAGE
‘Keepers of the Waters’, as part of the educational programmes in the official revitalization project, employed a relatively passive participatory structure.
The central discourse was people’s deficiency of environmental initiatives and
an urgency to raise public awareness (Journeyman Pictures 2001). Therefore,
the major artworks employed similar aesthetic strategies and shared a didactic
language in communication.8 The pollution problem was literally visualized in
forms of an installation or a performance; the common people were engaged
in the viewing or making of the artwork, through which the designed environmental messages were perceived and a consensus on water conservation
was reached.
In the opening event, Washing Silk, Kristin Caskey and all other artists
rinsed stripes of white silk in the river where the cloth turned brown and gray.
The performance appropriated the folklore that the river would make rinsed
silk brighter; now the source of purification had deteriorated into a source of
contamination. Yin Xiuzhen drew ten cubic metres of water from the river, froze
it into huge ice blocks, and arranged them into a sculpture on a sidewalk. For
two days she asked passersby to scrub the ice, embodying the action of ‘washing the river’. When the ice finally melted, sludge remained on the ground.
This work delivered the idea that cleaning the river needed public cooperation.
The installation by Dai Guangyu resembled a lesson to the public in its
form (Figure 1). He glued large pieces of writing paper on the ground and
placed twelve medical trays on the paper. In the trays, portraits of all the
participating artists were soaked in water from the river for one week, after
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Figure 1: Dai Guangyu, Ge zhi yi jiu de shui zhi biao (The Water Propaganda
Board) (1995). Installation at Riverside Park, Chengdu, China. Courtesy of
Betsy Damon.
which the photos became seriously eroded. On the back of the setting,
the artists set up bulletin boards resembling official ones, announcing
that the water from the Funan River was too seriously contaminated to be
drinkable, thus the supply of tap water would be suspended. This artwork
showed how public information would be spread in a community at that
time; the messages were an ecological disaster and its possible consequences on the individual and society. In the end, people were invited to
sign their names on the bulletin board to show support for the revitalization project. A vice mayor of the city also came and signed his name
(Kilroy Productions 1995).
‘Everyone’s East Lake’, in contrast, held a different idea on art and participation. No requirement on the professional qualification of the proposers
was made, with an extra stress on that ‘you do not have to be an artist’.
There was no restriction on the content and format of the artwork, either, as
long as it took place in the physical space by the East Lake and did no harm
to the environment (Li and Li 2010). The common people were invited to
actively make use of all kinds of visual languages to speak, rather than being
passively engaged in the activities prescribed by professional artists. The call
for art actions resulted in a display of over 50 scattered events around the East
Lake, carried out by both art professionals and non-professionals, within two
months in the mid-summer (Figure 2). Some of activities transpired silently
on the lakeshore with no audience while others engaged a larger number of
people. Some artworks communicated clear messages through visual forms
while others emphasized more on bodily experience than textual contents.
The non-professionals created some of the most spectacular and inspiring
pieces. Three young activists who were prevented from investigating the incident returned to the demolition site, and turned a piece of ruin into a memorial wall (Figure 3). The wall was about 30 metres in length and carried the
remains of the lives at the former fishery. The activists painted the regulation
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9. Miraculously, the
installation was
mentioned in a fulllength commentary
on the art project by
Global Times, which
broke through the
blockage on media. The
reporter, Zhang Lei,
personally attended
several events in the
art project. Please
see http://www.
globaltimes.cn/
special/2010-07/557099.
html.

Figure 2: Art map of ‘Everyone’s East Lake’, 25 July to 25 August 2010, http://
www.donghu2010.org/2010/. Accessed 12 January 2017.
‘no development is allowed within 30 meters from the lakeshore’ on the
body of the wall. It gave people a concrete sense of how short 30 metres
were and how impotent the newly issued regulation could be in protecting
the waters. More than just ridiculing the pretentious policy, the memorial
also implied the violence happened during the demolition. The open criticism on the municipal regulations and the forced demolition could not be
spread on media, but now firmly stood on the site for people to reflect on.9
Probably the most exciting activity in the project is ‘lake jumping’. A group
of freestyle bicycle motocross (BMX) enthusiasts built a wooden platform on
a pier on the East Lake. People would ride a bike off the pier, go airborne
and land in the water. A lot of people participated in lake jumping, including those who had zero experience with the sport. The game was a forceful
gesture against the dominant development ideology, which encroached on
natural environment and public space in the name of people’s welfare. The
real estate developer seized the land from the public, and promised to build
amusement facilities to benefit the residents in Wuhan. However, through the
game, people declared that they do not need an amusement park to amuse
themselves. It also demonstrated the capability of the ordinary people to
find ‘happiness and freedom’ in the urban space designed by the authorities
(Li 2012).

CONCLUDING REMARKS
From political innocence to political engagement
I have pointed out the different political stances of ‘Keepers of the Waters’ and
‘Everyone’s East Lake’, and illustrated their modes of participation and the
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Figure 3: Wuyun, Zijie and Maidian, 30 mi ji nian qiang (30-metre Memorial
Wall) (2010). Installation at the demolition site of former East Lake Fishery,
Wuhan, China. Courtesy of the artists.

use of artistic language with examples. The fundamental difference of the two
projects lies in the idea of ‘political innocence’ versus ‘political engagement’. In
the politically innocent mode of ‘Keepers of the Waters’, the activist made use
of the existing channels and resources within the power structure to promote
the environmental cause. They formed a cooperative relationship with the
government and was officially resourced. The project reached a large number
of audience and intended to mobilize numerous people in fighting the pollution problem. On the contrary, the primary target of ‘Everyone’s East Lake’
was not to fight the environmental problem, but to contend with the power
structure. Art was a justification or disguise of the programmes disapproved
by the authority. Still holding on the principle of non-confrontation, the art
project innovatively transformed the traditional street politics of demonstration and mass gathering into a symbolic occupation of the physical space (Li
2010). In an antagonizing relationship with the government, the project could
not be widely publicized. Although only reached a small group of people, it
succeeded in cultivating the individual agency for actively participating in the
environmental issue. By taking actions individually on different locations and
at different time by the lake, the participants were encouraged to reflect on
the environmental incident, their personal relationships with the lake, and the
broader social–political conditions that shaped the relationships. Unlike the
artists who participated in ‘Keepers of the Waters’ with the artist’s identity
and gathered by their professional networks, the participants in ‘Everyone’s
East Lake’ answered the call as anonymous citizens. More importantly, the
art action practiced how information could be circulated and how issues could
be discussed in an alternative public space when the authority silenced the
conventional space for public discussion. In this sense, it is more public than
art as an educational and mobilization tool; it is a form of political engagement
and empowerment.
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Xu Bing’s cross-cultural
fertilization: Ziran1
in transplanting
ABSTRACT

KEYWORDS

Using ‘Forest Project’ by contemporary Chinese artist Xu Bing as a case study,
this article investigates how the ideology of Ziran (the Chinese version of nature)
has been promoted through the practice of art at a community and international
level. Mainly focusing on the first two editions of the project in Kenya (2008) and
Shenzhen (2009), the paper argues that the artist’s approach to the environment of
others and his own demonstrates his frustration towards cultural hegemony while
drawing attention to the notion of sustainability proposed by Ziran, which is built
on an independent and self-generating system.

Ziran
nature
Xu Bing
environment
‘Forest Project’
contemporary
Chinese art

Just as it is impossible to find an English word equivalent to the Chinese version
of Ziran (自然), nature probably is one of the most sophisticated instruments
for the production of ideology. The natural world being a source of inspiration
it has long held aesthetic attraction in the art: there is no lack of evidence of
this either in the classical oil paintings or in scholar ink scrolls. Nevertheless,
ecological concerns in the context of environmentalism as a form of aesthetics, as well as a method of art activism, only emerged in the last 50 years,
following precedents including Earthworks and Land Art. The rise of the
environmental concern falls into part of a much larger picture and connects
not just with art discourse but also with wider changes and transformation

1. The Chinese term Ziran
is deliberately adopted
in this paper instead
of its commonly used
English translation
nature. This is because
Ziran, same as the
word nature, has
enduring historical and
philosophical roots,
which in a sense hardly
able to comfortably
stand in by each other.
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of the social sciences and humanities over the years. The environmentalism
that resonated far more clearly with post-Enlightenment thought in Europe
and America, however, should not be simply understood as the same as the
contemporary Ziran of the Chinese, which has evolved from the early ontology of Chinese thinkers seeing themselves as consanguineous with their
Ziran; therefore, they must make themselves ‘worthy of such a relationship’
(Needham and Wang 1967: 287).
The ‘Forest Project’ series is an art-ecology project executed at an international scale by Xu Bing, a prominent contemporary Chinese artist. The first
edition of ‘Forest Project’ was carried out in a village of Kenya for the Mount
Kenya National Park. It was initiated in 2005 by the institutions based in the
United States as part of a group show, Human/Nature: Artists Respond to a
Changing Planet. The ‘Forest Project’ consisted of an Internet system created by
Xu to disseminate information about the park and about issues related to the
forest. The self-sustaining Internet system is meant to help generate incomes
in the long term by selling (in an online auction) artworks by children (7–13
years old) from local primary schools in Kenya. The money generated from
the online sales is used for tree plantation. It took effect from 17 August 2008.
The works by children were created on the basis of the instructional books Xu
invented during the workshops conducted by him. To increase the value of
the children’s work, Xu numbered the paintings and combined them into a
piece of larger landscape painting of his own (Figures 1–4).
Viewing the positive outcomes in raising environmental awareness via
contemporary art, Xu transplanted the same project concept first to his home,
Mainland China (Shengzhen 2009), and then later to Hong Kong (2009), Brazil
(2012) and Taiwan (2014). It is still onoing. Noteworthily, the nature that Xu
has emphasized through his ‘Forest Project’ project was drawn from the philosophical root of Ziran. This made the transnational eco-art project a perfect
case study in investigating how Ziran, a culturally constructed ideology, feeds
the imagination of Chinese artists, as much as their international audiences.
Born in Chongqing, China, in 1955, Xu Bing studied printmaking at the
Central Academy of Fine Arts, Beijing (CAFA), and moved to the United

Figures 1 and 2: Xu Bing, conducting the ‘Forest Project’ workshop in Kenya, courtesy of Xu Bing Studio.
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Figures 3 and 4: ‘Forest Project’ (Kenya 2008), online auction print screen.
States in 1990, where he resided until his appointment as the Vice President
of CAFA in 2008. Xu’s oeuvre is incredibly rich and varied, spanning from
socialist realist style of drawing, traditional woodcuts, to installation art. Xu
made himself an internationally known contemporary artist with his work
Book from the Sky (1987–90), a labour-intensive work comprising hanging
scrolls and bound books, all hand printed from carved wooden blocks in a
‘language’ of 2000 meaningless ‘characters’ that was created by him before
moving to the United States. This work was fiercely controversial in which Xu
used tradition to subvert culture, recasting cultural meaning and the authority
of language, and mocking people’s ignorance.
Unlike much of his practice dealing with issues relating to language as a
form of social critique, his ‘Forest Project’ series is a community-based restorative project encouraging the long-term flourishing of the natural environments in which we live. In order to provide a more focused investigation, this
article will mainly explore the first and second series of ‘Forest Project’: Kenya
(2008) and Shenzhen (2009), carrying out the same project in two different
geographic locations, to provide critical readings on how the ownership of a
culturally constructed ideology has been evidently transformed.
The first series of ‘Forest Project’ is part of the project Human/Nature:
Artists Respond to a Changing Planet, which ‘uses contemporary art to investigate the changing nature of some of the most biodiverse regions on earth
and the communities that inhabit those regions’. It was organized by institutions based in the United States (the University of California, Berkeley Art
Museum and Pacific Film Archive, the Museum of Contemporary Art San
Diego), in partnership with the international conservation organization, Rare.
They invited a total of eight artists to work in eight UNESCO-designated
World Heritage sites around the globe for two mini-residencies: Mark Dion
(US) / Komodo National Park, Indonesia; Marcos Ramírez (Mexico) / Three
Parallel Rivers of Yunnan Protected Areas, China; Ann Hamilton (US) /
Galápagos Islands, Ecuador; Iñigo Manglano-Ovalle (Spain/US) / El Vizcaíno
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Biosphere Reserve, Mexico; Rigo 23 (Portugal/US) / Atlantic Forest South-East
Reserves, Brazil; Dario Robleto (US) / Waterton Glacier International Peace
Park, US and Canada; Diana Thater (US) iSimangaliso Wetland Park, South
Africa; Xu Bing (China/US) / Mount Kenya National Park, Kenya. The eight
artists were commissioned to create new works that should be informed and
inspired by their experiences in these heritage sites. Eventually these works
were presented at the Museum of Contemporary Art, San Diego (MCASD,
August 2008–February 2009), and Berkeley Art Museum and Pacific Film
Archive (BAMPFA, April–September 2009) in Human/Nature: Artists Respond
to a Changing Planet.
The ultimate aim of Human/Nature is to ‘build global support for the protection
of environmental biodiversity, and to create a new model promoting conservation
worldwide’ (The Museum of Contemporary Art San Diego and the University of
California 2009). What is obvious, however, is that only one site was chosen from
the developed world out of the eight UNESCO-designated World Heritage sites,
revealing the genuine geographic interests of the rich. The selection of ‘eight of
the world’s most thoughtful and innovative artists’ in fact again discloses how
narrowly global means to them as seven of the eight artists were from or partly
based in the US at that point of time.
Failing to reach genuine ‘biodiversity’ in its subjects and objects, Human/
Nature, like many problematic environmental projects, fell into the old stereotype: the rich know better what nature should look like. Concern for nature
and the environment of the poor is certainly not accidental. Just as William
Mark Adams (2001: 3) critically points out, it ‘reflects in part simply the growing integration of the global village, and environmentalist pressure can be
seen as an extension of traditional concerns about environmental quality in
that village’s new countryside, in the Third World’. The interests associated
with environmental conservation/protection reflects the contested question of
whose environment itself means.
Xu, not for the first time, is involved in such an activity, in which the rural
environment of a developing country is designated as a source of inspiration.
Early in 1999, upon the invitation of the Kiasma Museum of Contemporary
Art in Helsinki, Finland, he took part in the project Helsinki Himalayan
Exchange (赫尔辛基喜玛拉雅的交换, Heerxinji ximalaya de jiaohuan). The
project required the six invited artists (from different countries) to materialize a group show in the museum out of their experiences gained by living and
hiking in the Himalayas, near Katmandu, Nepal (Xu 2004: 38). While in the
mountains, Xu was inspired by the landscape, but at the same time troubled
to see how impoverished the people there were. This experience resulted in
Xu’s inclusion of a donation box in the exhibition, aimed to offer his artistic philanthropic compassion to this poverty-stricken region. The audiences
in Helsinki were invited to take a postcard made by Xu and then to place
a donation in the box. At the end of the exhibition, more than $5,000 was
raised, which was used to build a small schoolhouse in one of the Himalayan
mountain villages.
For ‘Forest Project’ Kenya, Xu employed a similar strategy: using art as
a means to raise money for the poor, to encourage monetary flow from the
wealthier to the impoverished, from developed countries to the developing
countries. In the ‘Helsinki’ project, what Xu offered to exchange with the
audiences on the postcard was an interpretation of a landscape based on his
Chinese thinking. This interpretation could be used for other landscapes in
other parts of the world; for example, ‘Landscrips Sydney’ in Sydney (2003)
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Figure 5: Extract from Xu Bing’s proposal ‘Forest Project’ (木, 林, 森计划,
Mu, lin, sen jihua), courtesy of Xu Bing Studio.
was created in a very similar manner. For the Himalayan villagers, Xu was a
generous and philanthropic visitor, who managed to squeeze $5000 from the
pockets of the Europeans. But what he is offering in ‘Forest Project’ is quite
different from simply supplying a fixed amount of money to the local; it is an
exportation of his essential Chinese thought about Ziran executed in a much
more interactive, educational and continuous manner.
This exportation of a very specific cultural value goes unnoticed in the
English title ‘Forest Project’, but is explicit both in its Chinese name and in the
primer book he created for the village youngsters in Kenya (Figure 5). From
the extract of his proposal below, we read the explanation of the Chinese title
木, 林, 森 (计划 jihua means plan) as
‘[a] single fibre does not make a thread; a single tree does not make
a forest,’ so goes the saying. The character for tree is a pictograph: 木.
Two trees form a company – a grove or forest: 林. Three trees make a
crowd, signifying dense or overgrown: 森.
(The Museum of Contemporary Art San Diego and the
University of California, Berkeley Art Museum 2009)
Mu, lin, sen 木, 林, 森 in their pictograph forms exemplify one of the most
important cosmic theories of Laozi: the universe is a single, vital organism,
which is spontaneously regenerating itself from the primal empty potency
lodged within all organic forms of life. The concept was explained in his original text, Dao De Jing, as ‘Tao produced the One. The One produced the two.
The two produced the three. And the three produced the ten thousand things’
(道生一, 一生二, 二生三, 三生万物, Dao sheng yi, yi sheng er, er sheng san, san
sheng wan wu) (Laozi 1973: 160).
A concept of spontaneous generation view did not come to Xu’s mind
by chance. During his first residency in Kenya (2005), he gained an essential
awareness about the problems between Kenya and the West as a result of a
long period of colonization. Colonialism is a much contested discourse, which
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2. There are 890
properties listing on
the list, of which 176
are natural heritage
properties: http://whc.
unesco.org/en/list/,
accessed 21 April 2010.
3. Between 1994 and 2002,
Xu Bing has frequently
used living animals
in his artworks such
as A Case Study of
Transference (1994),
Cultural Animal (1994),
The Parrot (1994) and
Wild Zebra (2002).
4. Zhiqing refers to the
young people who
left the urban districts
and went to live and
work in rural areas as
part of the ‘Up to the
Mountains and Down
to the Countryside
Movement’ from the
1950s till the end of the
Cultural Revolution in
China.

demands a re-thinking of from which the point the knowledge of colonialism
is being formed and constructed (Mongia 1995: 2). Nevertheless, colonialism, like capitalism and globalization, is one of the most powerful forces
that has shaped and continues to shape the politics, social and culture of the
contemporary world. The legacies of its colonial history continues to trouble
Kenya today; for example, their unilateral and unhealthy dependent relationship with the West is a prominent negative consequence, because of which
collecting donations and operating NGOs became a proper and lasting career
in Kenya (Zhao hui da senlin). Acknowledging the problematic discourses,
Xu proposed creating a self-sustaining system, which ‘allows funds flowing automatically and uninterruptedly from developed countries to Kenya’
for the purpose of saving Kenya’s forest (the Museum of Contemporary Art
San Diego and the University of California, Berkeley Art Museum and Pacific
Film Archive, 2009). And so, the Daoist cosmic concept of ‘一, 二, 三’ (‘one,
two and three’) in its ecological pictograph form ‘木, 林, 森’ came into his
proposal. This is absolutely justifiable for a person whose views on nature
and the environment arose from and reflected his or her cultural beliefs and
customs.
But why we might ask, Kenya? What led to a Chinese artist travelling to
Kenya, to protect its nature and the environment?
Unlike the ‘Helsinki’ project with a fixed destination, Xu had the choice
of choosing from among the UNESCO-designated World Heritage sites
around the globe.2 He picked Kenya. The initial motivation, Xu explained, was
because of his long involvement with living animals (1994–2002) in his art.3
And this was also due to his view: ‘Kenya is a region of Africa; [it] should
have many wild animals’ (Zhao hui da senlin); therefore he would be able ‘to
observe how these various animals live together in the wild’ (the Museum of
Contemporary Art San Diego and the University of California, Berkeley Art
Museum and Pacific Film Archive, 2009). Xu’s initial view of Kenya as like
a wild zoo is nevertheless a touristic and stereotyped one, no different from
displaying Qi Gong, Gongfu, or red lanterns as Chinese trademarks. His view
of Africa reflects nature tourism, which spread widely initially through the
creation of preserves under colonialism and more recently through the international ecotourism market. Nevertheless, it is worth mentioning that besides
Xu’s romantic assumption about a wild Africa, seeking inspiration from a rural
environment in some way echoed his early Zhiqing4 and schooling experience
in China, where artists often sought for inspiration by projecting themselves
deeply into places far from the city and its comforts. He saw Human/Nature
fitting well into how he approached art (Xu Bing 2010).
Even though still resided in the US during the conceiving period of the
project, Xu’s tumultuous pass determines his approach to art will be different from an American artist educated and grown up in the West. I shall
explore this through two aspects. First, although Xu has shown a persistent
interest in exploring art within his own cultural context, the introduction of
mu, lin, sen philosophy to a developing country should not be considered a
simple export of values. The unnamed native guide, who led Xu’s tour in
Kenya, is among one of many locals who is against African nature being
interfered with by the West. He explained to Xu why he thought the current
policy of creating a primordial forest by denying the locals’ rights to farming and pasturing is not practical. This policy was enthusiastically promoted
by Wangari Maathai (1940–2011), Assistant Minister of the Environment
and Natural Resources from 2003 to 2005. Educated in the United States,
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Maathai was a Nobel Peace Prize winner of 2004 for her contribution to
sustainable development, democracy and peace, and is remembered as an
environmentalist and human rights activist. Her most well-known project is
the founding of the Green Belt Movement in 1977, which aims at improving the lives of local inhabitants by mobilizing their own abilities to improve
their livelihoods and protect their local environment, economy and culture.
But the group of native people to whom the travel guide belongs, who
strongly believe that human activity should not be excluded from forest
rehabilitation, sees her view as representing only an idealistic assumption
of Western scholars (Li et al. 2009). In the interviews given about ‘Forest
Project’, Xu mentioned more than once that he was very touched to see his
guide indefatigably picking up rubbish while travelling in the mountains,
even though he was already laden with all the luggage of Xu and Xu’s assistant.5 With this in mind, if we revisit the image/text explanation of mu, sen,
lin from the proposal produced after his first residency, we can see that the
united appearance of people (clearly identifiable as old-fashioned Chinese)
and the tree was not there by chance. Thus, is this a conflated statement of
the native guide and of his?
Moreover, is this a conscious decision to use the famous Chinese tale of
Ma Liang in the primer? Ma Liang was a poor boy who loved to draw and
paint. He was given a magic paintbrush in his dream to help poor people. The
magic paintbrush could turn everything that he drew into reality. From that
day on, he used the paintbrush whenever people needed help. But trouble
came when a rich but greedy man wanted to make use of his brush to bring
him even more money. The story ended, as in typical children’s tales, with Ma
Liang’s victory over the rich man. Although Xu modified some details of the
tale to suit the objective of an art workshop in inducing further art activities, a
story of the struggle between poor and rich should not be simply regarded as
a random choice. Can we, therefore, discern his genuine motive in introducing an environmental value from a non-western culture as resistance to mainstream environmentalism? Or in a wider scope, a resistance to the cultural
hegemony of the West? Xu’s notion of multiculturalism is also demonstrated
in how he constructed the primer. A variety of form and texts and historical
periods, spanning ancient Chinese pictographs, Egyptian hieroglyphs, cuneiform script, Arabic and English, were included in the primer as a source of
inspiration.
Xu is rather well known for dealing with frictions like this in a subtle,
metaphysical, poetic, indirect yet satirical manner. Besides his own experience as an artist from an underdeveloped country frequently taking part in
the art of developed countries, it is also important to mention that, in working on the ‘Helsinki’ project, and by placing himself in the position of the
rich, a trap was also laid for such an antagonistic approach. Seeking inspiration in Nepal, an underdeveloped country, caused him discomfort. He ‘felt
the gaze was transformed, particularly familiar, just as when I was in China,
the gaze of the westerners when they were looking at us’ (Li et al. 2009).
To a sensitive artist like him, the gaze of the West was not only uncomfortable but surely unforgettable, even though he has achieved a huge reputation
on the international art scene. Out of this discontent, were created works
such as A Case Study of Transference (1994), a performance by a boar printed
with English words on its body mating with a sow with Chinese words, and
The Parrot (1994), a performance by a living parrot shouting, ‘Modern art is
crap…’ at the audience.

5. For example, in
‘Zhuanfang Xu Bing
yishujia “zhong shu”’;
and ‘Chengwei yige
zhaohui dashenlin de
haizi’ 成为一个找回大
森林的孩子 (‘Returning
to a child in searching
for a forest return’)
(Anon. 2009b).
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6. As of 8 September 2015,
nothing regarding
‘Forest Project’ in
Kenya and other
following projects
can be found on its
original website: http://
forestproject.net.
Alternatively some
brief information
about it has been
captured in its new
Chinese website: http://
forestproject.org/index.
php.
7. For example by
Timeout, news.99ys.
com, City Magazine,
Oriental Morning, news.
artxun.com, Shenzhen
Daily, Urban Anatomy,
Asiatatler, China Daily,
the Beijinger.com and
artnow.com.

‘Forest Project’, in at Kenya, in its initial stage has been very successful, though the information about the project on its website is currently
inaccessible.6 About 200 paintings by Kenya’s children have been sold, with
prices ranging from twenty to more than 1000 US dollars. Nevertheless, a selfgenerating system is yet to be established. With the success, and experience
of working with children in Kenya, Xu wanted, in his words, to ‘transplant’
the project back to China (Li et al. 2009). He planned to work with children in
ten different places, from the relatively rich cities of Beijing and Shanghai to
the poorer regions of Sichuan, Inner Mongolia and Shanxi (Xu Bing Nurtures
Forest Project). But the experience of working with a well-established NGO
like Rare is quite a different thing to dealing with NGOs in China, as China’s
environmental NGOs are relatively young. After meeting with several environmental organizations and potential sponsors in China, he felt their objectives were heavily profit-driven. As a result, he decided to collaborate with the
He Xiangning Art Museum in Shenzhen, which would allow him to achieve
the purity of the project (Li et al. 2009). The workshops and exhibition were
held successfully in the museum between 1 November and 6 December 2009.
Children’s paintings created during the workshops were uploaded online for
sale, and some have already been sold (Xu Bing 2009). According to Xu, the
money raised is to be invested in the tree plantation at Keshiketengqi, Inner
Mongolia. To choose Keshiketengqi as the first forest site is not because of
the sand storms, which are, he claimed, actually much better now in Beijing
compared with the past, but because ‘the trees drawn by the Chinese children
will be grown into a forest on the landscape of China’ (Li et al. 2009). This is
clearly a patriotic statement that resonates with Xu’s passionate affection for
China’s ideology of Ziran.
‘Forest Project’ in Shengzhen was not only well received by the parents
of participating children but also widely covered by the media in China.7
Environmental protection was for the first time behind the art world to be
publicly featured on such a national scale led by Xu, one of the most influential contemporary Chinese artists. His effort to save China’s Ziran is recognized by the Chinese public. In March 2010, Xu, together with 9 other green
fighters, was granted the EcoHeros Award given by The Bund Magazine (外
滩画报Waitan huabao) in Shanghai (Anon. 2010). ‘Forest Project’ in Shenzhen
is also the first eco-art project conceived to be conducted country-wide. Since
then ‘Forest Project’ has travelled to Hong Kong, Brazil and Taiwan and
worked with over 200,000 children to draw trees (Ministry of Culture Republic
of China (Taiwan) 2014), although it is yet to fulfil its target of ten cities of
Mainland China.
On the surface, the format involved in realizing the project in China seems
to be a copy of that in Kenya: starting up the project with an artist production fee given to Xu and raising money for reforestation through selling of
children’s paintings. Nevertheless, on looking more closely, we can discern
that the Chinese version has something fundamentally different from Kenya’s
edition. The differentiation lies in the currency of Yuan instead of US dollars.
The Chinese ‘Forest Project’ was supported by a local organization, and their
children’s paintings are auctioned only in Yuan, as they are available exclusively on the project’s Chinese webpage but not on its English one (Xu Bing
2010). This indicates that the buyers and supporters Xu is aiming for are
largely, if not entirely, from the Chinese themselves. On the other hand, who
bought the paintings by Kenya’s children? It is not unreasonable to imagine
that the buyers might be most likely Americans or other English-speaking
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people. This is because the paintings were only presented at the MCASD and
the BAMPFA but not in Kenya. And ‘Forest Project’ is only available in two
languages, English and Chinese, on its official website, although there is a
version of the primer in Swahili. On the other hand, it is also not absurd to
think that to spend a minimum of 20 USD on a child’s painting is not an easy
decision to make for Kenya’s villagers. Assessing the currency differentiation
indicates at least one thing. The income disparity and the dependent relationship between Kenya and more developed nations are persistent problems,
which unavoidably bring conflicting attitudes to the project’s aiming to save
nature and the environment of others or, in a wider spectrum, the countries
of others. After all, to reach a genuine self-generating system lies at the heart
of the building of a self-generating system within the society itself. This is
precisely what Xu attempted to achieve in ‘Forest Project’. Nevertheless, his
Chinese version, which was executed in a manner wherein the Chinese would
be solely responsible for saving their Ziran, seems closer to the objective of
achieving a self-generating system.
The impulse of ‘An idea must take root, grow, and then bloom for it
to result in change’ (the Museum of Contemporary Art San Diego and the
University of California, Berkeley Art Museum 2009) behind Xu’s ‘Forest
Project’ evokes Rirkrit Tiravanija’s inauguration of a Thai pavilion at the
1999 Venice Biennale by the planting of a specimen of a native Thai tree,
instead of building concrete buildings like many other participating countries (Archer 2002: 213). Planting trees first in Kenya and then in China,
‘Forest Project’ manifested Tiravanija’s cross-cultural fertilization in a
reverse order. In this order, Xu contested existing values while attempting to create new values and struggled with layered complicities as well as
resistances. In this process, Ziran relations of Chineseness in Kenya’s ‘Forest
Project’, like the rise and popularity of Chinese art in the global scene and
the success of Asian-inspired cinema in Hollywood, is testimony to the rise
of Chinese values across geocultural spaces. At the same time, Ziran relations of Chineseness in Shenzhen’s ‘Forest Project’ are testimony to the rise
of traditional values in a complex set of relations with China, the Chinese
and the global scene.
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This article examines the work of contemporary Chinese artist Cai Guo-Qiang
(蔡国强) and interrogates the function of the nation state in the production, circulation, and exhibition of contemporary art practices. By invoking the work of Felix
Guattari, Bruno Latour, Timothy Morton, it also expands Cai’s thematic engagement with China’s environmental crisis in his 2014 exhibition The Ninth Wave
(jiu ji lang, 九级浪) at the Power Station of Art to veer away from the Romantic
notion of ‘Nature’ to accommodate a more comprehensive understanding of the
environment. Meanwhile, in thinking about the labour practices and the institutional context of Cai’s work, it argues that The Ninth Wave in fact perpetuated the
erasure of bio and cultural diversities under the homogenizing effects of global
capitalism.
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On the afternoon of 8 August 2014, tons of coloured smoke propelled by
combustion were seen above the Huangpu River in Shanghai. Trapped by
the humid air of a thunderstorm, the dark smoke produced by the explosion
lingered above the city’s waterfront for nearly half an hour (2014). After a brief
panic, the Shanghai Police announced through its Weibo account that the
alarming smog was nothing to be worried about. As the signature medium of
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1. The Power Station of
Art opened in 2012 and
is China’s first staterun, contemporary art
museum. The museum
is converted from a
former power plant.
It has more than two
and-a-half foot fields’
worth of exhibition
space and resembles
London’s Tate Modern.
Under the directorship
of Gong Yan, the PSA
has been designated
as the host institution
of Shanghai Biennale
since its opening.

Figure 1: Chapter one of Elegy, explosion event for the opening of Cai Guo-Qiang: The
Ninth Wave, realized on the riverfront of the Power Station of Art, August 8, 2014,
5:00 p.m., approximately 8 minutes. Photo by Stephanie Lee, courtesy of Cai Studio.

artist Cai Guo-Qiang, the gunpowder was released during the opening performance of his solo exhibition at the Power Station of Art (PSA).1 Named after
a painting by the nineteenth-century Russian marine painter Ivan Aivazovsky,
the exhibition features its namesake installation, The Ninth Wave, for which
99 fabricated animals are displayed on a fishing boat, zebras, pandas, giraffes
desperately clinging to the boat’s deck for survival (2014). Its clear reference
to Noah’s Ark suggests a familiar trope about nature and the show’s overarching theme on nature’s death. ‘I first pretended that nature was a person’,
says the artist, ‘I wanted to express that nature was dead. I purposefully tried
to turn this sadness that I feel for nature into the kind of sadness that I might
feel for a person’ (Cai Guo-Qiang 2014). It is for these reasons the three
acts of the opening explosion were each named ‘Elegy’, ‘Remembrance’ and
‘Consolation’. Tangentially engaging themes of ‘nature’ and its melancholic
death, Cai claims to confront the environmental and ecological issues faced by
China and the rest of the world.
While Aivazovsky’s painting evokes the allegory of Noah, where men are
positioned in direct opposition with ‘nature’, their exact relationship is not yet
examined in Cai’s synonymic installation. In this case, one does not need close
observation to realize that the figure of man, or Noah himself, is somehow
missing. One can even argue that the lack of human representation is in fact a
cohesive feature of the entire exhibition. For instance, in another work, ‘Silent
Ink’, a 2690-square-foot pond is carved out of the museum’s floor. Surrounded
by bent rebar and broken pieces of concrete, the pond is filled with black ink
to represent what instantly registers as a post-apocalyptic industrial wasteland. Visitors are supposed to walk around the lifeless installation and return
home feeling unsettled (2014). Likewise, for The Bund Without Us, Cai ignited
gunpowder on an 88-feet-long canvas to illustrate the iconic west bank of
Shanghai. As its title suggests, the work depicts the full span of architectures
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Figure 2: Silent Ink, 2014, concrete fragments, steel bars, insulation, water pump,
pond: 20,000 liters of black ink. Collection of the artist. Installation view at the
Power Station of Art, Shanghai, 2014. Photo by Zhang Feiyu, courtesy of
Cai Studio.

on the Bund completely deprived of human activities, a fearful warning of
men’s future. Regardless of its apparent resemblance to Chinese literati painting, its wide-angle perspective (characteristic of nineteenth-century panorama) renders an inherently modern viewing experience (2014). By situating
the spectator inside of the ‘painting’ itself, Cai hinders the viewer’s experience of the museum as the installation’s actual location and supplies it with
the illusive feeling of the apocalypse. With a deliberate effort to displace the
viewer into the badlands of the future, these works align with the public
discourse over air pollution, climate change, species extinction, deforestation
and nature conservation.
On the one hand, these works seem to be critical of capitalism, industrialization, globalization, the narrative of progress and their effects. On
the other hand, they ignore the fact that the museum itself, and the PSA in
particular, is undeniably a product of such processes. The fact that Cai’s solo
exhibition receives the majority of its funding from Infiniti, the automobile
company that most definitely contributed to the green house gas emission in
China, shows just one example of the works’ blindspot. In his book Ecology
without Nature: Rethinking Environmental Aesthetics, Timothy Morton traces
the origin of such a conceptualization of space to the aesthetic and literary
movement of Romanticism. To critique the Romantic construction of ‘place’,
Morton writes,
Environmental Romanticism argues that globalization has undermined any coherent sense of place. At least, that is an argument within
Romantic and ecocritical thinking. Such thinking aims to conserve a
piece of the world or subjectivity from the ravages of industrial capitalism and its ideologies. Place, and in particular the local, have become
key terms in Romantic ecocriticism’s rage, as impotent as it is loud –
rhetorical affect is in direct proportion to marginalization. Moreover,
this impotent rage is itself an ironic barrier to the kind of genuine (sense
of) interrelationship between beings desired, posited, and predicated by
ecological thinking. Place and the local, let alone nation, entail subject
positions – places from which Romantic ideas of place make sense.
(Morton 2009)
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That is to say, the feelings of displacement solicited by Cai’s installation are
not only ‘rhetorical’ but fail to remove the human subject from the centre
of his cosmos. What makes such a Romantic observer even more evident
is the exhibition’s reliance on immersive-installation, panorama drawing
and explosion as a real-time disaster. As a result, the kind of spectatorship
modelled by Cai’s installation not only conserves the antagonism between
men and nature, but also ratifies modernism’s separation of subject and object,
and hence the devoice of form and content, representation and reality, immaterial and material. Advocated by Felix Guattari and Bruno Latour, a genuine
ecological approach to our current crisis seeks precisely the opposite; it must
do away with the concept of subject and subjectivity altogether. (Guattari
2000) In their place, a radical egalitarianism must grant vitality to the dead,
cold, invisible and molecular things that are ordinarily condemned as objects.
That is, to marginalize the human subject to the status of a single constituent,
we must reduce concepts such as nature, place and even the environment to
their constituent parts. As Latour states, ‘if “nature” is what makes it possible to recapitulate the hierarchy of beings in a single order series, political
ecology is always manifested, in practice, by the destruction of the idea of
nature.’ He goes on, ‘[t]hank God, nature is going to die’, because otherwise
we will be forever unable to engage in politics (Latour 2004: 25). Conversely,
a theoretical reorientation suitable to today’s political ecology must be based
on a reunification between what is formerly considered to be unrelated and
even opposite. Its result is a radial mixture of paradoxes, where nature and
culture, matter and life, East and West, local and the global, female and male,
time and space, past and future, just to name a few, all come to be connected
through political ecologies’ vast network of relationalities.
To apply such a once social and material understating of ecologies, let us
return momentarily to the reception of the show’s opening explosion. Shortly
after the blaring sounds of boom rocked Shanghai that afternoon, questions
were raised about the chemicals used, their potential hazards, as well as the
lack of warning in advance. In a press release following the public’s timely
protest, the artist expressed regret about the insufficient forecast of his performance and reassured the safety of its material: ‘We used colored pigments,
kind of like the ones from India that they use in festivals. They’re harmless.’ In
addition, he also revealed a joint approval from the city’s police, fire and environmental departments, issued prior to the explosion’s spectacular bang (Cai
Guo-Qiang 2014). Cai’s proof of official endorsement, however, did not settle
the public’s outrage. And as scepticism continued to loom on the Internet,
debates about the firework’s environmental impact quickly transpired into
a discussion about art’s relationship with the social. In the cultural weekly
of Qing Nian Shi Bao (‘Youth Times’), most dissonant to the show’s message
on the environment, the columnist asks readers to bracket their ‘entanglement’ with the show’s social function, and to focus instead on the aesthetic
value of the work. In its definition of art strictly as that of the immaterial,
modernist art’s triumph over its eco-system reincarnates. Towards the end of
his essay, the columnist concludes that the incompatible receptions of Cai’s
work in China and abroad imply a ‘disjuncture’ between the internationally
renowned artist and his less-sophisticated local audience (Wang Hao 2014).
The columnist’s commentary is ironically accurate insofar as it highlights the
paradox that today’s globalization has failed to resolve.
‘So wherever we turn’, Guattari says, ‘there is the same nagging
paradox.’ On the one hand, we have created more and more sophisticated
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technologies to ‘reinstate socially useful activities on the surface of the planet’,
and on the other hand, there is ‘the inability of organized social forces and
constituted subjective formations to take hold of these resources in order to
make them work’ (Guattari 2000: 22). At the heart of this paradox, he observes,
we have the same ‘valorizing human activities’ that dominate regional singularities and specificities:
1. Those of the imperium [Latin: ‘authority’] of a global market that destroys
specific value systems and puts on the same plane of equivalence: material
assets, cultural assets, wildlife areas, etc.
2. Those that place all social and international relations under the control of
police and military machines.

2. It is from this angle
that Cai is often
associated with Robert
Smithson whose
work addresses art’s
relationship with the
event and its site, a
formal feature most
explicitly engaged
by Cai’s exposition
performance tour
around the world and
gunpowder drawings
(see Kwon 2008; Wang
Hui 2008).

At the wake of these two dominate modes of life, argued by Guattari, the
traditional roles of nation states are hijacked by the global marketplace,
the art market included, to serve ‘the authorities’ of global capitalism and
military-industrial complex. Against this gloomy picture, a perhaps ‘positive’ side-effect of this monoculture of capitalism and military control is that
the historic antagonism between the East and the West seems to be disappearing. Gone as well are the theory of a world system, politics of class
struggle and the Cold War itself (Guattari 2008: 20–21). The problem is that
these seemingly positive changes happened only symbolically and ideologically. In spite of their disappearance, class exploitation remains if not
intensified. It is also against this backdrop that China ended its decade-long
cultural revolution, where the new generation of Chinese artists completely
abolished the practices of socialist realism and dived into the world of
contemporary art.
In 1986, at the age of 29, Cai left his native China for Japan where he
emerged on the international art scene. First known to the contemporary
art world as the ‘Chinese gunpowder artist’, with a series of works titled
Projects for Extraterrestrials, Cai performatively identifies with Chinese culture,
its philosophies, religions, histories and symbolisms. Meanwhile, his overseas background also weaves him into an intricate dialogism with western
art history and its practitioners.2 Like Huang Yongping, Gu Wenda and Xu
Bing, Cai was born in the 1950s, shortly after China’s communist revolution,
and matured as the country went through decades of political and economic
turbulence. Currently living in New York, his work and biography is emblematic of China’s recent artistic diaspora in the geopolitical area of the West.
As a finalist of the 1996 Hugo Boss Prize, administered by the Guggenheim
Museum, and winner of the 48th Venice Biennale Golden Lion Prize, his
impressive profile and regular appearance on the international art scene
makes him a reputable participant of Chinese art’s globalization, which itself
mirrors the country’s growing role in global capitalism. His involvement with
the 2001 Asia Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) conference and 2008
Beijing Olympics, as the artistic director, could be seen as further evidence
of the entanglement between the artist’s personal biography and China’s
recent history. As a contributor to Art in America, Eleanor Heartney writes
‘No longer a Chinese insider, yet not a Western native, Cai is able to reveal
the unstable materials out of which such identities are constructed’ (2002:
92–97). More than a decade after Cai’s solo exhibition at the Shanghai Art
Museum, the first ever one-person show by a contemporary experimental
artist exhibited by a government-owned museum in China, we are witnessing
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a more and more international contemporary Chinese art scene, where
English, French and Japanese are widely acknowledged as its lingua franca.
Yet what Heartney does not realize is that such a deconstruction of identities has not resulted in the disappearance of nation states. On the contrary,
cities like Shanghai, Shenzhen and Dongguan continue to be the source of
not only cheap labour but where raw materials are extracted for capitalism’s
most primitive accumulation.
Second, another paradox remains unresolved in my own use of the term
‘contemporary Chinese art’. Faced with the reality of globalization and the
permeation of neo-liberal rule, let alone the foreign citizenship of many
contemporary ‘Chinese’ artists, how can something occupy at once the historical contingency of the contemporary and the geographic or cultural location
known as China? In other words, isn’t the identity of ‘contemporary artist’
already suggesting a subject position outside of the constricted boarders of
nation state? In his article ‘Currents of world-making in contemporary art’,
Terry Smith asks a similar question: ‘Can we say that contemporary art is –
perhaps for the first time in history – truly an art of the world?’ To posit such
a question in a rhetorical mode, Smith says, is to imply an answer as to what
might be distinctive about the relationships between contemporary art and its
world. He writes,
As biennales have for decades attested, art now comes from the whole
world, from a growing accumulation of art-producing localities that
no longer depend on the approval of a metropolitan center and are,
to an unprecedented degree, connected to each other in a multiplicity
of ways, not least regionally and globally. Geopolitical change has
shifted the world picture from presumptions about the inevitability of
modernization and the universality of EuroAmerican values to recognition of the coexistence of difference, of disjunctive diversity, as characteristic of our contemporary condition.
(Smith 2011)
The diffused and ultimately ‘democratic’ model of contemporary art production
described by Smith confirms at one hand the most basic proposition of
postmodernism and its conditions, under which the artist is ‘free’ to work
without rules ‘in order to formulate the rules of what will have been done’,
and thus, as Lyotard claims, the artwork possesses the characters of an event,
an entire discourse of which is connected with the immaterial and unskilled
labour under post-Fordism (Lyotard 1984: 81). On the other hand, Smith’s
optimism in contemporary art and its world does not realize the discreet yet
profound power of global capitalism, whose operation only intensified after
modernism’s death, which continued to erase the cultural and bio-diversities
that are imperative to our planet’s ecological well-being. In spite of our deep
objections, the world and its history is moving almost definitively to an end,
an end of history ironically anticipated by Francis Fukuyama more than two
decades ago. This time, what we are witnessing is not the perfected state of
human evolution, but a dead future with irreversible destruction and impossible redemption of the Anthropocene; as Paul Crutzen has it, the planet has
entered a period of geological time where the organicist cycle of the eco-system
is no longer able to perform its self-correcting and self-balancing mechanisms
(Crutzen 2002). On that note, we might as well end the essay with a photograph taken during the preparation of The Bund Without Us (2015). Captured
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Figure 3: The Bund Without Us, 2014, gunpowder on paper, 400 x 2700 cm.

by the photographer’s lens, the picture shows about twenty ‘volunteers’ cutting
stencils for the large-format installation. They are in fact art students who had
to go through an application process to participate in the work. What is more
telling about the current state of artistic production than this photograph, taken
the same day moments before Cai ignited the gunpowder to render his image?
Unpaid for their labor in preparation of the spectacular firework performance,
who is more representational of the current state of labour than the bodies
depicted? Volunteered and unseen, their bodies are superimposed on a picture
of the Bund, a monoculture outlined by gunpowder, waiting to be burned into
tomorrow’s wasteland.
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Good evening. I am Naoya Hatakeyama, and I’ve come here from Tokyo.
First, I want to take this opportunity to say Arigato to those from the
United States who extended their warm helping hands to the victims of the
11 March earthquake. For example, US Forces based in Japan went to devastated areas in the Tohoku region immediately after the tsunami disaster and
joined with Japan’s Self Defense Forces to carry out rescue operations and
provide support for those stricken by the disaster. This mission was called
‘Operation Tomodachi’. My sister still keeps a ready-to-eat US military ration
in a moss green pouch that she was given at that time.
Now, a series of my photographs called Rikuzentakata is included in the
current exhibition In The Wake. I would like to talk about the circumstances
behind these photographs, in the hope of deepening understanding of the
exhibition as a whole.
I have walked through and seen the exhibition for the first time yesterday.
As a participant, it is somewhat difficult to see the exhibition objectively, but
perhaps because I am seeing it here in Boston, there was one thing that struck
me especially, and I would like to start by discussing this.
For many decades, there have been photographs that documented disasters and wars, and shows that exhibited such photographs. Traditionally, these
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images were shot by professionals who came in from outside the disaster
zone, documented it, and took the images back to show to people in other
regions. Many photographs have been produced this way. In these cases, it
can be said that the photographers came from outside the event.
In contrast, I felt that this exhibition In The Wake is somewhat different.
What is different, as the subtitle ‘respond’ implies, is that the participants in
this exhibition became involved in the disaster, to a greater or lesser degree,
and photographed by way of response. In another words, the photographers
did not come from outside the event, but rather seem to be within the event.
There are sixteen Japanese photographers, including myself, participating in this exhibition, but perhaps because I am seeing it here in Boston, all
of the participants appear to be living together on an island, an island that
was stricken by a historically rare disaster. Each of the acts of photography
appears as ‘responding’ to ‘Three Eleven’, the Great East Japan earthquake
from within.
But even so, there certainly were differences in how each photographer
became involved with ‘Three Eleven’. If we move our viewpoint to within
Japan, much like enlarging a world map, the subtle differences start to become
apparent. Looking at the list of participants, many of them, including myself,
live in Tokyo and its vicinity, though some reside in the Tohoku region and
were actually hit and affected by the tsunami. Still others live and work overseas. Some have gone to the disaster zone to take photographs, and others
have taken photographs without going to the area.
In my case, Rikuzentakata, the town where I was born and raised in the
Tohoku region, was hit by the tsunami, and I have been going there to photograph ever since. I lost family there, our home was carried away, and the town
I remember fondly has disappeared. So I feel that I was very much within the
disaster.
However, in the eyes of the local government, I am an outsider. In order
to facilitate coming in and out of the disaster zone from Tokyo, I went to the
city hall to apply for a disaster victim certificate, but I was told ‘we cannot
issue a certificate to those whose current address is not registered here’. In
another words, ‘Because you live in Tokyo and not here, by law, you are not
regarded as a victim of the disaster.’ To be sure, when I faced the actual ‘disaster victims’ in my hometown, who narrowly escaped death after being swallowed by the black water, who were left without homes and lost their jobs,
I had to admit I am not one of them.
At such times, I’d wonder about the scope of a disaster like this. I might
think that I was within this event, but someone would tell me, ‘No, you are on
the outside’. I’d resign myself to that, when someone else would sympathize
with me and say, ‘It must have been hard on you.’ I have referred to being
‘outside’ and ‘within’ the event, but the boundary between the outside and
inside sways widely depending on the circumstance, on who you’re talking to,
and on the distance.
For the past four years, the most troubling problem for me while photographing has been this issue of the swaying ‘outside/within’ boundary, and
the issue of how others apply this ‘outside/within’ to me, or in a word, the
problem of positionality. Compared to the weight of the disaster, this may be
no more than a psychological issue, but because it is a psychological issue,
it creates a variety of pressures among people, and it becomes an important
issue when thinking about how a disaster is expressed.
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For example, let’s say a photographer I don’t know is standing close to me
in the disaster zone. He and I are both taking photographs of the foundation
of a house that was swept away by the tsunami. Our photographs may come
out looking similar. But suppose I point at the foundation and tell him, ‘My
home used to stand here’, what would happen? The difference in our reasons
for taking the photographs will become clear. My reason is ‘personal’. His
reason is not ‘personal’. I am ‘within’ and he comes from ‘outside’. The
moment he discovers that, he may no longer feel comfortable and decide to
stop taking photographs.
Because my words that convey a simple fact influence the action of
another, it can be said that those words definitely have a certain kind of
power. This is the power of being ‘within’, the power of being ‘personal’. I
must quickly add that this power is not something I have obtained personally,
but rather is a power given to me by certain events; not a power attached to
me, but a power that envelops my surroundings. In that respect, this ‘power’
is only a relative thing, and not something one can be proud of or enjoy exercising. It is something that forces me to be ever vigilant, to ensure that I do
not express that power carelessly.
One cannot tell just by looking. It can only be conveyed with words. I
would like to talk about my photography from the perspective of the complex
psychological experience of this notion of power. This is the meaning of the
title of today’s talk, ‘Personal landscape’.
To digress somewhat, I feel that this problem of ‘outside/within’ is always
attached to the act of ‘photographing’. Whenever I hold a camera up to a
subject and press the shutter button, I always feel as if my body is being forcibly pushed ‘outside’ of the reality that contains the subject before my eyes.
I sometimes even think that in order to remain ‘within’ the reality, I would
have to discard my camera and talk to or feel the subject. This suspicion of
photography does not specifically concern the disaster, but because this is an
exhibition of photography, I feel that this notion needs to be kept in the back
of our minds.
***
Rikuzentakata is located in Iwate Prefecture, about 95 miles north of the
Fukushima No.1 Nuclear Plant in Fukushima Prefecture. Four years ago on
March 11, 2011, an earthquake of 9.0 magnitude struck off the coast of Miyagi
Prefecture. It is considered to be the fourth largest earthquake in recorded
history after earthquakes in Chile, Alaska, and Sumatra. 30 minutes after the
earthquake struck, Rikuzentakata was hit by an historically unprecedented
seventeen-metre high tsunami.
It is said that the total death toll of ‘Three Eleven’ was over 18,000, and
most of those who died were drowned by the tsunami. Of the total death
toll, about 1700 or almost ten per cent of those who perished were from my
hometown Rikuzentakata. It had a population of around 23,000, and a relatively large river called Kesen-gawa River flowed through the town. At the
mouth of the river is a five kilometre wide alluvial plain where many of the
people lived. This was the reason the death toll was higher than other nearby
towns and villages, where there is less flatland. My mother, who turned 84
years old on that very day of 11 March, was among those who died.
My mother lived together with my older sister, but my sister worked as
a teacher at an elementary school built on high ground, and she was saved
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from death. The family home she had rebuilt for herself, my mother, and
me was swept away by the waves just six months after they began living
in it.
Thinking back about how I was four years ago, it is hard to believe that
I am here in the US, now calm and speaking in front of all of you. Back
then, it was all I could do to think about today and tomorrow. It was impossible for me to even imagine four years later, what seemed like a distant
future.
***
Although I was born and raised in Rikuzentakata, I left home to attend
university, and after graduating when I was 26 years old, I have lived in Tokyo
ever since. It is very common for those of us born in the provinces to come
to Tokyo for university or for other reasons, and to end up staying there for
years. When I ask someone I meet for the first time in Tokyo, ‘Where were
you born?’ many times the names of provincial regions come up.
This has been the case since the war, especially during the period of high
economic growth in the 60s, when every year a million people moved from all
over Japan to the big cities to find jobs.
Although I have been living in Tokyo, I would go back to Rikuzentakata
a few times every year, at New Year’s or for the summer memorial service
for our ancestors. I’d see my mother, my sister, relatives and friends. I also
enjoyed walking around the small town recalling my childhood days.
I am a photographer, but I mainly take photographs of landscapes and
architecture, and I do not take many snapshots in my day-to-day life. But
after around 2000, when I passed the age of 40, I began to casually take
photographs of trivial things whenever I returned to Rikuzentakata. As I
added years, the adults around me naturally got older. I would get phone
calls from my mother, and often she would tell me that a relative had died
or one of our neighbours has died. The population was declining, there were
fewer young people, and the town no longer had the vitality it had when I
was a child.
I began to casually photograph Rikuzentakata, especially the Kesen-cho
area where I was born, with a feeling of nostalgia. I would return to Tokyo,
print the photographs, pin them up on my studio wall and gaze at them.
I’d get lost in a reverie, looking at the photographs and thinking about the
wonders and cruelty of the passing of time and what’s to come for my family
and me. These photographs are not the type of photographs that I exhibit at
galleries and museums, but rather they are ‘personal’ photographs, not meant
to be shown to others. When I was through looking at them, I would put
them in a box and store them away on a shelf.
But after 11 March 2011, these photographs in the box began to hold
completely different meaning. People I photographed by chance had died.
A girl who was playing the flute at a festival became a girl without a father.
Bridges and buildings in the photographs were swept away by the tsunami,
and the festival float is also gone. After our photo albums, filled with memories, disappeared in the tsunami, I realized that images of the peaceful town
from the past remain only in my mind and in the few photographs I had
taken.
In the fall of 2011, I was given the opportunity to hold an exhibition
called Natural Stories at the Tokyo Metropolitan Museum of Photography.
Preparation for this exhibition started two years in advance, and I chose
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‘Nature’ as the theme because I had recently had an exhibition at another
museum that focused on cities and architecture. Of course, photographs of
Rikuzentakata were not in the initial list for the exhibition.
The exhibition was held six months after ‘Three Eleven’, and I decided to
hastily incorporate landscapes from Rikuzentakata after the tsunami, as well
as images of the peaceful town before the tsunami. At the time, this was the
most urgent matter to me, and given the reality of the disaster and the loss to
my hometown, it would have been unnatural to not address this matter.
But members of the museum staff and some others voiced their concern
that the photographs of Rikuzentakata had a distinctive quality that would
seem out of place in the context of my other work. Some suggested that the
‘personal’ photographs would interrupt the flow of the exhibition of my highly
abstract photographs. Others thought that these ‘personal’ photographs
would appear too graphic and evocative just six months after the disaster.
And, more fundamentally, can these ‘personal’ photographs be called ‘works
of art’? These opinions caused me to reflect on my work.
Of course, we all know examples of exceptional photographers for whom
‘personal’ photography is the core of their photographic expression. There are
great photographers whose subject is family or friends or local society, who
refuse to draw a line between their personal life and art when they work. But I
have never been that type of photographer. Moreover, I have always kept my
distance from such photography.
Not only am I a photographer who does not take snapshots, I usually
do not take photographs of people. Some may find it odd for a photographer to say ‘I do not take photographs of people’, but those of you who
frequent museums will understand that such photographers are not unusual,
historically.
When I am exposed to the feelings that photographs of people engender −
the uniqueness of a certain moment at a certain place, and the atmosphere of
‘once and only’, I feel hopelessly sad and feel like crying. And because I don’t
want to cry, the least I can do is avoid taking such photographs myself.
It was something of a contradiction then, when I gradually began to take
photographs of my mother with her bent back, children at festivals, or friends
rowing boats on the river. These were ‘personal’ photographs that I did not
intend to show to anyone, and I told myself that it was OK to look at them
and cry once in a while. But after the tsunami, I showed these very photographs in public, at a museum.
Suppose there is an artist who stubbornly believes that ‘the breakdown
of consistency in a style of work means defeat to the artist, so he should not
depart from what he usually does’. Suppose he stuck to this belief, even in the
face of such an overwhelming event. I personally would not want to go near
such an artist. Fundamentally, what artists show us is not how they engage
their own works of art, but how they engage their own world. I think that
notions like ‘consistency of style’ are insignificant compared to the magnitude
of an event like ‘Three Eleven’. Do we really need art that can sustain itself
only by insisting on ‘consistency’?
***
My snapshots do not provide a comprehensive picture of what the town
looked like before, so in that sense, they are not complete as a record of the
town. But if one looks at them now that the town has disappeared, I think one
can sense the atmosphere of the town back then.
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At the exhibition, I showed scenes of Kesen-cho before the tsunami
struck as a slideshow rather than as prints. Viewing a slideshow of the
photographs is similar to thinking back on the past. Scenes in our memory
appear and disappear, they are fleeting, and there is no intense movement
like in movies.
60 prints were mounted on the opposite wall, showing scenes of the
destruction of the town after the tsunami. In between my many trips from
Tokyo to Rikuzentakata, I had printed them hurriedly in the darkroom, then
framed and mounted them as they were. For the slideshow, a video monitor was embedded in the wall, with a spotlight to make it look as if a single
print was mounted. Some viewers were surprised to see that the picture in the
frame had changed before they noticed it.
The reaction of the viewers varied. One even told me, ‘I was never interested in your work before, but I thought the pictures in the slideshow were
good.’ The world is always beyond my comprehension.
A publishing company took notice of my exhibition, and the following
year, I was able to publish a book called Kesengawa, which had photographs
of before and after the tsunami. A French publishing company also offered
to publish my work after seeing the exhibition on tour in Amsterdam, and a
bilingual French-English book based on the Japanese original was published
the following year.
The editor had requested an essay for the book, so I started to write thinking back to the days after the earthquake struck. Because the trains stopped
running for several days, I rode a motorcycle from Tokyo to Rikuzentakata.
The memory was so strong that I wrote a detailed account of the trip, and
the essay grew longer than I intended. The book designer used quick wit and
interspersed the essay among the photographs, resulting in an unusual book
where photographs and words are interwoven.
The essay I wrote starts like this:
Something is happening. Not here, somewhere far away, in that familiar place, something huge is taking place. I cannot see what is going
on from where I am now. I wait a little, in the faint hope that someone might be able to tell me something, but it seems that no one can
do anything for me. I have no other choice than to go to somewhere
where I will be able to see what is happening. It will take time, probably several days, to reach my destination. But in a few days I should
be able to see. And to understand. What has happened to my town,
my home, my family, I should finally be able to understand everything.
However, for the few days that the journey will take, I will still have
seen nothing. I must move forward without knowing anything.
After this, the description of my trip to Rikuzentakata continues at length.
The photographs of the once peaceful town interspersed with the text are also
scenes of my hometown that came to mind as I rode my motorcycle north
through the falling snow. Then there is one blank page, followed by scenes
of the town that has completely changed, and no text accompanies these
photographs.
I feel that I would need hours to talk about this one book. How, in the
end, should I see this series of photographs?
One thing I can say for sure is that this cannot be called a ‘project’.
Curators often ask, ‘What is your new project about?’ as if it is a greeting of
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some sort. But right now, I am not able to clearly answer such a question. It is
not possible for anyone to conceptualize or to plan photographs like the ones
you are seeing now as something to ‘pro-ject’.
These photographs were created as a result of my getting involved in an
unexpected, unfortunate event. Because of this, curators would tell me, ‘I
cannot comment on your photographs of Rikuzentakata.’ Indeed, it would
miss the mark to say words often used in criticism of work or projects such
as ‘interesting/boring’ or ‘good/bad’ or ‘beautiful’ or ‘powerful’ in commenting on these photographs of mine. It may even be that some feel it is morally
reprehensible to make such comments.
When the subject of the photographs involves many deaths, towns that
were swept away and vanished, the sorrow of those who survived, the hardship and worry, it becomes difficult to use words like ‘interesting’ or ‘boring’
that are often used to critique work. I discussed earlier the comparison
between me and another photographer taking photographs of the foundation
of my family home, and perhaps a similar thing occurs when one is ‘viewing’
the photographs. There is a peculiar power surrounding these photographs
that prohibits one from making a casual evaluation. Even if this was not my
intention, the viewer must feel a sense of unease towards this power. I think it
is not easy to analyse this power.
On the other hand, why is it that photographs that are called ‘projects’
or ‘works of art’ trigger an abundance of words, to the point of verbosity, in
contrast to this uncomfortable silence? This question would not have occurred
to me before now.
***
To be honest, since the tsunami, I think I have been photographing without
wondering whether my photographs are ‘works of art’ or not. I have been
photographing with the sense that nothing can be done, even if the photographs give viewers a sense of unease and only produce silence, or deny the
possibility of evaluation.
I am not taking photographs in Rikuzentakata for media such as newspapers or magazines. I am not photographing because someone has asked me
to, nor is it for art galleries or museums. There is no point to showing these
photographs to those who were affected by the tsunami. But then, I am not
making these photographs for myself either.
It may sound a bit strange, but from the day after the tsunami to the
present, I’ve had the feeling that someone is demanding something of me.
That ‘demand’ doesn’t seem to come from a personal place, in other words,
from within ‘myself’, but rather from outside of myself. I am actually photographing with the feeling that I am responding to that ‘demand’. In this, I feel
it is an act of ‘response’, in the true meaning of the word.
The thing I am responding to is definitely not the ‘tsunami’. It is impossible and non-sensical to ‘respond’ to a tsunami. What I am responding to
is a ‘someone’, with a voice that is calling upon me. It could be my mother,
acquaintances, my dear friends and their families, mentors I respect or my
schoolmates who have died. I cannot clearly explain who the ‘someone’ is.
But it is clear to me that the ‘someone’ is in the sphere occupied by love and
respect.
That may be an overblown, theological sounding way of stating things.
But upon seeing the word ‘respond’ in the subtitle for this exhibition, I felt
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reassured and encouraged, because ‘response’ conveys a deeper truth than
the word ‘project’ has over the past four years.
The sensation of ‘response’ that welled up inside me perhaps suggests the
possibility that things seen as personal might become social things. For this
very reason, I imagine that the word ‘responsibility’ might derive from the
words ‘possibility of response’.
Furthermore, this raises the question of whether it is possible to reinterpret the entire act of ‘responding’ and to organize it as a’project’, in other
words, to incorporate it into a method of ‘art’. If it is possible, those curators who have said ‘I cannot comment’ might be able to talk about it more
freely. But thinking more deeply about this issue will have to wait for another
occasion.
***
In regards to the ‘Landscape’ aspect of the title of my talk, I should address it
more by showing recent scenes of Rikuzentakata.
For example, if I were to continue my earlier discussion and say, ‘My
home was at the foot of the rainbow’, we could analyse the typically unspeakable atmosphere that attaches to this ‘personal landscape’. I am sure that my
words would change the expression of this very photograph. Is the value or
the significance of this landscape thus determined in a linguistic manner, and
not in visual manner? Am I able to show my ‘personal landscape’ without the
aid of words, like many museum artists do?
Other topics include actual large-scale civil engineering projects, the
problem of local residents losing their grasp of time, and the issue of how to
preserve remains from the disaster for the sake of future imagination. There
is the question of why the lone, majestic pine tree that survived from among
70,000 other trees had to be preserved as a monument at a cost of 1.3 million
dollars.
This is from my recent exhibition at Nikon Salon in Tokyo, earlier in April
2015; 63 landscapes were exhibited on the wall. Some of these are also exhibited here in Boston. Since the tsunami, I have been travelling between Tokyo
and Rikuzentakata pretty much every month and have been photographing
mainly landscapes. In the beginning, the terrible extent of the disaster and
anger and sadness at the destruction of the places of my memory were the
reasons for photographing the area. These reasons can definitely be said to
be ‘personal’.
Earlier, I mentioned that the centre of Rikuzentakata was on the plain
created by the river. In some of these photographs, it is possible to see how
the town was built at pretty much the same elevation as the river. About half
of the houses in the entire town, including mine, were built on this low land.
When I recall how no one, including myself, raised a doubt about living on
such low land, I feel a lump in my throat.
Many of those who lost their homes but survived the tsunami and now live
in temporary shelters on school grounds used to live on this plain. Will they
return there? No, many of them say they do not wish to live in the lowland
anymore. They think that since they have lost everything, they would rather
start anew in a place where they can feel safe. The national government, the
prefecture and town administrations are all proactive in trying to build a new
and safe town so that the tragedy is not repeated in the future.
This new community development specifically involves building residential areas on higher ground. Simply put, the idea is to cut into the surrounding
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mountains and create flat surfaces to build on, while taking the excavated
earth to the lowland to raise its surface level. In the mountainous region
where I come from, this is the only way to acquire flat, level land at higher
elevations. In addition to this development, construction of a 12.5 metre-high
breakwater is about to start, to prepare for another big tsunami that might hit
the region in the future.
The fact that the scale of the civil engineering works is huge means it will
affect the surroundings. With the rise in construction costs and shortage of
workers, excessive cost and time are being spent on building homes. People
are waiting for the completion of land development for home construction,
which could take upwards of five to six years from the year of the tsunami. But
as they wait for the completion, they age 5 to 6 years at the same time. If they
are elderly persons, they will hesitate to build new homes. I am also allotted a
plot of land on higher ground, which is reduced in area from the original plot,
but I am still undecided as to what to do about it.
The nature of the landscape in Rikuzentakata is changing. I began to feel
this strongly in the latter part of 2013. When the ruins are cleared, the original
blocks are filled and new roads are built on top of them, it becomes difficult
to recall the time before the tsunami from the landscape. The new townscape is entering a new phase by making a clean break with the memories
of the past. There are now far fewer ‘memories’ in my photographs. Rather,
there are more photographs of huge civil engineering ‘projects’ now, and as
a result, I am losing my confidence about continuing to call these landscapes
‘personal’.
Since the 80s, I have been photographing limestone mines all over Japan.
These photographs were made into a series called LIME WORKS and when I
visited Rikuzentakata recently, I was surprised to see that the landscape there
started to resemble the mines I know so well. But this is naturally so, because
the method of carving out the mountains is exactly the same method used in
mining an open-pit mine. The heavy equipment like dump trucks comes from
the same manufacturers as those used at the mines. Explosives are used to
mine limestone, and in Rikuzentakata too, explosives are used every day to
break up thick limestone bedrock deep in the mountains. At the mines, I often
watched the equipment that grinds rock into small pieces and watched the
end of the conveyor belt drop earth as it moved. The scenes I encounter now
in Rikuzentakata give me a strange sense of ‘déjà vu’.
After the land development is completed some years from now, I was
told that all of the machinery and equipment, including the giant suspension
bridges for the conveyors will be dismantled. The town will be very quiet and
will probably no longer look like a rugged mine, and I wonder how the town
where I was born and raised will look. It ought to look like what we envisioned after the tsunami, but I don’t think there is anyone anywhere who can
tell me with confidence that the town will look the way we hope it will be.
As if one ‘responding’ to the massiveness of the tsunami, the current
rebuilding project is also huge. Because it is huge, once the project starts, there
is almost no way to stop it, it will take time and there is no going back. The
number of residents who gave up trying to stay in Rikuzentakata and moved
on to other places is approaching the number of those who lost their lives in
the tsunami. Those with the financial ability have already bought a plot of
land in the mountain area and built a house and started a new life. Questions
arise as to whether the initially planned number of houses will have been built
when the huge civil engineering projects are done, and whether the town we
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dreamed of will be reborn. The outlook on these questions has been undergoing a constant downward revision.
Four years after the tsunami struck, the landscapes of Rikuzentakata for me
right now appear as a mixture of the ‘personal’ and the ‘non-personal’. Right
now, I am feeling as if my body that was within the event is gradually being
pulled out as time passes by. Perhaps this is what people refer to as ‘oblivion’.
Thank you very much.
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This article investigates the role that art photography of in relation to the earthquake
and tsunami that hit Japan in March 2011. The article focuses on an ethical and
moral debate that emerged amongst Japanese photographers who questioned how the
disaster and its aftermath can be, or should, be represented in a photograph. At the
forefront of this debate was the photographer Naoya Hatakeyama whose personal
connection to the region turned him into a quasi spokesperson for his profession.
Through a close reading of his photographic works, the article situates post-tsunami
photography in relation to wider photographic trends in Japanese visual culture.
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INTRODUCTION
The earthquake and tsunami that hit Japan on the 11 March 2011 were a major
turning point in Japanese society. The disaster was immediately followed by a
man-made disaster – the nuclear crisis in Fukushima – which continues to
unfold today and which some predict will unravel for many more decades to
come. In any debate on 3.11, as this tragic event is commonly referred to in
Japan, one must therefore distinguish between at least two interrelated yet also
355
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separate events: a natural disaster set in the past and outside of the control of
man, as well as a man-made disaster set in the past, present and future. For
the sake of clarity this article will largely focus on the natural disaster.
Another distinction needs to be made with regard to the type of photographs that I am referring to here: this article is not concerned with photojournalism – a discussion of which would exceed the scope of this article.
Rather, my focus is on art photography, or photographic works produced
within a contemporary art context. In Japan these two genres are occasionally distinguished on a linguistic level by referring to photojournalists (regardless of their gender) as kameraman, whereas art photographers are known
as shashinka, derived from the Japanese word for photography shashin. The
suffix ka is associated with a level of expertise and artistic authorship more
commonly associated with art photographers, and it is this group that I am
referring to in this article.
3.11 had a profound impact on photographic discourses in Japan. Indeed,
the event caused such a major turning point in Japanese society that two
camps of photographers soon began to form in the aftermath: those who
chose to travel to the affected region to embark on a photographic project,
and those who consciously chose not to go to the region. Yet the boundaries between these two camps are actually much more blurred than they first
appear. For instance, some photographers travelled to the region and ended
up not taking any photographs at all, while others addressed the disaster from
a more abstract point of view via visual allegories or metaphors even though
they perhaps never entered the affected region as such. Either way, these
strategies by art photographers are largely centred on a wider debate on ethics
and morals, which I want to highlight in this article.
To do so I will mainly refer to the art photographer Naoya Hatakeyama,
whose role in the debate, for the following reasons, is rather significant. First,
Hatakeyama’s status as widely respected photographer affords him a level
of seniority within a wider community of photographers that precedes 3.11.
Second, Hatakeyama was one of the very first photographers to travel to the
region in order to produce a photographic project. Since then Hatakeyama’s
photographs of areas affected by the tsunami have been shown in several
national and international exhibitions to wide acclaim. Third, and perhaps
most importantly, Hatakeyama grew up in a town called Rikuzentakata, which
would become known as one of the most badly affected towns that were hit
by the tsunami. As a consequence of these factors, Hatakeyama has emerged
as a key national and international figure in photographic discourses on 3.11.
The respected culture magazine Geijutsu Shinchō described Hatakeyama as a
‘spokesperson’ for photographers whose work is concerned with 3.11 (Anon.
2011a). It is for these reasons outlined above that this article mainly refers to
Hatakeyama’s experience to establish a moral and ethical framework of this
debate, before analysing his work from Rikuzentakata in more detail.

A QUESTION OF ETHICS
In an interview for the photography magazine Asahi Camera published in
September 2011, Hatakeyama recounts what happened on the tragic day that
Japan was struck by a massive earthquake and tsunami (Hatakeyama 2011a).
As fate would have it, Hatakeyama was attending a meeting with fellow
photographers in a Tokyo office building when the earthquake struck. When
news about the tsunami broke soon after, Hatakeyama recalls how one of
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the photographers attending the meeting said that the disaster represents
an opportunity to produce ‘good photographs’ (ii shashin). Puzzled by the
notion of a ‘good photograph’ produced in the midst of a natural disaster,
Hatakeyama recalls the following:
Even if he [the fellow photographer] could take a photograph of a car
floating in front of him, and even if that extremely spectacular image
actually is a ‘good photograph’ [ii shashin] in his eyes, and the viewer
would recognize the value of the image instantly, what kind of ‘goodness’ is realized through such an image?
(Hatakeyama 2011a: 76)
Hatakeyama’s question points to a crucial binary consistently overshadowing the ethical debate on representations of the land affected by the tsunami:
how can an artistic medium associated with beauty and aesthetics be used
to depict the ugliness of a disaster that caused widespread destruction and
countless deaths? (see also Tran 2015). This binaryism is further amplified
with regard to art photography because, similar to a painter or printmaker, the
photographer is engaged in an activity where the final outcome is an artwork
(sakuhin, derived from the words ‘make’ and ‘object’). This is another aspect
that distinguishes the art photographer from the photojournalist whose main
concern is not to produce a stand-alone artwork but rather to produce images
that would accompany or illustrate the news event. The difference between
one and the other might appear subtle, but it has profound effects on the ethical considerations when photographing the event.
For Hatakeyama, therefore, the ethical concern about producing a ‘good
photograph’ also extends into another question: how can a photographer
produce an image of a disaster with the intention of producing an artwork?
(Hatakeyama 2011b). This concern has been voiced by another photographer,
namely Kisei Kobayashi, who wrote the following:
I avoided going to the affected region [hisaichi]. Of course, I wanted
take photographs. On the other hand, I did not want to turn that tragic
event into my ‘artwork’ [sakuhin].
(2012: 19–20)
In this context it is important to note that the notion of an artwork also implies
a viewer seeing this artwork, such as in a gallery, museum or another form
of cultural institution. There is therefore a tangible link between a photographer’s pursuit, the artwork, and the artwork viewed outside of the context of
the subject depicted by the photographer. The danger for art photographers is
that the subject they have depicted becomes objectified once it is visually and
conceptually framed as an artwork and shown within an art context. Further
complicating matters is the widely held assumption that artworks form part
of an artist’s upward trajectory in the art world and can therefore be interpreted as a method for personal gain. Confronted with this ethical dilemma,
Kobayashi, like many other photographers, chose not to go the affected region.
Others, like the photographer, Takashi Homma felt compelled to physically travel to the region, but not actually represent the disaster per se, but
to find different ways to depict the disaster through visual allegories or
metaphors. For his photobook Mushrooms from the Forest (2011) Homma
produced still-life photos of irradiated mushrooms. The rationale behind this
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photographic methodology is described by Homma in a symposium held in
June 2011 as follows:
Photographers [shashinka] are like vultures: they go to the site and
take photographs and then sell these to the media. Although there is
a certain reality in those images, I think they went there after the event
and merely look at that site [genchi] I try to think about the difference
between watching the news and looking at the site while being there.
(Homma 2013: 24)
Against this discursive backdrop, the choice whether photographers should
or should not go to the region affected by the tsunami was a hotly debated
subject in a variety of different media (for instance Ishikawa and Moriyama
2011; Moriyama 2011). Out of this debate emerged a keen consideration for
the word hisaichi, in this context a land affected by the tsunami, and hisaisha, a
people affected by the tsunami. The latter term is problematic in the sense that
it seeks to address an entire segment of the population, many of whom felt
that the term is too impersonal and stigmatizing (Goto 2013). Photographing
or even objectifying those affected by the tsunami, as photographers at the
time realized, would have merely confirmed this stigma through the visual
regime of the photograph itself. In many ways, ethical and moral concerns
burdened photographers to such an extent that some of them felt paralysed in
light of what happened on 3.11. Yet on the other hand, it also opened up new
opportunities for photographers to represent the disaster from an entirely
new point of view. In the very least the above summary should exemplify that
3.11 had a significant impact on photographic discourses in Japan, shifting the
debate towards moral and ethical considerations, as well as questioning the
role of photography, and indeed the photographer.

NAOYA HATAKEYAMA’S PHOTOGRAPHS OF RIKUZENTAKATA
In the context of the moral and ethical debate outlined above, it is important
to establish why Hatakeyama was one of the first photographers to depict
the aftermath of the tsunami. Hearing about the destruction in his hometown Rikuzentakata, Hatakeyama returned immediately out of concern for
his family. The house of his sister was severely damaged while the whereabouts of his elderly mother remained unknown. She too, like so many others
in Rikuzentakata, tragically passed away in the disaster. The intention of
Hatakeyama’s return was to help and provide comfort to those close to him,
which differs dramatically from the intention of photojournalists on assignment
for a newspaper for instance. Over the ensuing weeks and months, however,
and partially encouraged by his family, Hatakeyama began to photograph
the affected region near his hometown. At this moment in time, Hatakeyama
committed himself to a major shift in his career as an artist and photographer. Widely regarded as one of Japan’s best-known art photographers, in the
past Hatakeyama tended to photograph like a detached observer, looking at
a subject from the outside. This is the case with his photographs depicting a
former German coalmine in his book Zeche Westfahlen I/II Ahlen (Hatakeyama
2006) or his visual typology River Series (photography project from 1993/1994)
where he photographed the underground canal system in Tokyo. His photographs are crisp, technically well executed and aesthetically composed depictions of man-made landscapes.
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Figure 1: Naoya Hatakeyama, Rikuzentakata, July 2004.

Figure 2: Naoya Hatakeyama, Rikuzentakata, April 2011.
While remaining true to his visual style explored in previous photographic
projects, in his photographs of Rikuzentakata, however, Hatakeyama ventures
into a subject matter that is far more personal. After all, Hatakeyama grew up
in the town and on previous occasions would photograph it for his personal
archive (Goldberg 2015). In July 2004, for instance, Hatakeyama photographed
Rikuzentakata from an elevated viewpoint focusing on the town in the foreground while the sea is visible in the background to the image (see Figure 1).
In order to depict the town from that particular vantage point and due to
the narrow range of the lens, Hatakeyama chose to take two images that,
once they have been merged with each other, present a wider perspective.
Unlike the work of artists such as Andreas Gursky who use digital technology to create large-scale photographs produced out of many image components, Hatakeyama applies a much more intuitive photographic methodology
as he simply merges two analogue images into one. The merging of images is
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1. A case in point is a
series of satellite
photographs
assembled by the
New York Times,
which depicts the
land before and after
it was affected by the
tsunami (Anon. 2011b).
Similar forms of visual
display could also
have been found in the
Japanese media at the
time.

purposely not seamless as one can clearly see that the montage is created by
two separate images. In the context of Hatakeyama’s oeuvre, this approach is
rather unusual and perhaps it is an indication that this photographic montage
was not primarily produced for public consumption in a gallery or in a book.
The fact that this image was not published until after 2011 would support
this theory. In addition to that, the splitting of the image also alludes to the
fact that the subject matter is deeply personal and that the photographer’s
relationship to the subject is more complex and attaining the viewpoint of a
detached observer is more challenging. The photographic montage alludes to
the notion that photographs never produce one single ‘truth’ or ‘reality’, but
rather that these realities are often more fragmented, complex and perhaps
even contradictory.
On his return to Rikuzentakata in the aftermath of 3.11, in April 2011
Hatakeyama produced another photographic montage of his hometown.
Even though this montage might have been taken with the same camera,
with the same lens and from the same vantage point, it depicts an utterly
different reality compared to the montage taken some seven years earlier: the
urban landscape of the town has so dramatically altered that it bears very little
resemblance to how it looked in the past. Rizukentakata has been completed
flattened by the tsunami as only a small number of buildings were able to
withstand the forces of nature. Hatakeyama has remarked that with no buildings or structures to anchor personal memories, and, vice versa, without access
to these memories triggered by the buildings, his hometown looked much
smaller than what he remembered (2011a: 77). There is, in other words, a
very distinct rupture between how a place is remembered and how this place
has now changed. In his post-3.11 photographic montage of Rikuzentakata,
Hatakeyama alludes to this friction between memory and reality by presenting the montage as much more flawed compared to the 2004 version: the
seams of the two images are even more visible; the clouds in one image are
darker than in the other; even the horizon line is distinctly crocked. In the
context of 3.11, the photographic montage also assumes a new relevance: it
alludes to the fact that the destruction of the tsunami is so unimaginably large
that it cannot possibly be documented or presented through a single image.
Here, the photographic montage also functions as a critique of the medium
photography itself as Hatakeyama seemingly questions the validity of representation in relation to the disaster.
By presenting the two photographic montages from 2004 and 2011 side
by side as a quasi-diptychs, Hatakeyama chose to question and complicate the role of photography even further. At first sight the diptychs can be
seen to reinforce a temporal binary commonly applied by the news media
which tended to focus on ‘before’ and ‘after’ photographs of the disaster.1
This form of binaryism also feeds into a larger philosophical discourse on
nature and culture, which frequently pervades discussions on photography.
In Hatakeyama’s photographic montages on the other hand, the viewer is
deeply implicated in the works as the images become more open to interpretation. As such, the viewer is also implicated in the temporal divide between
the ‘before’ and ‘after’, whereas the destruction of the former is reinforced
through the visual presentation of the latter. On one hand, images are merged,
however crudely that may be, yet on the other hand the two photographic
montages of 2004 and 2011 are also presented physically detached from each
other. According to this complex presentation, there are no easy explanations
as to what happened to Rikuzentakata. It is not simply a question of nature
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Figure 3: Naoya Hatakeyama, from the book Kesengawa (2013).
versus culture or a temporal ‘before’ and ‘after’, but rather these categories are
informing one another through a nodal point manifested by the viewer looking at the photograph(s).
Like most art photographers in Japan, Hatakeyama tended to avoid
taking pictures of people affected by the tsunami. This focus is reflected in
the images he selected for a variety of magazines that published his work
in the aftermath of 3.11 as well as his photobook Kesengawa, which was
published in 2013 (Hatakeyama 2013). One exception, however, was a photograph of Hatakeyama’s mother, taken by the photographer a few years before
the tsunami hit the east coast of Japan (see Figure 4). Rather ominously, in
the photograph the elderly woman is depicted as she is looking through a
camera out towards the sea. Her body rests against a concrete bolder that is
meant to break the impact of waves crashing into the coast, whereas her face
is slightly obscured by the camera and the fact that she was depicted from
a slight distance. The photograph further underlines a very distinct shift in
Hatakeyama’s practice that developed in the immediate aftermath of 3.11 as
he begins to introduce subjects that are personal to him, even as personal as
to include an image of his late mother. The invisible boundary between the
detached observer and the subject that tended to exist in his previous body
of work is now increasingly evaporating. By specifically introducing this very
personal image in the book Kesengawa (2013), Hatakeyama invokes Roland
Barthes’ classic book on photography, Camera Lucida, in which he describes
the impact of seeing a photograph of his deceased mother (Barthes 1981).
The tripartite relationship between the maternal, death and photography is cunningly alluded to in Hatakeyama’s image. However, the fact that
Hatakeyama’s mother’s face is partially obscured suggests that her presence
in the image signifies the maternal in a more universal way. Hatakeyama does
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Figure 4: Hatakeyama's mother, taken by the photographer a few years before the
tsunami hit the east coast of Japan.
not as much represent his mother lost to the disaster, but rather he represents
all loss of human life.
Hatakeyama is one of many renown Japanese photographers who either
explicitly or implicitly reference the work of the so-called ‘New Topographics’
group of photographers. The term New Topographics is derived from the title
of a highly influential exhibition held in 1975 at the George Eastman House
in Rochester, New York, which focused on ‘Photographs of man-altered landscapes’ (Foster-Rice and Rohrbach: 2013). Artists participating in this groundbreaking exhibition include well-known figures such as Lewis Baltz, Bernd
and Hilla Becher or Stephen Shore, who have since gained great popularity in Japan. Their work can be characterized as straight-forward: both in the
sense that their photographs are formally structured and composed, and also
in the way that they are meant to be honest and truthful. Photographs are
presented like emotionless matter-of-fact observations of the real world. The
New Topographics have had a very large impact on photographic discourses
in Japan, particularly with a generation of photographers who emerged in the
1980s and 1990s, such as Toshio Shibata.
Previous to 3.11, Hatakeyama’s work can be seen to feed into this visual
and philosophical discourse established by the New Topographics. Yet the
inclusion of the photograph of his mother appears to question the photographer’s ability to always remain emotionally detached from the subject
matter depicted in the image. As such, Hatakeyama’s post-3.11 work represents an important break: not just from previous photographic projects but
also more broadly from the large stronghold the New Topographics have had
on photographic discourses in Japan. Here, Hatakeyama purposefully introduced a photograph to his body of work that is deeply ‘personal’, yet he does
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so in the context of a ‘public’ event visually consumed on TV, in the media
and in photographs all across the world. In so doing, Hatakeyama points to
the fact that the ‘personal’ cannot ever be wholly removed from the ‘public’.
Compared to other Japanese photographers such as Daido Moriyama or
Naoki Ishikawa who also photographed the region affected by the tsunami,
Hatakeyama’s work stands out because it does not engage in the impossible
task of trying to document the event, but rather it provides new ways of thinking about photography and its role in relation to disaster. Here, Hatakeyama
has more in common with Toshi Fujiwara, whose mesmerizing essay film
Mujin Chitai/No Man’s Zone (Fujiwara, 2012) provides a dense philosophical
and self-reflective debate about the relationship between images, memory
and disasters.2

2. See my forthcoming
book chapter on Toshi
Fujiwara’s work in the
edited collection World
Cinema and the Essay
Film.

CONCLUSION
In her book Imaging Disaster: Tokyo and the Visual Culture of Japan’s Great
Earthquake of 1923, the art historian Gennifer S. Weisenfeld argues that
reactions to trauma are not just configured by society and politics, but that
they are also informed by the representation of this trauma via photographs
(Weisenfeld 2012). This argument appears to be particularly true for Japan,
a country prone to be affected by natural disasters due to its vulnerable
geographic location on the edge of the Pacific Plate, but also a key country
with regard to the development of photographic technologies. The invention of photography in Europe in the late 1830s and early 1840s also shares
an uncanny historical proximity to the opening up of Japan in 1853 and the
subsequent birth of a modern nation state. From the introduction of durable
cameras for war photographers to the invention of cameras built into mobile
phones, Japan has always been at the forefront of technological invention
with regard to photographic technologies. Japan’s cultural and social affinity with photography, and the widespread usage of photography amongst
artists as well as amateurs, has had the effect that the cataclysmic events
such as the Great Kanto earthquake or the Kobe earthquake of 1995 are so
vividly remembered in Japanese society today. In essence, it is the photographic image that is partially responsible for the enduring legacy of these
disasters.
As I hope to have illustrated above, Hatakeyama’s photographs of 3.11
feed into a much larger discursive formation where the ethical and moral
position of the photographer was hotly debated in Japan. At all times during
this debate, Hatakeyama has exhibited a keen awareness of the potential
complications of producing artworks, or indeed choosing to photograph the
effects of the disaster in the first place. Yet, crucial to Hatakeyama’s visual
methodology is the fact that his own photographic archive from the region
precedes the disaster itself. Here, Hatakeyama does not simply provide a
crude ‘before’ and ‘after’ juxtaposition, but rather his work must be seen in
a larger ontological context where notions such as memory, truth or reality
are in themselves questioned through the photographic image. Hatakeyama’s
photographs of the aftermath of the disaster include, perhaps necessarily, images that were taken many years before the tsunami altered the landscape forever. Hatakeyama thus establishes the fact that places are primarily
produced through our memory of these places. Photography, as highlighted
in his work, fulfils the crucial function of facilitating the mental process of
remembering as well as mourning. This approach, in turn, facilitates new
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ways of thinking that broaden our understanding of social, cultural and natural ecologies. Hatakeyama’s work on 3.11 thus must be seen not simply as a
series of photographs of the disaster but as a method to theorize and conceptualize the disaster through the act of image making.
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and Beijing Green
ABSTRACT

KEYWORDS

This article examines Zhao Liang’s photographic series Beijing Green (2004–07)
and Water (2004–08). Both works document environmental degradation in the
Chinese capital while making references to the Chinese pictorial tradition: the green
and blue hues of Beijing Green are reminiscent of shanshui landscapes, while
Water’s carefully controlled compositions and highly saturated colours are reminiscent of early twentieth century flowers and birds paintings. The artist is interested
in ephemeral sites, where the natural and the artificial are meshed together forming
strangely beautiful patterns. His images of Beijing’s ecological decay are both stunning and deeply disturbing. Pollution is aestheticized in Beijing Green and Water:
a fact that has raised substantial criticism. Art historians have condemned the cultivated political quietude of Zhao’s practice. Yet one detects an unmistakable humour
in the artist’s two photographic series, a tongue-in-cheek intonation, which distances
them from the model of activist art but has nonetheless critical and subversive ends.
This article suggests that the target of Zhao’s subtle irony is the state’s discourse
around ‘ecological civilization’ (shengtai wenming) – still prominent today – and
the official authorities ubiquitous advertisement campaign calling for the beautification of Beijing launched in preparation for the 2008 Olympics.
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landscape photography
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propaganda
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Figure 1: Zhao Liang, Beijing Green No. 2, 2004–07 (detail), Ink jet print on xuan rice paper. Courtesy of the artist.
With one eye on the elegant aesthetics of traditional shanshui painting and
the other on postmodernist photography, Zhao Liang began in 2004 to document the environmental degradation on China’s capital. He was particularly attracted to ephemeral sites, where the natural and the artificial meshed
together forming strangely beautiful patterns. For his two series, cannily titled
Beijing Green (2004–7) and Water (2004–08), he took frontal photographs
of polluted waterways and sprawling real estate developments in the city’s
outskirts, near his home in the Chaoyangdi district. Beijing Green (2004–07),
a triptych mounted on hanging scrolls and printed on rice paper, depicted
mounds of dusty weeds and gravel covered by emerald green nettings and
surrounded by gigantic building cranes.
In Water (2004–8) the putrescent amalgam of waste floating on Beijing’s canals
resembled the elegance and delicacy of the nature studies of literati painting.

Figure 2: Zhao Liang, Water No. 1, 2006. Ink jet print on xuan rice paper.
Courtesy of the artist.
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Sport shoes, plastic bags, umbrellas, yoghurt cans, candy bar wraps, flowers and the carcass of a fish drifted on the canal dark blue waters. Because of
their self-consciously composed appearance, Zhao’s images may recall some
of the strategies of 1970s postmodernist photography: in them urban waste
simulates the harmonious beauty of well-kempt gardens and the controlled
compositions of shanshui paintings.1
Beijing Green and Water significantly departed from other contemporary
visual practices addressing China’s environmental problems. Specifically Zhao
shunned the argumentative and evidentiary mode of investigative reportage,
with its emphasis on ‘big data’ and didactic animation (e.g. Chai Jing’s recent
viral video, Under the Dome, 2015). The artist’s work also eschewed the affective register of humanist photography, with its focus on the victims of industrial contamination (e.g. Lu Guang’s project, Pollution in China, 2009; Wang
Jiuliang’s Beijing Besieged by Waste, 2011, and Plastic China, 2014).2 Instead
Zhao’s images are visually pleasurable. Their beautiful form conveys a kind
of cool and perhaps cynical detachment. Indeed, there is something unnerving and disturbing in Zhao’s aestheticization of pollution, which has stirred
some controversy. Consider Michael Hatch’s scathing critique of Zhao’s
photography on the pages of Artforum. According to Hatch the pictures are
startlingly evocative of indifference towards the serious ecological catastrophe experienced by China. The critic draws attention to the contrast between
the urgent issues portrayed by the photographs and ‘the aestheticized quietude’ with which they are represented (Hatch 2008: 483). Because of their
overt aesthetic quality, Zhao’s images epitomize ‘the manner in which issues
from social passivity to environmental pollution can be politely observed and
accepted without comment, seemingly indefinitely’ (Hatch 2008: 483). For
Hatch, Zhao’s pretty images are a loaded and troublesome mitigation of the
devastating and dramatic consequences of decades of unrelenting waste and
massive urban development.
What to make of the artist’s aestheticization of pollution? In this essay, I
want to forgo the view that Zhao’s photography stands for a quietist approach
to environmental politics not the least because the evidence of the artist’s
politically engaged documentary practice does not support such a reductive and dismissive reading. Working at the margins of the art world since
the mid-1990s, when he moved to Beijing after graduation from the Lu Xun
Academy of Fine Arts, Zhao has produced a large body of works that have
addressed important issues such as the social alienation of youth (Paper
Airplane, 2001), and the plight of ordinary citizens who are subject to police
abuse and a corrupt judicial system (Petition, 2009; Crime and Punishment,
2007). Also addressing important issues were the works in the exhibition In an
Instant, in which Bejing Green and Water were first displayed.3 Held at Beijing’s
Three Shadows Photography Centre a few months before the opening of the
2008 Olympics, the show was meant to be a multi-faceted portrait of contemporary China: as he remarked, ‘I defined all the works as a unified whole, the
landscape, the mountains, the people, right up to the film about the destroyed
Great Wall at the end of the exhibition’ (Amanshauser 2009: 34). With an
almost deadpan observational style, the videos screened in In an Instant documented the violence undergone by petty criminals arrested by the police in
provincial China and the state authority’s control over public space. Under
Duress (2004) was an installation that consisted of two small monitors hidden
from the space of the gallery room by a circular wall of red velvet curtains.
The screens showed various scenes of police interrogations whereby young

1. Zhao’s series operate
in the ‘directorial
mode’ of photography
discussed by
Douglas Crimp in
his 1980 essay ‘The
photographic activity
of postmodernism’
with reference to the
work of artists such
as Cindy Sherman or
Duane Michaels. Crimp
remarked: ‘The strategy
of this (directorial )
mode is to use the
apparent veracity of
photography against
itself, creating one’s
fictions through
the appearance of a
seamless reality into
which has been woven
a narrative dimension’
(Crimp 1980: 99).
2. Lu Guang’s project
documents the highly
contaminated waters
of the seven major
rivers of China. On
Lu Guang’s work see
Loh (2015). On Wang
Juliang’s documentary
works see Haomin
Gong (2016).
3. Perhaps Zhao’s most
well-known and
powerful documentary,
Petition was shot over
the course of twelve
years spent interacting
with a community
living in Beijing’s south,
comprising citizens
from all over China
who had journeyed
to the capital seeking
redress for alleged
miscarriages of justice
in their hometowns. In
the film the artist used
hidden cameras in the
petition office showing
scenes of incredible
verbal and physical
violence perpetrated
by government officers
on the petitioners.
On the documentary
films of Zhao Liang,
see Edwards (2012 and
2013) and Voci (2010).
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4. The term irony has
been used in a plurality
of different contexts
and consequently
it may suggest
different meanings.
As a rhetorical device
irony can be simply
defined as a figure of
speech in which the
intended meaning is
the opposite of that
expressed by the words
used. The term has
also been deployed
by philosophers
ranging from Plato and
Socrates to Jacques
Derrida and Gilles
Deleuze. For a concise
survey of the history
and structure of irony
see Claire Colebrook
(2004). Depending on
the specific historical
and cultural context in
which it is used, irony
may hold a plurality
of different and
sometimes opposed
functions. It has
been interpreted as a
strategy of subversion
and transgression
as well as a tool for
reinforcing authority
and suppressing
difference. For an
overview of the
manifold functions
and limits of irony
see Hutcheon
(1994). Importantly,
the concept has
played a crucial role
in discussions on
postmodernism and
postmodernity. Critic
Craig Owens briefly
alluded to irony in
his discussion of
the allegorical as a
defining element of
1970s postmodernism
in art. ‘It should be
remembered’, he
remarked, ‘that irony
itself is regularly
enlisted as a variant
of the allegorical;
that words can be
used to signify their
opposites is in itself
a fundamentally
allegorical perception’
(Owens 1980: 81).

training officials try to extort confessions from derelict petty criminals by
striking, shoving, slapping and swearing them. Crowds (1999–2007) depicted
passive and anonymous throngs queuing orderly in the once-contested space
of Tiananmen Square; Heavy Sleepers (2006) was a one long panning shot over
the bodies of destitute migrant workers sleeping in overcrowded dormitories; and Narrative Landscape (2008), the last film installation in the exhibition, depicted an empty and desolate section of the Great Wall battered by
sandstorms. Rather than a reminder of the country’s emergence as a global
superpower, the Wall symbolized a nation faced by imminent disintegration.
As the artist declared, Narrative Landscape summarized the overall intent of
the exhibition In an Instant: the crumbling monument should be seen ‘as a
symbol of the nation, of this state and it is no coincidence that it is destroyed’
(Amanshauser 2009: 34).
Given the intent of the exhibition in which they were shown as well as the
timing – the show opened a few months before the 2008 Beijing Olympics:
a point to which I will return – Water and Beijing Green should not be interpreted as symptoms of indifference towards a politics of ecology, as Hatch has
argued, but instead as part of the artist’s long-standing reflection on China’s
contemporary condition. Importantly, this is expressed less through direct
forms of criticism, as in conventional models of eco-activist art, than through
irony.4 Zhao’s aestheticization of pollution should not be taken literally: his
strange images did not suggest that pollution is beautiful and that therefore a
politics of ecology is irrelevant.
On the contrary, the purpose of Zhao’s self-consciously composed images
was to direct the attention of audiences towards the utter neglect and destruction of Beijing’s environment. What defines the edge of Zhao’s ironic pictures
is indeed the inappropriateness of the artist’s visual language. Zhao’s images
deploy a set of conventions borrowed from the context of fine art to depict a
significant issue, Beijing’s pollution, that would have demanded a more sober
and didactic approach. The cynical detachment of Water and Beijing Green,
which triggered Hatch’s acerbic critique, was symptomatic of the purposeful intention to stir and even offend the viewer. The political significance of
the series resides in their deliberate provocation and affective charge. Zhao’s
peculiar brand of irony, this essay argues, is less the symptom of passive
acceptance of ecological destruction than a means by which the artist aims to
address them; it is less about defusing, than of engaging the anger caused by
the massive environmental destruction of Beijing.
My argument that irony is a central strategy in Zhao’s photographic series
is supported by an analysis of the artist’s previous practice. In fact, a tonguein-cheek intonation animates many of Zhao’s early works, rarely discussed
in the scant literature on the artist. His 1990s experimental videos show a
proclivity for the grotesque together with a desire to provoke outrage and
violate societal norms such as the respect for the elderly and official authorities. Consider the eleven minutes long Good Morning, Beijing (1999), a satire
of the Falun Gong movement’s doctrine that physical exercise cultivates one’s
metaphysical spirit.
The video shows close-ups of elderly people exercising in a park alternated with shots of cheetahs and peacocks in a zoo. Through slow motion
and a horror movie soundtrack, the artist draws a similitude between the
repetitive and ordered movements of those elderly men and women and
the restrictive conditions of the various caged animals. Jerks Don’t Say ‘Fuck’
(2000) targets the state’s pomp and the repressive climate of post-Deng
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China. The video consists of a frenetic montage sequence of military parades
in Tiananmen Square alternated with an even more rapid combination of
prohibition signs and the image of a man destroying an old wall with pickaxe.
The footage is accompanied by the noisy punk rock music of Feng Jiangzhou.
The result is a disturbing and iconoclastic assemblage that reveals the artist’s
anger and frustration at contemporary China and his disillusionment with the
Communist regime. Even more straightforward in its desire to trigger a reaction from the audience is the video artwork A Social Survey (1998). The video
is a long-take, subjective shot taken as the artist wandered across the streets,
restaurants and shopping malls of Beijing. The crowd seems indifferent to the
artist’s overly inquisitive. The passers-by’s unconcerned attitude is enhanced
by the fact that, in post-production, Zhao placed a handgun directly in front
of the camera. The video ends when finally one subway passenger notices the
camera and, annoyed, turns it away.
The video’s use of irony can be read as highly self-reflexive: that the artist
recognizes that art is powerless to effect significant social change. However,
the fact that A Social Survey goes on for an uncomfortable length of time – and
is titled as such – does overall point out to a deep-seated social passivity in
ordinary Chinese audiences and a willing acquiescence to surveillance and
authority.5
Although less confrontational, the images of the series Beijing Green and
Water may nevertheless also offend dominant tastes and sensibilities. The
lush, vivid colours and the carefully constructed framing of the pictures are
deeply at odds with the inherent ugliness of the subject matter. The inappropriate nature of the representation is heightened by Zhao’s reference to
high art precedents. In fact, the photographs recall the important and wellrespected aesthetic tradition of shanshui and flowers and birds painting.6 The
impulse to reanimate this pictorial tradition with is hardly new in contemporary Chinese photography: think of the photography and video animations
of Yao Lu and Yang Yongliang, which share with Zhao’s work a penchant
for the aestheticization of environmental destruction. Yang’s s Peach Blossom
Colony (2011) and the Artificial Wonderland (2010) series disguise monstrous
modern developments and cranes as the mountains of shanshui landscapes.
While Yongliang declared to deploy this visual tradition to articulate a critique
of urbanization and consumerism in China, his beautifully animated tableaux
seem also to indulge the viewer in the gimmick and eye-catching quality of
his digital manipulations.7 Smaller in size and lacking the sublime grandiosity
of Yang’s works, Zhao’s Water and Beijing Green shun the melancholic evocation of Chinese literati culture that might be evinced from the work of his
contemporaries.8
If irony, as Linda Hutcheon remarked, ‘always has a target’ (1994: 15),
who is the victim of Zhao’s ironic critique? My hunch is that the artist’s series
confronts the Chinese government’s calculated yoking of environmentalism
with Chinese tradition and nationalism. One example of such a yoking is the
concept of ‘ecological civilization’ (shengtai wenming) frequently deployed
by Communist Party’s officials and Chinese Marxist scholars since the mid2000s.9 Suggesting the utopian vision for a future environmentally sustainable
and yet economically prosperous China, the term has been used, paradoxically, to invoke the return to the authenticity and superiority of Chinese
traditional values. An article on ‘ecological civilization’ recently written by
prominent Chinese academics questioned the dismissal of Confucianism
and Taoism characterizing the May Fourth Movement and the Mao era

5. Beginning from the
early 2000s the artist
has toned down the
in-your-face approach
of his early video
art and adopted a
more observational
unobtrusive style. In
City Scenes (2004), he
used a candid camera,
filming undercover
or from a distance,
and he went into the
streets of Beijing to
record various events.
Despite the apparent
sobriety and directness
of the cinematic style,
there is something
preposterous in
many of the vignettes
assembled by the
artists: in one scene
a man, wearing an
elegant sport outfit,
plays golf on a dusty
and dirty grass field
surrounded by grey and
squalid developments;
in another, a group
of people practice
controlled dance
steps on an overpass
road surrounded by
heavy traffic and
smog. Although less
confrontational than
Jerks Don’t Say ‘Fuck’
and Nizao Beijing,
City Scenes depicts
everyday life in Beijing
as senseless, cruel
and at the same time
grotesquely absurd.
6. For an overview of the
tradition of flowers
and birds paintings,
see Andrews and Shen
(2012).
7. Critic Xavier OrtellsNicolau has discussed
the ambivalence
of Yang’s pictures.
As he remarked, in
Yongliang’s work
‘the myriad of
digital photographs
of buildings and
construction sites
remain detailed and
evidentiary, and yet,
in their fragmentary
replicability, share the
depthlessness and
anonymity of massproduced images/
commodities’ (OrtellsNicolau 2015).
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8. It can be argued that
Yongliang’s largescale photography
risks producing
awe-inspiring
representations
of anthropocene
violence, constructing
a breathtaking visuality
that turns Chinese
neoliberal capitalism
into a monstrous and
yet perversely sublime
experience.
9. In a solemn speech at
the 2007 Party Congress
President Hu Jintao
famously announced
that the country’s most
urgent task was to
give ‘high priority to
making an ecological
civilization’ (2007, 2005)
and called for efforts
to leave ‘to future
generations a beautiful
homeland with green
fields, clean water, and
blue skies’ (Wang et al.
2014). The concept is
connected to the broad
and long-standing
set of discourses on
civilization that were
first initiated during
Deng Xiaoping’s
presidency. Since
Deng’s time the
term civilization has
been elaborated and
modified by each
successive leaders
according to political
expediency, leading to
the coinage of different
but related concepts:
‘material’, ‘spiritual’,
‘political’ and now
‘ecological civilization’
(Dynon 2008, 2014;
Oswald 2014).

and invoked a rediscovery of these indigenous traditions. The authors also
suggested that under the nefarious influence of this period’s nihilistic attitude, the Chinese ‘abandoned the spiritual resources of their tradition such
as respect for heaven, awe of the Dao, oneness of nature and humanity, the
tradition of thrift, and the wisdom of cherishing all living things’ (Wang et al.
2014). The scholars go on to celebrate Imperial China as a time of greater
ecological wisdom praising the severe corporeal punishments – flogging,
being thrown in the stocks, forced labour – against the dumping of trash on
public roads introduced during the Shang Dynasty (1600–1046 BCE) as the
first example of environmental protection laws in the history of mankind. The
view that a rediscovery of the country’s ‘indigenous’ Chinese tradition can be
a key solution to save the country from an environmental catastrophe is by no
mean circulating only among academic circles. In fact it informs the discourse
of several influential political figures. According to former vice-minister for
environmental protection Pan Yue,
From the Taoist view of Tao respecting nature, to the Confucian idea of
humans and nature becoming one, to the Buddhist belief that all living
things are equal, Chinese religion has helped our culture to survive
for thousands of years. Chinese religion can be a powerful weapon in
preventing an environmental crisis and building a peaceful harmonious
society.
(Yue 2001)
The problem with the discourse of shengtai wenming is that, by celebrating the tradition of Confucian and Daoist culture, reified as quintessentially
‘ecological’ and pitted against the present of a modern and globally westernized China, the current environmental crisis is turned into an essentially
‘non-Chinese’ problem, thus exempting the country’s political and economic
elites from taking responsibility with the ongoing catastrophe, whose roots
can be traced back to the heedless developmentalism of Mao’s era (Shapiro
2001) and have been exacerbated by the country’s full embrace of neo-liberal
capitalism (Harvey 2005). In Beijing Green and Water, Zhao’s quotation of the
conventions of shanshui painting mocks the idea that a simple return to tradition might provide a solution to ecological violence, revealing this idea to be
a naïve fiction.
Perhaps a better way to understand the relevance of Zhao’s irony is to
consider the timing of the exhibition in which the artworks were displayed.
In an Instant opened a few months before the Beijing Olympics – an event
that was designed to promote the image of China internationally. According
to Ann Brady, one of the functions of the Olympics campaign was to divert
local and national citizens from significant internal problems. As she points
out, ‘rather than being a campaign of political indoctrination, Olympics propaganda was a campaign of mass distraction, designed to distract the population from more troubling issues such as political representation, inflation,
unemployment, corruption and environmental degradation’ (Brady 2009:
5–6). Specifically, the campaign included promotional posters and billboards
but also educational materials and public charters posted on the walls of the
city that often bear the slogan of ‘ecological civilization’ and that contained a
set of prescriptions to be followed by the ideal Chinese citizen and patriot (the
term wenming also connotes a decorum, think of the English word ‘civility’ or
‘cultured’). In one of them, the beautification of Beijing’s environment is listed
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as one of the main duties of the perfect Chinese. ‘The civilised citizen’, one
point in the charter read, ‘beautifies the city […] promotes ecological public
spaces of Beijing and protects the environment’ (Boutonnet 2011: 89, emphasis added). It is within the historically specific and politically charged public
discourse conflating ecology, patriotism and good citizenship, that the irony of
Zhao’s photographic series should be understood. Exhibited only a couple of
months before the Olympics, Water and Beijing Green represented the artist’s
own response to the state’s reduction of ecology to nationalistic propaganda.
Aestheticizing the heavily polluted landscape of his city, Zhao presented
himself as a ‘civilized citizen’ abiding by the norms prescribed by the charter. His pictures indeed beautify Beijing but, nevertheless, expose its environmental degradation. The ‘civilized artist’, Zhao suggests, can only strive to
camouflage pollution but cannot succeed in concealing it. Because Beijing’s
environmental degradation is so widespread and long-standing, each gesture
of preservation and beautification is inevitably doomed.10 Ultimately the irony
of Zhao’s photographs resides in the absurd and futile attempt to ‘naturalize’
a landscape that is far from purely natural and harmonious. Water and Beijing
Green evidence the impossibility, if not absurdity even, to ameliorate such an
artificial environment as Beijing.11
Water and Beijing Green represent the artist’s critical reaction to the affirmative and sunny rhetoric of eco-civilization propaganda posters that appeared
on the streets of Chinese cities in the years leading to the Olympics.
Characterized by lush and empty parks, perfectly trimmed trees, and clean
ponds, the posters evoke an idyllic world where the urban and the rural, technology and nature coexists, and where development and wealth – symbolized
by the tall skyscrapers that more often than not can be seen in the background – are not compromised by the need to care for the environment. Often
carrying the slogan of ecological civilization, these propagandistic images

Figure 3: ‘Aixin shi shenghuo mingmei de yangguang, wenming shi rensheng
wenxin de chunfeng’ (‘A loving heart is life’s bright sunshine, civilization is
humanity’s warm spring breeze’), Beijing, February 2012, poster. Photograph:
Nicholas Dynon.

10. Equally absurd was
the attempt of Fumin’s
local government
officials to ‘green’ the
environment through
aesthetic means. In
February 2007 The
Guardian newspaper
carried a grotesque
and surreal story about
the unusual method
used by this local
Chinese administration
to address the
government’s growing
concern for the
environment. The
report revealed that
the Laoshu Mountain
in Fumin – one of the
poorest and most
polluted counties in
Southwest China’s
Yunnan province – had
been painted green by
the local municipality
in a desperate attempt
to beautify the city’s
drab surroundings
(the area had been
quarried for more
than two decades and
was now completely
barren). According
to the newspaper
the local authorities
refused to disclose
the purpose of their
initiative but some
villagers suggested
that it was ‘an attempt
to “green” the area
in keeping with calls
for more attention
to the environment’
(Associated Press 2007;
see also Pann 2007).
11. For its cynical tone
Zhao’s practice may
recall Timothy Morton’s
call for a ‘dark ecology’
(Morton 2010a).
Dark ecology is an
aesthetic that eschews
those romantic and
sentimental visions
of bright and happy
nature that are typical,
according to Morton,
to popular forms of
environmentalist
thinking (i.e. Deep
Ecology, certain
Hollywood cinema
that celebrates the
wilderness etc.) and
are based on cute
animals and awesome
images of sublime
wilderness. ‘A more
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honest ecological art
would linger in the
shadowy world of
irony and difference’,
he remarked, ‘the
ecological thought
includes negativity
and irony, ugliness
and horror’ (Morton
2010a: 16–17).

contribute to sustaining the neo-liberal utopia of infinite growth and unlimited consumption of natural resources. As Nicholas Dynon has remarked,
there is strong utopian dimension in civilization discourses and, ultimately,
the theory of wenming can be considered as ‘a utopian vision for post-Mao
China’ (Dynon 2008: 109).
Despite its humorous and sarcastic tone, a sense of despair animates
Zhao’s photographic practice as it also permeates his last work, Behemoth
(2015). The 95-minute film essay follows the structure of Dante’s Divine
Comedy: the first section, symbolizing Hell, is set in the gigantic open-cast
coal mines and iron foundries of Inner Mongolia; the second, Purgatory,
explores an hospital where many of the miners and their family are recovered form major respiratory problems; the third and conclusive part of the
film, Paradise, shows the ghost district of Kangbashi, in Ordos City, a prime
example of China’s real-estate bubble and wastefulness. In Mongolian Ordos
means ‘the palace in heaven’ but, as it clearly emerges from Zhao’s cinematography, this recent urban development is a fake utopia: in fact, it appears as
a spectral place that has no room for the common people – the symbol for the
hubristic nature of neo-liberal China.
As evidenced by his latest work, Zhao’s irony denies any belief in the
sustainability of the capitalistic model. Given the scale of the country’s environmental problems, it is hard to disagree with the artist’s sombre view. But
perhaps the ultimate question is: can irony contribute to the ecological movement, in China and globally? It can be argued that the artist’s works share
in the gloom that suffuses, according to cultural critic Emily Apter, a significant strand of eco-criticism and literature and that she has called ‘planetary
dysphoria’. This denotes ‘an unpleasant or uncomfortable mood: sadness,
a downer moment, anxiety, restlessness, irritability, spleen, manic swings,
withdrawal (from addictive cravings), and the total evacuation of euphoria’ (Apter 2013: 139). An answer to this crucial question has been recently
provided by writer China Miéville in his defense of a dystopian ecological
aeshetic.
Pessimism has a bad rap among activists, terrified of surrender. But activism without the pessimism that rigor should provoke is just sentimentality. There is hope. But for it to be real, and barbed, and tempered into a
weapon, we cannot just default to it. We have to test it, subject it to the
strain of appropriate near despair. We need utopia, but to try to think
utopia, in this world, without rage, without fury, is an indulgence we can’t
afford. In the face of what is done, we cannot think utopia without hate.
(Miéville 2014)
The function of Zhao’s irony is, ultimately, to resist the quiescence inherent in
the top-down utopia of shengtai wenming. As such it participates in the formulation of a Chinese environmental consciousness that will help to avert future
catastrophes.
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Two artists, two ecologies,
and a shared empathy
towards non-human animals’
agencies: Yanagi Yukinori and
Liang Shaoji
ABSTRACT

KEYWORDS

A way to reflect about political ecology in East Asia is to explore the vibrant ecologies
that have been created and recreated by two contemporary artists who have worked
with non-human animals and called them collaborators: Liang Shaoji (Shanghai,
1945) and Yukinori Yanagi (Fukuoka, 1959). Liang, who has devoted his life to silkworms and Yanagi, who has worked extensively with ants, have both addressed the
connections between the tiny (those small insects) and the huge (the entire planet)
and thus stressed the relevance of all animal agencies, human or non-human.
According to the approach of this special issue, to analyse their works I will rely on
animal studies, which offer significant contributions to the study of contemporary
art. In this light, I read their artistic proposals as an attempt to raise empathy and
to advocate that every being, big or small, deserves the same consideration and is
linked to any other; being this a continuum that does not have to be disrupted by
barriers, dichotomies, pigeonholes and hierarchies.

Liang Shaoji
Yanagi Yukinori
animal studies
ants
silkworms
non-human agencies
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Liang Shaoji (Shanghai, 1945), who has devoted his life to silkworms, and
Yanagi Yukinori (Fukuoka, 1959), who has worked extensively with ants, are
two East Asia artists that have addressed the connections between the tiny
and the huge by collaborating with a myriad of non-human animals, thus
recreating their own vibrant ecologies. According to the approach of this
special issue, to analyse their works I will rely on animal studies, which offer
significant contributions to the study of contemporary art.
In psychologist Kenneth Shapiro’s words, animal or human-animal
studies is an academic field aiming to respect ‘animals other than humans
by treating them as beings with their own experience and interests – not
exclusively as cultural artefacts, symbols, models, or commodities in a largely
human-centered world’ (2002: 332). When applied to art history, animal
studies help to separate the human meanings we project onto animals – or
their representations – from animals themselves, their biologies and perspectives. Besides, the field questions the human/animal dichotomy, as humans
are animals too and other animals are designated as ‘non-human animals’ or
‘animals other than humans’. Other related dichotomies are also challenged;
like nature/culture, natural/artificial, etc., as seen in some contemporary
artworks. Accordingly, when these artworks involve non-human animals it
becomes necessary to acknowledge their agencies, just like animal studies
encourage. Therefore, the artistic interactions between humans and other
animals are often addressed as collaborations, as some artists name them
(Xu 2001: 152; Katchadourian 1998). Even if those animals are insects, because
they do make contributions that are not possible without them, like the
tunnels of Yanagi’s ants or the cocoons of Liang’s silkworms.
In spite of their age difference, both Yanagi and Liang started these collaborations around the same significant year – 1989 – though from different locations within the changing and fading geopolitics of Cold War that affected
China and Japan in distinct ways. After Hirohito’s death in January, which
concluded the Shōwa period, Japan was still struggling to assimilate its imperialist past, as Yanagi’s work acknowledged. In parallel, China went through
the turmoil triggered by Tiananmen Square protests, followed by a halt in
the previous reforms; all of this shortly after the China/Avant-Garde exhibition,
where Liang presented for the first time an installation with dried silkworm
cocoons.
However, despite these varying contexts the two artists had traits in
common besides their human–insect collaborations. Their careers entail
comparable stages and finales partially explained because of their shared East
Asia background. Each of them ventured outside their milieu of origin through
physical and virtual travels to Europe and North America, and gained enough
inside/outside perspective to question some conceptual compartmentalizations. For Yanagi, the matter of contention were the constraints exerted by
certain communities he called ‘ghettos’ (Weintraub 2003: 240). So he began to
dispute the implications of national identities and afterwards, the conventions
of the contemporary art world and industrial societies. For Liang, the obstacle
were the barriers demarcating certain dichotomies, being art and crafts the
first split he overcame by turning to contemporary art. Later, he would depend
on Chinese thinking and folk tradition concerning silkworms to question
other dichotomies like natural/artificial, art/science, nature/culture or art/life.
After their endeavours, both artists reinterpreted their origins and established themselves on or around the margin: Yanagi in small islands, Liang on
a sacred mountain. In the whole, they tried to demolish the said conceptual
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divisions to depict a more integrated portrait of the world in line with some
schools of thought that influenced their works – such as Daoism, Buddhism,
Shintoism – and in contrast with the hierarchization of knowledge characteristic of other western cosmologies, as shown in the work by the French artist
Hubert Duprat (Chastel 2002). Duprat also collaborates with insects (caddisfly larvae) to co-create little jewelled cases made of gold scales and precious
gems. Inspired by cabinets of curiosities, Duprat also reconstructs a huge
world around these tiny creatures; but one in which every item has a fixed
spot in an archive, as the tesserae of the larvae’s cases.
In connection with this compartmentalization, or the lack of it, another
issue to consider would be the reorganization of priorities conducted by
Yanagi and Liang. They both reject the anthropocentrism that puts human
politics and society in the foreground instead of viewing them as encompassed by nature as a whole. In contrast, ‘in a largely human-centered world’
(Shapiro 2002: 332) the environment is usually addressed as a problem
that comes last. Anthropocentrism, thus, would explain both the compartmentalization of knowledge – to keep the human unblemished from everything animal – and the hierarchization of these compartments – to elevate
the human above everything else. Yanagi and Liang’s move to the margin,
then, would be a vindication of alternatives to this structure powered by their
collaborations with insects and their empathy towards non-human agencies,
as well as a way to reconsider our relationships with other animals and our
position in the environment as a whole.
After his studies in Mushahino Art University and during his stay at Yale
(1988–90), Yanagi made American Flag Ant Farm (1989) altering an Uncle
Milton’s ant farm. Essentially, the artist added a panel to the toy with sand
coloured as the United States flag, which the ants destroyed with their tunnels
while mixing the blue, white and red grains in new patterns. This was the first
of a series of ant farms involving several combinations of national flags, in
site-specific versions made for exhibitions in various countries; for instance,
Ants and Japanese Flag (1995), on a larger scale. Eventually Yanagi connected
the Japanese and US flags in a farm that had autobiographical resonances,
with the two on each side of an empty box that was progressively stuffed with
a multi-layer mound by the insects, where the colours of the flags blended
partially but were still readable (Pacific, 1997).
Before leaving for the United States Yanagi felt, like the ants, ‘trapped
in a giant Japanese flag’ and ‘suffocated by national identity’, which led him
to experience ‘an irresistible desire to get out of the ghetto called Japan’
(Weintraub 2003: 239). Years later he left the United States for Japan, sceptical
about the contemporary art ghetto and the outrageous prices achieved by art
pieces (Yanagi 2013). In between, after being pressured by those two national
contexts (Japan and the USA) he became acutely aware of how ‘individual
expression is always controlled in some way in every nation state’ (Weintraub
2003: 240). While at Yale, Yanagi, whose father had volunteered to serve his
nation as a kamikaze pilot, frequented the library to confront what he had
been taught about World War II in Japan, and later he challenged both the
past loyalty due to the divine emperor and the taboo surrounding Hiroshima
and Nagasaki bombings in the United States (Weintraub 2003: 240). The
two nations had their own identitarian narratives and Yanagi questioned the
omissions of both, as if these comings and goings were written in the layers
laid by the ants in Pacific through the demolition of the symbols that represented each country.
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In cultural imaginary, the association of ants with territories and
battles dates back a long way (Sleigh 2004) and appears in contemporary
artworks like the videos by Donna Conlon (Coexistencia, 2003) and Rivane
Neuenschwander (Contingent, 2008). Yanagi took things to a worldwide scale
in The World Flag Ant Farm (1990), an installation of approximately 180 boxes
linked by tubes, most of them with flags of world countries in dyed sand. The
temporarily translocated ants roamed and dug inside the enclosure, unknowingly dismantling the flags and creating new ones in the empty containers.
As the artist stated: ‘The flags will become intermixed, their recognisable
symbol will dissolve and evolve into one universal flag’ (Yanagi 1993: 95).
As the artist was aware that ‘ants know no national borders’ (Deitch 1993:
64), he was pointing to the territorial connotations projected by humans onto
these social insects and simultaneously subverting them, optimistically framing the volatile international situation after the fall of the Berlin Wall and the
growing and ever-faster global transit. Each ant was like a minuscule passenger that actually made a difference, carrying a few grains and creating new
hybrid flags.
However, ants are not tiny humans, not just metaphors. Even if their
colonies have been often used as idealized models of an organized society
(Sleigh 2004) – something that Yanagi also plays upon – ants have their own
agency, as the artist verified and animal studies remind us. Around the world
the relocated colony, always from a different local species, could prove quite
destructive with the flags or leave little change behind during the months the
exhibition lasted (Yanagi 1996). Yanagi’s series, hence, connects the micro
and the macro, the real and the symbolic. The ants get locked inside the
artwork because of the meanings projected upon them by humans. Though,
in that reduced ecosystem they are still able to act collectively upon their preferences and fulfil or betray human expectations, shaping them. Conversely,
the flags are just coloured patterns, but they do influence national identities
and complex human behaviour.
Another series by Yanagi amplifies this criss-cross between levels and
meanings. As he recollects, he left the ‘ghetto’ named Japan only to find
himself inside what he calls ‘another kind of cell – the studio within a major
US university’ (Weintraub 1998: 141). So, as if to keep him company, he took
one local ant to the studio and on his knees he began tracing her path on

Figure 1: Yanagi Yukinori, Pacific, 1997.
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Figure 2: Yanagi Yukinori, Wandering
Position, 1997. Photograph: Aihara Riho.
Courtesy of the artist.
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the floor with a red crayon (The Ant Following Plan, 1988). Yanagi, alone in a
foreign country, turned to his childhood friends and games, when he played
with fish, birds and insects – especially ants. Back then, the artist ‘made maps
from an ant’s eye level, showing a little stone as a huge mountain, and grasses
as forests’ (Weintraub 2003: 239). While he pursued his education, he saw
himself as an ant ‘zigzagging and devouring whatever I happened to find
along the way’ (Weintraub 2003: 239). Finally, as mentioned above, while in
Yale he took an ant as a drawing teacher, thereby questioning the human selfawarded position in charge of the planet. Subsequently, he would repeat the
experience around the world, developing a series called Wandering Position.
Each time, he traced the path of a new local ant that was returned to her
nest after a few drawing sessions (Weintraub 1998: 145, picture). In the resulting pieces, the tracks evidenced that the ant was not behaving randomly: the
copied lines condensed towards the limits of the enclosure built by Yanagi, as
the insect tried to get out. The omnipresence of ants also helped the artist to
avoid language and to deliver a more universal content, useful to transmit the
connection that, in his travels, made him feel accompanied by these insects
(Yanagi 1996) and to make easier for the viewers to identify and empathize
with something as tiny and alien as an ant.
As well, each instance of Wandering Positing contains a wondering, a sort
of lengthy calligraphic meditation written in collaboration by Yanagi and the
ant that the artist equates with a stone garden (Weintraub 2003: 238) and
that revolves around the struggle between the individual and the collective.
A subject with multiple overtones when you combine ants, colonies and a
Japanese artist. The related positive and negative stereotypes that at times
appear in the media range from sacrifice and hard-work to homogeneity and
invasion (Sleigh 2004: 139–41). For Yanagi the issue was also very personal, as
he was torn between the impulse of fleeing yet another identitary ghetto and
the regular human need to insert himself inside a certain community. However,
the artist was aware that the ant was not wandering to regain her liberty: She –
all worker ants are females – was trying to resume her duties in the colony, her
place in the ants’ ‘perfect’ society, so different from the constantly changing
human one (Weintraub 1998: 140). A contrast worth reflecting upon.
In the end, Yanagi decided to work from the ‘periphery of the world’ and
outside the art market: he moved to Inujima, a remote Japanese island that
housed the ruins of an old Meiji copper refinery (2013). After relying in ants to
both interrogate his geopolitical and identitary frame and to assume he had to
work within it, Yanagi gave shape to a metaphor that he intended as a model
and a prediction. Working collectively and supported by a corporate holding
Yanagi, the architect Sambuichi Hiroshi and their team integrated art, architecture and environment and transformed the ruins and the island – symbols
of the beginnings of contemporary Japan – recycling the copper leftovers;
taking care of the surroundings; employing solar and geothermal energies,
the wind circulation and a water purification system sustained on plants: fire,
earth, air, water (Yanagi et al. 2010).
After managing all those ant farm ecosystems, Yanagi must be acutely
aware of the energy exchanges and movement flows of either ants or people,
in ant farms or cities; of the necessity of handling the leftovers; of what he
kept invisible inside the walls of his flag installations but was still there. In
fact Yanagi, laughing, exclaims ‘It’s gross!’ referring to the feeding box with
cockroaches for the Australian meat ants temporarily living inside one of his
farms (1996).
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In a 2013 exhibition, the artist juxtaposed Inujima’s scale model and The
World Flag Ant Farm to the bird’s eye view of Tokyo seen from the gallery’s
window. In this manner, he was exposing the hidden backstage of the dominant lifestyle by highlighting the industrial and polluted past of the recovered island. Lately, after the Fukushima disaster, Yanagi feels endorsed by the
debate around the abuse of nature and the use of alternative energies. As well
as backed up in recent projects like the preservation of Kosagijima island’s
landscape and rural life, in close cooperation with its twelve inhabitants. The
island, with several abandoned mandarin orchards and an old dockyard, is
approached as an organism in need of care and renewed vitality (Kosagijima
BIO-Isle Project 2010). The same empathy that connected Yanagi to the ants
and that he awakens in viewers is the thread that links everything; from the
tiniest insect to the inhabitants of a small island, from this island to the whole
planet, as well as to the cycles and systems that encompass all of them.
As a child, Yanagi not only made maps for ants, he also collected bagworm
larvae and gave them torn pre-war bills: ‘I liked to watch them spin cocoons
that were made of money’ (Weintraub 2003: 238–39). Interestingly enough,
Liang Shaoji would develop much further other natural/artificial juxtapositions, but collaborating with another species of Lepidoptera: silkworms. In
silkworms, Liang found a confluence around which he would weave the principles of his own aesthetics, the mixture of artistic and biological strategies
that guide his practice.
Due to Mao Zedong’s influence, traditional Chinese culture and folk arts
played a big role in Liang’s education and artistic training. He studied sculpture
at Hangzhou before the Cultural Revolution (1966–76), at the Affiliated Middle
School of the China Academy of Art (Gladston 2012). Then ‘everything came to
a halt’ (Brouwer 2009) and as he couldn’t pursue his education, he began working at a linen factory and was later appointed director of the Institute of Arts
and Crafts in Taizhou. There, he experimented with textile art and fabrics. His
position also allowed him to travel to Germany, France and the United States
in the early 1980s, as well as to the Soviet Union, then a communist ally of
China. Because of these travels and the regained possibility of accessing western
and Chinese books on philosophy and aesthetics, Liang became ‘emancipated’
(Gladston 2012) and aware of the constraints that affected both the Chinese society and himself as an individual and addressed them through his art: ‘I started to
realize that the value of an artist lies in his individuality’ (Brouwer 2009). In addition, he went beyond the concept of crafts, too superficial and decorative for him.
Already in his 40s, Liang faced a drastic change and enrolled at Varbanov
Institute of Tapestry at the China Academy of Art in Zhejiang. There, under
the guidance of Maryn Varbanov – a Bulgarian artist known for his textile
compositions – he conceived hanging or geometric installations made of wool,
silk or bamboo. In one of these pieces, present in the decisive China/AvantGarde exhibition, Liang employed dried silkworm cocoons for the first time:
‘[…] in the empty quietness of dawn, suddenly I realised the dry cocoons on
the silk cloth were wriggling, and the sight aroused my desire to breed and
use live silk worms [sic] in my work’ (Liang 2002: 41). For then on, Liang
devoted his life to collaborate with silkworms and started employing raw silk
to wrap objects, as directly spun by the insects’ larvae, often with the creatures
working or present inside the gallery space. In contrast too with his past use
of silk fabric, whose production involved the death of the silkworms.
In his ‘notes on creative work’, Liang declares: ‘I discovered the eggshaped cocoon of a silkworm is in fact fabric, and full of ideas about life’
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(2002: 41). So, for him, silkworms stood for life and its cycle: ‘[…] growing,
spitting silk, forming a cocoon, sprouting wings, laying eggs and hatching’
(2002: 41). But also for art, as they wove with their silk threads. This blurred
the boundaries between the natural and the artificial, as the cocoon – created
by insects, not humans – was natural, though a fabric too.
As importantly, in the cocoon Liang found two intertwined concepts for
his aesthetics. First of all, the egg-shaped cocoon contained a return to the
origin or ‘homecoming’ (还乡/Huan xiang) which, for the artist, combined a
reinterpretation of the Chinese arts and crafts traditions with the characteristic
primitivism of contemporary art. A primitivism that, in this case, went beyond
the human realm and paid attention to the skills of some caterpillars, connecting us and our capacities to other beings, to nature. The second concept was
a certain ‘measure taking’ (度测/Du ce), with the life and thread of the silkworms acting like an all-embracing unit of measure. Because when wrapped
in silk by the silkworms everything had to be contemplated, physically and
metaphorically, through the life that had created that thread. In this way,
Liang wanted to convey that life was the most important priority; even the
lives of the humble silkworms.
In fact, in accordance with their role as templates or units of measure
and despite their apparent insignificance, silkworms had determined huge
things, as emphasized by the artist. Silk was crucial for Chinese culture and
had affected the world through the Silk Roads. Also, as attested by Chinese
folk sayings (Liang 2002: 44), silkworms were considered either as role
models because of their hard work and sacrifice; or as metaphors of someone absorbed, lost in his or her thoughts, like the larvae inside their threads.
Captivated by these images, at times Liang even saw himself as a silkworm
(2007) and he lives so close to these creatures that once he woke up to find
himself wrapped in their silk (2002: 42–44).
Thus, unlike Yanagi, it is as if Liang did not maintain the critical distance
necessary to distinguish between the silkworms themselves and the human
meanings projected onto them. Nevertheless, turning both towards animals
studies and posthumanities I interpret that, besides the agency and artistic
contributions of silkworms, Liang is underlining the human/silkworm coevolution as well as the blending of nature and culture that it entails (Haraway
2008). The human/silkworm shared history is usually explained in human
terms, with silkworms being shaped by humans through their breeding and
exploitation. But expanding the concept of ‘measure taking’, Liang suggests
that the cohabitation and observation of silkworms has ‘moulded China’s
character, philosophy, aesthetics and history’ (2002: 42). Therefore, silkworms
have also shaped humans and in this bidirectional (though asymmetrical)
process, nature and culture mix and influence each other, as they cannot
be separated: ‘Nature is not only our living environment but our cultural
environment’ (Liang 1994).
Liang organizes his explorations in a numbered succession called Nature
Series. Throughout the 1990s, in the initial works of the series, the artist tried
to reconcile the harshness of metal scraps and other industrial materials with
the softness and warmth of raw silk, of life, as a reaction to the accelerated
industrialization of China. At first, the silkworms refused to spin silk around
those materials, so Liang had to pay a careful attention to their preferences
and weaving techniques, with art meeting biology but with purposes departing
from scientific ones. This wrapping process extended the protective cushion of
life to enfold new forms of vulnerability; like in Helmets/Nature Series No. 102
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Figure 3: Liang Shaoji, Window, 2013–
2015.

Figure 4: Liang Shaoji, Helmets/Nature Series No. 102, 2007.
Courtesy of ShanghART Gallery.

(2007) when Liang got the silkworms to cover the frame of several helmets to
denounce the precariousness endured by miners and to mourn their deaths,
alluding simultaneously to the frailty and strength shared by all life. The artist,
thus, encompasses human problems in a wider frame where humans are just
some fragile and invaluable living creatures, among many others.
Hence, Liang tried to arise in the audience the same empathy that silkworms elicited in him. When the artist saw a silkworm fell off and then
dangling, saved, from its thread, he wondered about its emotions: ‘[…] had it
panicked? Was it in danger?’ (Liang 2002: 44). In the video-performance Nature
Series No. 25 (1999), Liang even took the place of the silkworms among the
metal scraps and because of his size and the resulting cuts, he ended in the
hospital. Eventually, he moved viewers by individually wrapping hundreds of
cocoons with red silk as if they were babies and then invited the audience to
adopt and take care of one of the silkworms (Babies/Nature Series No. 113, 2008):
The Chinese Taoist philosopher Zhuang Zi once expressed the idea
that ‘everything needs to be treated equally’. We shall not think human
beings are superior to other living creatures. When I see a silkworm, I
treat it like a baby.
(Brouwer 2009)
Liang learns from silkworms, like Yanagi from the ants, but he also sees them
as creatures to be protected just the same as humans, other beings or nature
and the environment as a whole.
In 2000 Liang left behind Shanghai and Hangzhou and moved his studio
and silkworms to the margin: a more rural area in Linhai, at the foot of Tiantai
mountain (Tong 2012: 111). This step lined up with his intention of examining in depth Chinese thought and traditions, as Tiantai was a significant spot
for Chan Buddhism and Daoism. There, Liang filmed Cloud Mirror/Nature
Series No. 101 (2007), a video-performance that showed him meditating in
a sacred stone platform, while the silkworms wove over a mirrored floor,
so that their threads became confused and mingled with the reflections of
the passing clouds. The video conveyed a floating sensation that connected
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everything and made it equally a changing illusion. The artist seemed to be
stressing the interconnections and interdependencies of all things and beings,
with the lives and threads of the silkworms acting as the main nodes of the
fluid weft of networks linking and confusing the boundaries between humans
and animals, nature and culture, art and life.
At this point, Liang also demonstrated an explicit interest on landscape
and the environment. The piece Broken Landscape/Nature Series No. 148 (2008)
looked like an ancient landscape scroll, but in fact registered the silkworms’
life cycle, as manifested by the remains and biological marks they left behind
on the raw silk. The reading of the artwork seems twofold. On the one hand,
there is a tight identification of art and life with the silkworms, again, acting
as the authors. On the other, as the title suggests, Liang is metaphorically
underlining the damage that we inflict on the environment by not paying
attention to our detritus, to pollution. In a similar fashion to Yanagi when
he exposed the backstage of the dominant urban lifestyle by juxtaposing the
view of Tokyo with his Inujima island project, designed to recycle the leftovers from an old copper refinery that acted as a symbol of Japan industrialization. In both artists a common thread links the tiny (ants, silkworms) and the
huge (an island, the landscape), minded by the same empathy: from insects to
humans, to the environment or the planet.
As animal studies help me to conclude, both Yanagi and Liang attempt
to rebuild identities and cultures and to rethink globalization on the basis
of empathy towards non-human agencies, all by questioning parameters
like the compartmentalization of knowledge and the organization of priorities around the nature/culture divide. For the two artists the process started
around 1989 – a period marked by a crumbling geopolitical frame – after
physical and conceptual travels that they recreated in ecosystems inhabited by
creatures with whom they were going to coexist and collaborate. In different
ways, with silkworms or ants, Liang and Yanagi took into account their nonhuman perspectives and the projection of human meanings upon them. As
a result these tiny beings – added to the respective East Asia backgrounds of
the artists, which made easier for them to turn to less anthropocentric modes
of thinking – were a support towards overcoming several barriers, from the
ones imposed by national identities and boundaries to dichotomies such as
human and animal, nature and culture or art and life. Both artists retreated
creatively to the margin – islands for Yanagi, a mountain for Liang – leaving behind contexts and cities marked by the excesses of industrialization and
by an anthropocentric hierarchization of priorities, trying to find a spot from
where to reorganize the whole structure by placing nature, the environment,
as the realm that encompassed everything else; human politics, society and
culture included. Thus, their artistic proposals went from the tiny (insects)
to the huge (the entire planet) and advocated, through empathy, that everything, every being big or small, deserved the same respect, care and protection; being this a continuum that, after all, did not have to be disrupted by
barriers, dichotomies, pigeonholes and hierarchies.
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This article proposes to understand the Echigo-Tsumari Art Triennale in Niigata,
Japan through new materialist language of assemblage and agency. To see the festival itself as an agentic assemblage reveals the complex intertwining of material and
human agencies − a materially inclusive community − from which art emerges.
The article examines the Japanese satoyama landscape of the festival as part of its
distributive agency and examines particular festival projects that make visible the
entanglement of environmental history and cultural practices.

Echigo-Tsumari Art
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material agency
environmental history
material assemblage
distributive agency

The Echigo-Tsumari Art Triennale in Niigata, Japan can be understood as an
agentic assemblage that moves beyond the conception of land or site as an
inert stage for human artistic intentions. The festival functions as the distributive agency of an assemblage that includes rice fields, river corridors, rural
villages, landslides, heavy snowfall and art objects, installations and projects,
as well as planners, villagers, artists, scientists, visitors and species of plants,
animals, and insect − a melange of the inorganic and organic where ‘Each
member and proto-member of the assemblage has a certain vital force, but
there is also an effectivity proper to the grouping as such: and agency of the
assemblage’ (Bennett 2010: 24).
This language of agency and assemblage from western critical theory
of the ‘material turn’ is helpful in thinking about the complex context from
which the artwork of the festival emerges. Yet it is also the case that these
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distributive agencies are first visible through the Japanese mosaic landscape
called satoyama, which literally means ‘village-mountain’ and which is itself
an assemblage of human dwelling and things commonly ascribed to ‘nature’.
Satoyama thus becomes crucial in understanding the festival’s evolution of art,
and art institutions, away from exclusively anthropocentric intentionality. As
stated in a heading from the ‘concept book’ by festival founder and director,
Fram Kitagawa, ‘Everything Starts from Satoyama’ (2015: 51).
From that socio-ecological starting point, each Echigo-Tsumari Triennale
involves artists from as many as 40 different countries who work in, and often
in collaboration with, over 100 distinct communities in the region (Kitagawa
2015: 34). For Kitagawa, both artists and visitor/viewer/participants should
experience how the festival reflects the local challenges of living in ‘snow
country’, where small communities must rely on each other. The festival
should also reflect the discipline of travel as practiced in Japan since ancient
times (Kitagawa 2015: 34). Installations can be hard to find, and the need to
encounter the landscape and local people is by design. Kitagawa writes, ‘The
journey is enriched by the hard work it may require to uncover and experience
the diversity of the many worlds within it’ (2015: 34).
The rural mountainous landscape of Echigo-Tsumari Triennale, interspersed with agriculture, small towns and forests, signals its difference from
most of the large biennial and triennial festivals that have emerged globally
in recent decades. Simply put, while most festivals in Japan and elsewhere
are urban and centralized, linking art with international commercial development, Echigo-Tsumari is rural, scattered throughout 750 square kilometres, and insistent upon the local and what cannot be commodified. One
scholar, taking the almost 40-year-old Singapore International Arts Festival
as a bellwether for festivals throughout Asia, suggests that ‘Among arts
festivals in the region, the trend seems to be away from work that reflects
the specifics of a culturally grounded time and place’ (Peterson 2009: 113).
If there is such a trend, Echigo-Tsumari has certainly resisted it since its
inception.
Fram Kitagawa has served as general director for each of the six EchigoTsumari Triennali and also as general director of the Setouchi Triennale
on Naoshima and other small islands near Okayama, Japan. Both festivals,
but especially Echigo-Tsumari, embody Kitagawa’s belief that the festival should serve the needs of local people, address local social issues such
as depopulation, poverty, and environmental disruption and privilege art
from the margins (2015: 25−29). As Echigo-Tsumari grew and found support
in regional communities, it also developed relationships with local hamlets,
largely through the efforts of hundreds of artists and volunteers working with
residents. Kitagawa encouraged international and urban artists to engage with
communities, matching artists with particular sites where they could make
use of abandoned buildings or incorporate every-day objects such as farming or kitchen tools. Often, artists facing deadlines turned to residents out of
necessity in construction and installation processes or for permission to place
art on privately owned land (Kitagawa 2015: 11). More ephemeral projects
often require local participation, such as a staged meal where old folks from a
hamlet discuss poverty and the struggle to grow food alongside a reading of a
Shakespeare play (Bastiaans in Kitagawa 2015: 76). At the most recent triennale, high school student volunteers from Hong Kong cooked lunch for visitors on crude brick ovens at one end of a garden they had planted and tended
with local farmers.
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The importance of local voices in dialogue with outsiders becomes evident
in a project started in 2003, where Katsuhiko Hibino began ‘The Day After
Tomorrow Newspaper Cultural Department’ in an abandoned school in a
60-person settlement. ‘Day After Tomorrow’ refers to a type of morning glory
vine that the artist strung on ropes from the roof of the school to the ground.
One old woman from the village spoke up in a community meeting with
Hibino to say she didn’t understand the concept or proposal but could help by
planting morning glories. Kitagawa might suggest that it misses the point to
interpret this exchange as evidence of the community’s inability to understand
artistic sophistication or of the artist’s insensitivity towards the community’s
needs. He writes that the interaction demonstrates the ‘the positive effect of
heterogeneity, which occurs when mixing various communities, as opposed
to the homogeneity that commonly characterizes the effects of globalism’
(Kitagawa 2015: 134). Kitagawa’s perspective here resists what some have
seen as a the festival’s tendency towards romanticizing exotic rural places and
lifeways (Klien 2010: 525). As someone who grew up in the Echigo-Tsumari
region, he seems less interested in preserving quaint versions of imagined
authenticity than in helping rural communities respond to inevitable change.
During the most recent Triennale in 2015, a conversation at Ubusuna
House supported this perspective. Ubusuna House, a rebuilt abandoned
structure in the hills above Tokamachi, combines gallery space emphasizing
ceramic art with an opportunity for visitors to enjoy coffee and snacks around
a kamado, a wood burning stove and rice cooker built by Goro Suzuki, an
internationally known ceramic artist. Suzanne Klien included this site in her
examination nearly a decade earlier of processes of exoticization and romanticization that occur when urban artists fail to find ‘authentic’ connections with
residents. In Ubusuna House she finds a tentative urban-rural collaboration
that has ‘provided an opportunity for residents to reflect on the future of their
village and means of revitalization’ (Klien 2010: 537). Indeed, in the three
festivals since Klien’s work, Ubusuna House has continued to exemplify the
festival’s ideals. The restaurant’s local manager and chef, Shizuko Mizuuchi,
spoke with a group of international scholars about how her work at Ubusuna
House has allowed her family to survive for a little longer in the village, and
how she was able to travel to Australia to attend a conference on rural development. Scholars sampled her watermelon jam and heard of her work to

Figures 1−2: Goro Suzuki, Kamado, 2006, and Ubusuna House.
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learn ceramics in hopes of establishing a kiln to produce ceramics on site with
other women from the village. The project continues to image the festival in
its broad and difficult vision of revealing and addressing barriers and of creating the conditions where (material) collaboration and dialogue are possible.
Kitagawa’s ‘slow art’ approach of involving communities in art projects
counters the homogenizing effects of global capital and the ‘white box’ of
galleries and museums. He has resisted advice to consolidate to make it easier
for people to see more works, preferring a dispersed approach where visitors
encounter the land and people in a vast ‘hide and seek’ with the artwork,
where each encounter includes an entangled cultural and material context.
This pluralizes and decentres the landscape as subject, and crucially, it allows
the multiple agencies of satoyama, artists and communities to emerge.
The idea of satoyama can be traced back to the seventeenth century in
Japan, and beginning with forest ecology research in the 1970s, contemporary
academic definitions have come to share an emphasis on the complex interrelations among different ecosystem types where human agriculture exists
sustainably with healthy biodiversity (Saito in Saito and Shibata 2012: 18). In
2010, the Japanese Ministry of Environment and United Nations University
Institute for Advanced Studies launched the Satoyama Initiative to coordinate research and to promote satoyama (and its ocean-focused counterpart
satoumi) as Japan’s contribution to sustainability studies by identifying and
researching other functioning ‘socio-ecological systems’ around the world.
Such research documents links between ecosystem services (eg. agricultural
production, clean water, pollination, climate regulation) and human wellbeing (Japan Satoyama Satoumi Assessment 2010: 10). Yet more research is
needed to rethink satoyama management in ways that account for traditional
ecological knowledge and demonstrate an ‘important link between biodiversity conservation and cultural preservation’ (Indrawan et al. 2014: 80). The
interest of researchers has corresponded with a growing, and occasionally
nostalgic, sense of satoyama in the popular imaginary − in tourist brochures
advertising local foods, bicycle tours of the urban-rural interface, images in
popular animated films − and as a powerful trope in conservation discourses
(McKnight 2010: 426). The rise of satoyama in both academic and popular
discourses has come at a time when those very landscapes are most threatened. Analysis of this threat points to a number of trends in Japan during the
second half of the twentieth century, especially the rise of petrochemical fertilizers in agriculture (leading to less leaf gathering from forest floors to spread
on fields) and an aging and urbanizing population (leading to a decline in
cultivation of rice fields) (Takeuchi 2009: 892).
This then, is the environmental history from which the Echigo-Tsumari
Triennale emerges and the social history it is intended to address, but the
more nuanced point is that the landscape itself is that address. The trick to
thinking about Echigo-Tsumari is to avoid the distinctions that may limit
one’s sense of connection: art/rice field, artist/local, past/present, village/city,
performative/visual and so on. For example, one of Kitagawa’s sub-chapter headings describes ‘Terraced Rice Fields as Art’ (2015: 61). Kitagawa’s
writing on the origins and goals of the festival helps in understanding
the sense of place and materiality that motivates the festival. He starts by
describing climate, topography, vegetation, and the dawn of human time
before detailing the environmental and political history of the region and
the ways festival artists have collaborated with the landscape and its people
(Kitagawa 2015: 13). From the start, the festival was intended to help artists
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and visitors encounter what a western critical theorist might call the ‘material agency’ of Echigo-Tsumari and what a local might call everyday life −
growing food, dealing with heavy snowfall in the winter, and noticing the
birds and insects in the rice field. Kitagawa writes that ‘[r]ather than simply
being part of the continuum of art history or expressive qualities of individualism,’ the artworks ‘bring to the surface memories and histories […] They
enable reflections on how physical experiences manifest the particularities
of the local place and time’ (2015: 10). The initial goals for the festival both
grew from and encouraged what could be described as a (new) materialist
place identification. One can sense in these quotations, as in other Kitagawa
writings, how place identity contributed to the idealism and optimism that
was necessary to sustain the festival through many organizational and logistical challenges and years of meetings with resident farmers, local officials,
and artists. California based Japanese ceramist and translator Amiko Matsuo
traces Kitagawa’s optimism back to his coming-of-age alongside mid-tolate twentieth century Japanese avant-garde groups such as the Monoha
and Gutai (2015). Matsuo suggests that with artists from these movements,
Kitagawa’s attention to the local was an outgrowth of his intense awareness of western (mis)perceptions while at the same time noting that western
artists were occasionally unaware of artistic developments and predecessors
in Asia. Many projects in Echigo-Tsumari evidence dialogue between international and local perspectives, as well as a pervasive and subtle exchange
with the dynamic landscape and how local culture has evolved in response to
it. For example, in one showcase installation from 2015 triennale, the water
feature at the centre of The Kinare Satoyama Museum of Art held an obviously artificial island of shrubbery on scaffolding by the Chinese artist Cai
Guo-Qiang. In the alcoves ringing the island, hundreds of ‘toys’ made from
rice straw by local elementary school children drifted in the breeze − airplanes

Figure 3: Cai Guo-Qiang, Penglai/Horai, 2015.
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and birds, aircraft carriers and fish. Coming at a time of considerable tension
over islands in the South China Sea, the installation drew attention at once
to geopolitical events and to the leftovers of food production and the daily
activities of work and play.
Another large-scale, multivalent example of intermingled human and
geomorphic agency is Yukihisa Isobe’s A Monument of Mudslide, for the 2015
triennale. The work is a debris containment dam that resides in the figurative
space between environmental art and civil engineering and physically stands
on the site of a massive landslide that occurred during the Nagano earthquake
of 2011. Kitagawa writes about this project in development in Art Place Japan,
describing how the locals call the area ‘Dragon’s Mouth’ for its frequent landslides since ancient times (2015: 54). During the Nagano quake, the site again
disgorged a dangerous dough of trees, rocks, snow and soil onto the highway
below. Isobe’s intervention takes the form of four Cor-Ten steel cylindrical
cells, each about 24 metres in diameter. The cells are filled with earth from the
slide itself. Unlike cement, which has a 100-year lifespan, earth hardens over
time, providing a more durable structure (Kitagawa 2015: 55). From below,
the cells resemble a steel building set on top of the spillways that commonly
emerge from dams. Yet grass tufts from the tops of the cells, suggesting how
the forms are vessels containing material from the slide. Up the stairs for a
view from above, the layers of containment become clear – not only is each
cell a vessel, but together they form a basin meant to contain future erosion
to protect the road while letting water drain out below. Around the basin
and into the hills above, Isobe has drawn a landscape-scale line of yellow
story poles tipped with solar lights to trace the body of the original slide. In
the gravel parking lot below the cylinders, a small building for the EchigoTsumari Civil Engineering Field Museum contains aerial photos of the slide,
maps, geomorphic data, and construction plans.
The dramatic physical fact of the landslide makes the agentic landscape
Isobe is working with visible and conceivable, and closer consideration suggests
deep cultural resonance as well. A Monument of Mudslide recalls a nearby
installation from the 2003 triennale by Kan Kasukabe. Both works reveal how
communities have long turned the inherent instability of the landscape into
a tool to carve out spaces to coexist with nature. A visitor to Kasukabe’s 20
Minute Walk, reads stainless steel signage explaining how the work scales rice

Figures 4−5: Yukihisa Isobe, A Monument of Mudslide, 2015.
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terraces down to one-tenth the usual size to demonstrate the local practice of
growing rice in the flats left by landslides. Standing above a cutbank on the
Shibumi river one can imagine, with Kasukabe’s help, a local environmental
history where communities used the volatile landscape to their advantage.
Kasukabe’s work makes it easier to understand Isobe’s civil engineering
in the context of a long history of environmental management. Yet Isobe’s
A Monument of Mudslide is not his first project to reference old practices. For
the 2006 triennale, Isobe built an amphitheatre, Farming Music Corridor, by
using se-gae, a local method of increasing the area’s meagre farmable land by
straightening a bend in the river. During the triennale, the amphitheatre/farm
land was the site for the World Taiko Drum Festival and produced ‘distinctive
acoustics’ (Kitagawa 2015: 54). For the first triennale in 2000, Isobe charted
the historical path of the Shinano River with bright yellow flags on poles. He
needed permission from 28 different landowners, and one finally consented
with the idea that it would be fun to watch the wind change direction over his
rice field (Kitagawa 2015: 52).
The human practice of adapting the sometimes dangerous energy of landslides and rivers is an important context for both Kasukabe’s and Isobe’s
projects, and it is also a comment on entangled agencies within assemblages.
New materialist theorist Jane Bennett writes, ‘There was never a time when
human agency was anything other than an interfolding network of humanity and nonhumanity; today, this mingling has become harder to ignore’
(2010: 31). Kasukabe’s environmental/cultural history is a reminder that
Isobe’s use of the mass and weight left in the flats is not merely an engineering
solution to the problem of future slides. It is also a monument to how people
have been shaping the landscape even as the land has shaped the culture.
Indeed, Kasukabe and Isobe have engaged the energy and agency of the
landscape to reveal the intermingling of nature and culture that the Triannale
seeks to highlight in this region. Their works recall deep ties between these
people and this place and suggest a kind of natural/cultural resilience based in
long-standing rapprochement.
This narrative of tentative balance between nature and culture in satoyama
may be susceptible to a kind of romantic nostalgia, and so too Echigo-Tsumari
to the extent that its identity centres on satoyama and ‘a vision to reconnect
art and nature’. Japanese literary critic Masami Yuki questions idealized and
commodified images of satoyama, pointing out how, for example, documentaries broadcast on the NHK television network contribute to an association with Japanese nationalism (2013: 55). She questions whether the idea of
satoyama-as-landscape can critique the neo-liberal values that have caused its
decline (Yuki 2013: 60). However, much of the experience of Echigo-Tsumari
answers that question by linking satoyama with pervasively implicit, and occasionally explicit, critique on issues from (western) industrial farming methods
and economic structures that exploit the rural to the commodification of art
objects and the glitz, efficiency and convenience of urban art festivals.
Recent ecocritical work on Asian literatures and art has resisted the
tendency in the West to focus on harmonious relationships between people
and nature. Ecocritical scholar Karen Thornber, for example, uses the term
‘ecoambiguity’ to argue that environmental crisis, and not just harmony, is a
pervasive theme in many Asian representations of landscape, and that ecocritical approaches ought to account for the full complexity of human transformations of ‘natural’ environments (2012: 1). Thornber’s concept is a necessary
corrective to misperceptions and a response to cataclysmic environmental and
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cultural damage caused by humans, such as the displacements caused by the
Fukushima disaster and massive dam project such as the Three Gorges project
in China among others. In Isobe’s earth cell debris basin and Kasukabe’s microterraces, however, one can see how Echigo-Tsumari − the region and the
festival − suggests a less dichotomous understanding of ecoambiguity, where
transformed environments are not always the result of human manipulations.
Rather, the assembled bodies within the landscape have their own distributive
agencies, and occasionally human actions are not so much writ upon the earth
as enacted with it.
This is not to minimize the effects of anthropogenic change. EchigoTsumari, as everywhere else, is part of a warming world, where human
actions are affecting all earth systems on a geological scale. If the future in
the Anthropocene will be characterized by natural/cultural transformation,
the assemblage of Echigo-Tsumari and its mosaic satoyama landscape suggest
a step towards environmental and social resilience. For example, ecological
researchers have called for more work on how farming, coppicing, gathering
plants to eat, clearing the forest floor for fertilizer, and other satoyama practices affect biodiversity (Indrawan et al. 2014: 81). They have also called for
wildlife habitat research in areas such as gap and patch dynamics and island
biogeography. Researchers point out how the elevation and north−south variation of satoyama in Japan provides opportunities to study species migration
in response to climate change and perhaps even to conduct experiments in
assisted migration (Indrawan et al. 2014: 80). Such work is forward-looking
towards an uncertain future rather than oriented towards ‘restoration’, which
requires answers to the question of which point in the past should be the
target. As ecological research demonstrates the importance of Asian landscapes to understanding the Anthropocene, Karen Thornber suggests that
increased attention to the Anthropocene will enrich Asian studies generally through focus on ‘long histories of environmental philosophies’ in Asia,
on histories of environmental transformation, and on cultural projects that
expose environmental destruction (2014: 989).
The artistic practice of Echigo-Tsumari intersects with this work in
acknowledging a narrative that some western models of conservation have
difficulty accepting: that in many places biodiversity and the survival of
species depends upon the active presence of people in a materially vital landscape. Things may not simply improve when you remove people. Which is
exactly why satoyama stands out as a privileged site of enquiry about resilience in the Anthropocene and why Echigo-Tsumari has an important role
to play in sorting through competing needs of intertwined socio-ecological
communities.
Echigo-Tsumari, like environmentally oriented interventionist art in
other places, can help reveal where a culture’s values have come from, how
certain economic and ethical narratives have supported them, and how
they might change. At the same time, Echigo-Tsumari and projects like it
represent a shift towards understanding art in the fullness of its distributive
material agency, as being more than about the intentions and expressions
of people. Echigo-Tsumari has begun to model a future in which humans
continue to be deeply implicated in and inseparable from their environments
over time, where it is not so difficult to break down dichotomies that separate people from their places, and where traditional environmental practices
might become part of new, more materially inclusive and resilient practices
of community.
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